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ROM OUR READERS 
Editor's Note: The following letters on the spring 2000 issue were edited faT brevity. 
I just wanted to thank you for Cal Poly Magazine. The 
articles were so interesting and well written I could 
not put [the issue] down once I started reading. I am 
especially excited about both MaxiVision (being a bit 
of a movie nut) and the plastic products of the future 
(especially since I work in the electronics industry in 
Silicon Valley). It really is exciting to learn about all 
the great things going on at Cal Poly and in the lives 
of alumni. Thank you so much for producing such a 
wonderful journal. 
- Shari Mullen (POLS '82) 
Especially interesting are the feature articles 
recognizing the various colleges. [My wife and I have 
a personal interest] in bio/agricultural engineering 
majors, since our son and son-in-law graduated in the 
mid-70s along with a daughter-in-law and daughter 
in home economics. The addition over the years of 
other disciplines [enhancing] the effectiveness of the 
university is well and good, [proViding] a well-
rounded offering ... , but [I was disappointed to see] 
the feature on [alumnus Al Yankovic], who is 
pursuing a career in music that appears to feed on the 
rock culture scene. In my opinion thiS gives a wrong 
impression of the traditional and important values 
that Cal Poly represents ... as a university that 
upholds a "hands-on" approach in learning. 
- Jack H. Nikkel 
From Our Readers continued on page 2 
ON TN COVER 
Environmental Horticultural Science 
Professor Tom Eltzroth (center) goes over 
an outline ofplantings for the College of 
Agriculture's Leaning Pine Arboretum 
with senior Chris Wassenberg (EHS '01) 
and alumna Meg Abel (EHS '00). The 
arboretum is a beautiful living laboratory 
for Cal Poly students that showcases 
Mediterranean plants and trees from 
Australia, New Zealand, Africa, and 
California (see story beginning on page 9). 
(photo by Cole Bybee [ART 'OO}/Karlen 
Design, cover design by Jeff Hamilton 
[ART '97) and Paul Karlen [GRC '76]/ 
Karlen Design) 
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Money being raised for an elementary 
school in India will be named after 
Akkamma Mallareddy, mother of 
Cal Poly Civil Engineering Professor 
Harapanahalli Mallareddy. 5 
From Our Readers continued from inside front cover 
Writer and Public Affairs Director JeffBliss 
responds in part: 
Mr. Yankovic is among Cal Poly's most visible alumni, 
with a worldwide audience totaling in the mil/ions. He 
is certainly part o(popular culture, but one of the things 
that sets him apart from other artists and musicians is 
that he cleverly satirizes their work. With regards to the 
hands-on approach to learning, I believe Mr. Yankovic 
serves as another Cal Poly "leam-by-doing" success 
story. A musician prior to enrolling at the university, he 
was able to parlay his talents with skills he learned 
working at Cal Poly's radio station, KCPR. 
A differing reader response to the same story (ollows: 
Your article about Al Yankovic (I just can't call him 
"Weird") came at a great time. I have kids 12 and 
8, and they love AI's [Disney radio album] 
parodies. You gave me a walk down memory lane 
and my kids are impressed. Keep up the good work 
on the magazine. I enjoy hearing what is 
happening at Cal Poly and seeing what the 
graduates are doing. 
- Linda Puckett-Perkins (AM '81) 
The following are responses to questions by several 
readers to the SPORTS NEWS article, "Five Mustangs 
still riding high"; 
1) Which (ormer Mustangs hold the top "most points 
scored in a single season'? 
1) Gary Davis, RB - 1976 96 
2) Perry jeter, RB - 1953 89 
3) Mike Allshouse, RB - 1996 80 
4) james Tuthill, K - 1995 79 
5) Craig Young, RB - 1997 78 
2) Is one of those record holders a former kicking 
specialist? 
james Tuthill 
3) Who was the very first kicking specialist offered a 
scholarship to play football at Cal Poly? 
(No record available) 
4) Ofall the record-holders in all sports, who has held 
his/her record the longest? 
jim Antoine (1955-57), for a career punt return 
average of 12.6 
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ivil engineering professor 
Harapanahalli Mallareddy teaches 
courses on hydrology, coastal 
engineering, and water 
resources engineering. But if 
students pay attention to the man, 
if they listen to his story, they also 
learn much larger lessons about 
hardship, hard work, and altruism. 
Mallareddy's story begins with a 
boy living in a small hut with 
his mother in the village of 
Harapanahalli, India. Because the 
boy's father died when the boy 
Things 
m t 
taug t 
was six months old, the mother 
must labor in the fields and at any 
other job she can find to support 
her family. Many nights, the 
mother and son go to bed hungry. 
But despite her extreme poverty 
and the fact that she never 
attended school herself, the 
mother is determined to better 
her son's life by making sure he 
receives an education. At this 
time, Harapanahalli has no school, 
so, from the first to the eighth 
grade, the boy walks two miles 
each morning and afternoon to 
attend school in a neighboring 
Village. He walks six miles farther 
to go to high school. 
The boy excels in his studies and 
pushes on to the university located 
in Bangalore, India's high-tech 
center. To pay for his studies, the 
young man borrows money and 
also rises at dawn to work in a 
dairy before class; he returns to the 
job after school until late at night. 
He never gives in to exhaustion, 
and encouraged by his professors, 
Mallareddy achieves the almost 
unthinkable for a person of his 
background: he earns a scholarship 
to study in the United States. He 
receives his master's degree and 
Ph.D. from the University of 
Oklahoma, and arrives at Cal Poly 
er
1m 
byAmyHewes 
College ofEngineering 
Professor Mallareddy and the 
woman who inspired him -
his mother; Akkamma 
Mallareddy (photo left, 
courtesy of Prof. Mallareddy). 
(Photo of Prof. Mallareddy 
by Marcia Wright.) 
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in 1981 to teach in the fledgling 
Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Department. 
Today, Mallareddy is a soft-spoken, 
modest man, who carries an acute 
awareness of his roots and the 
debt he owes his mother. "My 
mother is responsible for where I 
am now," he says. "Without her 
sacrifice, I'd have worked in the 
fields forever." 
As a first step, Mallareddy donated 
his ancestral land left to him by his 
mother - the property abuts the 
current schoolyard. Then he set up 
a School Betterment Committee 
made up of a dozen village officials 
and residents and chaired by his 
boyhood friend, M. Jayaram, who is 
also chair of the village panchayat, 
or council. "I've contributed an 
initial $8,000 to provide seed 
money needed to clear the land, 
hire an architect, draw up the plans, 
people live a very marginal 
existence, side by side with nature 
- in fact, marauding, wild elephants 
still pose a frequent threat!" 
In hopes of attracting additional 
donors, Lang has helped publicize 
the project to other faculty 
members. "It's such a worthwhile 
effort and, really, so extraordinary 
for a man who has surmounted 
the humblest of backgrounds to go 
back to his roots and give such a 
"My mother is responsible for where I am now. 
One of his students, Aaron 
Fukuda, notes, "Professor 
Mallareddy drives this old Buick 
from the '70s - he's not all caught 
up in status and money. Instead, 
he's always telling us that we 
should be thankful for our 
education and that we should give 
back to our community." 
Mallareddy's own generous and 
ambitious gift to his home 
community - and tribute to his 
mother - is a school for the 
children of Harapanahalli. "I 
returned home every summer to 
care for my mother until she died 
in 1997," he says, "and each trip I 
witnessed the very poor condition 
of the village school. Seven grades, 
160 students, are taught in one 40-
foot by 40-foot room. There are no 
desks and the children sit right on 
the floor. Can you imagine trying 
to learn in that environment? But 
the children's faces are so 
exuberant! I decided that I would 
undertake to build a new facility 
named in honor of my mother, 
Akkamma Mallareddy." 
and drill a well," explains 
Mallareddy. "I'm in contact with 
Jayaram every week to make sure 
the project stays on track." 
The new school will include six 
classrooms, a library, a computer 
room, a staff room and principal's 
office, a playground, and a garden 
area. The total cost is $50,000, 
dirt-cheap by U.S. standards, but a 
formidable sticker price for one 
person on a professor's salary. "We 
need $10,000 to $15,000 in hand 
before we begin construction," 
notes Mallareddy, who plans on 
donating his entire summer 
income from consulting or 
teaching to the project. 
One of the first persons to 
recognize the magnitude of 
Mallareddy's undertaking has been 
Rob Lang, chair of Cal Poly's Civil 
and Environmental Engineering 
Department. "I've seen the village 
firsthand, when I visited Reddy 
[as he's known in the department] for 
two weeks last summer," says Lang. 
"It's another world, a place out of 
one's imagination, where the 
tremendous amount. We all can 
learn a lot from Reddy." 
Mallareddy's students agree. "I've 
taken I don't know how many 
classes from Dr. Mallareddy and he's 
always willing to talk about more 
than engineering. He talks about 
what we should do in life - he 
moves you!" exclaims Aaron Fukuda. 
Civil Engineering Lecturer Dina 
Cadenazzi voices a similar 
opinion: "I've had Dr. Mallareddy 
as a professor and what I will 
always remember about him is his 
devotion to his work and teaching, 
and, above all, his compassion." 
When they read about Mallareddy's 
school project in the Mustang 
Daily, Cadenazzi and Fukuda 
teamed up to organize a fund-
raising event at a local San Luis 
Obispo eatery sponsored by three 
student clubs: Chi Epsilon, the 
Society of Civil Engineers, and 
Alpha Phi Omega. "We raised $300 
and I'd guess 150 students 
attended, so we're getting the 
word out," says Fukuda. 
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Mallareddy is grateful for the understand poverty, chances are project can send a check, made out 
help and attention to his they will come away from his to the India Abroad Foundation, 
project, but sounding like the classes with a better appreciation to Harapanahalli Mallareddy at 
teacher he is, he says, "I value for "devotion," "sacrifice," and 1640 El Caserio Court, San Luis 
the students' enthusiasm even "charity." And, like Dina Obispo, CA 93401. A receipt will be 
more than the money. It's not Cadenazzi, they might just sent by the foundation to the donor 
easy for a lot of our students to learn that "one person can make for tax purposes.] ~ 
understand what it means to start a difference." 
your life with absolutely nothing, 
like the children of Harapanahalli." [Note: The Akkamma Ma/lareddy See related story on page 8. 
School is scheduled for completion 
Whether or not Mallareddy's Cal by fall 2001, depending on funding. 
Poly students ever come to truly Anyone wishing to donate to the 
Without her sacrifice, I'd have worked in the fields forever." 
- Harapanahalli Mallareddy 
Director of Alumni Relations 
Ben Beesley (SaCS (86) 
(kneeling in foreground), 
helps give polio vaccine to a 
small boy in India as part of 
Rotary International's National 
Immunization Day. Beesley, who 
this year was named Rotarian of 
the Year by local Rotary district 
San Luis Obispo de Tolossa, was 
among many Rotarians from 
around the world, along with 
volunteers and Indian 
government officials, who 
administered the polio vaccine 
to more than 131 million 
Indian children. . 
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Matt Novak believes that explaining the inner 
workings of a computer, creating product ads, writing 
and illustrating children's books, and dating all have 
something in common. 
Dating? 
"They're all forms of technical communication," 
says Novak, professor of English and director of Cal 
Poly's Technical Communication Certificate program. 
"In each case, you want to show off the best 
features and benefits of your 'product,' whether it's 
the computer you want to sell, the book's moral you 
want to get across, or your own best attributes you 
want your date to see." 
Novak has been leading the technical communi-
cation program since 1989, when he was brought in 
to revitalize it. Since then, the technical writing 
profession has exploded, and the program's approxi-
mately 120 graduates have reaped the benefits. 
"Two-thirds of our graduates are non-English 
majors, but all who want to work in the field are 
employed," Novak says. "Most have three to four 
high-paying job offers before they graduate, and 
companies such as IBM complain that they can't 
recruit enough people from our program. Even if they 
don't want to be technical writers, our graduates are 
very desirable because employers know they are able 
to communicate well." 
The man behind this successful program may be 
the quintessential poster boy for technical communi-
cation. He started out with a degree in electrical 
engineering, went on to get a bachelor's and master's 
in English, and finally a Ph.D. in English with a 
concentration in technical communication. 
Novak's foray into that field began when he 
worked for an engineering company that had 60 
technical"writers." But in fact S9 were strictly 
engineers; he was the only one with any real training 
in writing. 
True to his belief that almost everything you 
communicate is technical communication, Novak 
applies his theories to the writing and illustrating he 
does for fun - children's books. "I'm telling a story, 
in a nonintimidating way, about real-life situations, 
and I want the child to enjoy both the story and 
the illustrations." 
Getting Novak to talk 
about his children's 
writing and illustrating 
takes some prodding. His 
colleagues didn't know 
about his award-winning 
books until about five 
years ago. It is something, 
Novak says, that is 
"personal" and that he 
does for himself. "It's a 
way for me to be a kid." 
The 20-some books he 
has created, however, are 
clearly important to the 
thousands of children, 
mostly ages 4 to 8, who 
have enjoyed the highly Matt Novak (Photo by Marcia Wright) 
entertaining stories, as 
well as the vivid illustrations that could be 
dubbed candy for the eyes, which he has created 
on his computer. 
The books impart life lessons in a fun way: there 
is life when the television is unplugged, people who 
look different are not so different after all, and it's 
important to go the extra mile to help someone, to 
name a few. 
This aspect of Novak's life began in the mid-80s 
when he and his son were drawing one weekend. 
Together they came up with three stories with 
drawings. On a whim, Novak sent them off to a 
publisher. After five rejections, he was on his way as a 
children's books' author. 
Novak does something else that is not widely 
known: voiceovers for BBC 2, when the network 
needs a "real" American voice for commercials. This 
almost-weekly job grew out of a children's call-in 
show that BBC 2 asked him to host. 
When asked what he wants to accomplish at Cal 
Poly, Novak answers, "I'd like to teach students that 
learning in and of itself is fun and rewarding, even 
without the financial advantages that the technical 
communication program can offer them." 
Clearly, that's the core philosophy that this 
teacher/writer/artist lives by. W 
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by JoAnn Lloyd ac 
sychology and Human Development 
Professor Patrice Engle moves with ease 
between the comforts of California and the 
challenges and joys of developing countries. 
Past projects have taken her to Nicaragua, 
Guatemala, and Peru. Now she is experiencing 
life in India as UNICEF's chief of child development 
and nutrition. 
Her nearly 30 years as teacher, researcher, and 
consultant helped prepare her for this daunting 
position. "After much soul-searching, I decided to 
give it a try," Engle says. "I was interested because 
the job dealt with my two loves - nutrition and 
child development." 
What does a day in the life of the chief look like? 
"UNICEF's role," she explains, "is to work with 
government to prOVide technical support, advice, and 
funding to improve the lives of poor people. There is 
tremendous concern for people's rights, particularly 
those of children. 
"This means that UNICEF's programs are intended to 
combat discrimination on the basis of gender, 
ethnicity, and class," says Engle. "They also attempt 
to reach the children and women who are the hardest 
to reach. And UNICEF is committed to community-
based actions - those that help people improve 
themselves and build on their own strengths." 
Engle's projects include one that gives poor 
adolescent girls, who are normally in arranged 
marriages before 18, a chance to make choices. 
Another proVides support for community-based 
nutrition programs that locate malnourished children 
and help their families. Research on the effects of 
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vitamin A is under 
way, and Engle is 
also working with 
a program that is 
an Indian version 
of Head Start, 
costing about $20 
per child per year, 
compared to Head 
Start's approxi-
mately $4,000 per 
child per year in 
the United States. 
"A major challenge 
is raising the status 
of women - the 
ratio of women to 
men is dropping, 
with only 837 
women to every 
1,000 men in 
urban areas, due to 
female infanticide," 
Engle says. 
"Every day there is 
lots to learn," says 
Engle. "This is a 
huge country and an exceedingly complex culture. 
What I most wish is that every Cal Poly student could 
have a week or two in one of these villages. It's an 
incredible learning experience." . 
by Lisa Hersch, College ofAgriculture 
Virginia Walter, /wad 0/ tile 
Environmental Horticultural Science 
Department (EHS), calls the eaning 
Pine Arboretum the College 0/ 
Agriculture's best-kept secret. 
The five-acre site is nestled 
against the hills at the north end 
of campus. As students rush 
through the campus core below, 
pines and palms provide serene 
shade in this hidden patch 
of paradise. 
But the arboretum is not 
a conservatory. It is a living 
environment that is always 
changing - with the seasons and 
with the students who use it as an 
outdoor laboratory for senior and 
class projects to study plants they 
will work with in their careers. 
The arboretum was created in 
the early '70s to display California 
native plants and some Australian 
flora that were ecologically 
adapted to the local climate. 
When EHS Professor Tom Eltzroth 
took over the care and running of 
the arboretum in the early '90s, he 
began a second genesis toward 
restoration by bringing in 
Mediterranean plants. Using 
plants from regions like Australia, 
Chile, South Africa, and, of course, 
the Mediterranean Basin itself, was 
not new to California. These 
plants do well in the state and 
have been used in urban gardens 
and available in nurseries for 
decades. What was n vel as 
creating separate area wl in the 
arboretum featuring plants from 
each region. 
liThe Leaning Pine Arboretum 
allows students to study plants in 
their natural settings, not just in 
rows with labels. These plants are 
actually set up in a landscape as 
they would be in a public or 
private setting," says Eltzroth. 
"Students who train here are ready 
to venture into 
the landscape 
industry. We 
don't just give 
them part of the 
garden and let 
them do 
anything they 
like. Students 
submit a plant 
palette, along 
with a layout of 
the section 
indicating where 
pathways wiJI go, 
which vistas will 
be retained, and 
how drainage and 
irrigation will be 
maintained. New 
varieties of plants 
are brought in to see how 
they co-exist with established 
plants." 
Even though some areas have 
an individual student's imprint, 
the arboretum remains a team 
effort. All EHS students attend at 
least two classes where they 
experience the outdoor lab that 
the arboretum provides, and 
student employees help maintain 
the grounds. 
(Photo courtesy College of Agriculture) 
The arboretum is a living environment that ;s 
always changing - with the seasons and with the 
students who use it as an outdoor laboratory. 
Meg Abel (EHS 
(00) says, "One of 
the best things 
- about working in 
l..'::'.~.. the arboretum _ 
over and above 
simply being 
in this vibrant 
learning environ-
ment- was 
working with the 
faculty and other 
students and really 
getting to know 
each otheL" 
Abel, who is 
interested in 
pursuing a career 
in public horticulture, including 
garden design, management, and 
plant research, chose to come to 
Cal Poly because of its hands-on 
learning environment. "I wanted to 
work with plants and watch them 
grow and be beautiful, not just 
study them under a microscope." 
Eltzroth notes that managing 
the arboretum remains an 
interesting challenge. "Students 
are here three or four years and 
then they're gone. But there are 
advantages too. We work hard and 
end up with some great results." 
The arboretum is almost 
entirely self-supporting with the 
help of individual or corporate 
garden sponsors. For example, the 
Australian collection recently 
received an endowment from 
The Ambassador Bill and Jean 
Lane Fund to support its collection 
and to create a broChure 
highlighting the arboretum's 
beauty. Environmental Care Inc. 
has also sponsored the Australian 
collection for a number of years. 
The Mediterranean garden is 
supported by the Paul Ecke Family, 
and portions of the California 
collection are supported by Carson 
Landscape Industries and the 
Lompoc Valley Botanic & 
Horticultural Society. Additionally, 
the Formal and Topiary garden is 
supported by Cagwin & Dorward, 
while the Palm garden is 
sponsored by South Coast Plaza / 
Crystal Court. 
Walter credits today's 
arboretum to Eltzroth and the 
students who work there. "They've 
put their hearts and souls into 
making the arboretum a truly 
exceptional environment." W 
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Cal poly in 2020: 
Alook into the future 
A Preliminary draft of Cal Poly's new Master Plan envisions 
enrollment growth over the next 20 
years of about 17 percent over the 
present academic-year capacity of 
17,900 students. 
The increase translates to an 
approximate head count of 20,900 
students and about 3,200 faculty 
and staff members during the 
traditional academic year. 
The plan is being developed 
at the request of the California 
State University system to help 
meet the needs of a projected 
increase in college-bound students 
in California. 
In addition to enrollment 
growth, the campus is exploring 
other ways to educate more students, 
including expanding summer 
quarter, offering more instruction 
through off-campus programs and 
new instructional technologies, and 
accelerating student progress to 
degree completion. 
"The Master Plan has been 
designed to help fill California's 
need for a well-educated workforce, 
especially in technological fields," 
said Linda Dalton, vice provost for 
institutional planning, who is 
leading the effort. "Colleges and 
departments have identified areas 
of program growth in their strategic 
plans so the Master Plan can 
include appropriate buildings, 
laboratories, and technology to 
meet those needs." 
The Master Plan focuses on 
redeveloping and consolidating 
academic facilities within an 
expanded core, protecting natural 
environmental features, sustaining 
outdoor teaching and learning 
lands, and improVing traffic 
circulation and access. 
11~r­
Grand Entrance 
Principal Redevelopment Areas I ® 
Centennial Green 
Southwest Area 
Northeast Area 
Northwest Area 
..Modoc/Alrcondltlonlng 
A central feature of the plan is 
the possibility of creating student 
residential communities accommo-
dating approXimately 3,000 new 
students. Additional student 
services, recreational facilities, and 
parking would be proVided, and 
provision of housing for faculty and. 
staff members is being explored. 
This is the first time since 1962 
that a complete redrafting of Cal 
Poly's Master Plan has taken place. 
The plan was available in spring to 
campus and community members 
Instructional Core 
for initial review. Many of the 
comments focused on alternative 
transportation and circulation, and 
on the location of additional on-
campus student housing. 
The final plan will be presented 
to the CSU Board of Trustees 
for approval in spring 2001, 
coinciding with Cal Poly's 
centennial anniversary. 
The draft Master Plan is 
available for review at 
www.campusprojects.ca/po/y. ~ 
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Centennia Campaig kick-oH set for Apri 2001 
Cal Poly's centennial year promises to be one of the most significant in the institution's history. 
Not only will the university celebrate a century of 
"learning by doing," but it will also kick off its largest 
fund-raising campaign ever. 
"Strengthening Our Advantage" will be the theme 
of Cal Poly's Centennial Campaign, which will be 
publicly announced at an on-campus gala the 
weekend of April 21-22, 2001. During the black-tie 
event, President Warren J. Baker will unveil the goals 
for the four-year effort, which will be the largest 
undertaking of its kind at any campus in the 
California State University system. 
"We are very excited about the Centennial 
Campaign," said Vice President for Advancement Bill 
Boldt. "Our rapidly changing society increasingly 
presents challenges that our graduates will be called 
upon to answer - whether in technology, agriculture, 
the arts, or myriad other vital areas. 
"The campaign will allow Cal Poly to remain at 
the forefront of higher education, providing students 
with the tools necessary to meet these challenges," 
Boldt added. "It will help the university broaden and 
refine programs and facilities to meet the need for an 
ever-more-sophisticated education." 
Cal Poly's Centennial Campaign will focus on 
several distinct areas: students, faculty, facilities, 
programs, technology, and the library. 
"Educating students continues to be our first 
priority," Boldt said. "What sets Cal Poly apart from 
other universities and colleges is an array of 
undergraduate academic programs and educational 
experiences exceptional for their excellence, extent, 
and unique learning opportunities. 
"Our campaign efforts will raise the funds 
necessary to attract the best and brightest students; 
recruit and retain superior faculty; build facilities that 
will serve Cal Poly's students for years to come; 
support programs and emerging technologies 
benefiting students as well as society; and bolster 
one of our most important resources, the 
university library." tD 
Cal poly 
Encourages
ead-ng Skills 
"America Reads@Cal Poly 2000" is 
part of a nationwide grassroots effort to 
raise literacy rates. This year's event, 
which included readings by invited 
guests, was sponsored by the Robert E. 
Kennedy Library, the Liberal Studies 
Department, and £1 Corral Bookstore. 
(Illustration from Rip Squeak and His 
Friends, by Susan Yost-Filgate and 
Leonard Filgate, 
program attendees.) l3:;;J 
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Foun ation director AI Amaral reti es 
A fter 33 years of service to program that grew from less than $100,000 the university, Cal Poly to more than $12 million; a $17 million 
Foundation Executive Director Foundation capital facilities (non-state) 
Al Amaral (AGB '64) retired program which funded construction for 
in September. the Foundation administration building, 
During Amaral's warehouse, dining complex, El Corral 
stewardship the bookstore, and Cal Poly Downtown; and 
Foundation's assets grew tax-exempt financing and special loans for 
from $3 million to more university projects such as the Children's 
than $151 million. Center, Mott Gym, the Rec Sports complex, 
A comprehensive and the Performing Arts Center. 
investment management Amaral also served as an adviser to two 
program oversees a gift campus presidents, aUXiliary operations 
endowment program and adviser to the CSU Chancellor's Office, 
other Foundation and two-time president of the CSU Auxiliary 
university funds totaling Organizations Association, Cal Poly Alumni 
$109 million. And since Association financial officer, and financial 
1979, the Foundation has pro- officer for the Central Coast Performing Arts 
vided more than $13 million in Center Commission. 
direct support to the university Amaral was succeeded by Frank Mumford, 
from annual corporate earnings, preViously director of Foundation adminis-
while maintaining quality services tration and planning, who was chosen after 
to students, faculty, and staff. a comprehensive national search that included 
Amaral's numerous other campus interviews and public forums for 
accomplishments included an seven candidates, and a second round of 
externally sponsored research in-depth interviews for three finalists. lli:I 
College of Agriculture promotes stUdent programs,
estab ishes 'comm nity orchard' 
• The university hosted young agricultural careers to high of Agriculture and the Central 
leaders in agriculture from 34 schools and community colleges. Coast chapter of the California 
colleges across the nation at the • Agriculture student council Rare Fruit Growers planted an 
Fifth Annual Agriculture members from Canadian as well orchard of approximately 50 
Ambassador Conference in as U.S. universities came to San deciduous fruit trees at the 
January. The College of Luis Obispo in February for the northeast corner of a new lemon 
Agriculture, playing host again Western Association of tree grove at Highland Drive and 
in January 2001, is expecting an Agricultural Councils Annual Santa Rosa Street. According to 
even bigger turnout, with Conference and heard, among Joe Sabol, director of outreach 
students from 50 institutions. In others, California Department of services for the college, many of 
June, 34 Cal Poly students were Food and Agriculture Secretary the trees, donated by Dave 
selected as Agriculture Bill Lyons speak on the global- Wilson Nursery near Modesto, 
Ambassadors for the 2000-2001 ization of agriculture and the are not commercially grown 
school year to travel throughout students' future role in it. elsewhere on campus or in 
California and the western • To help the public learn about nearby orchards. lli:I 
United States to promote groWing fruit trees, the College 
......................... , , " .. 
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Student apartments to sprout on campus 
I n approximately two years, about 800 students will move into apartments at the foot of Poly Canyon 
Road - the first new on-campus housing in 29 years 
and the first apartment-style units Cal Poly has built. 
The apartment complex is the first phase of a 
long-range housing plan designed to make more on-
campus housing available to returning students and 
eventually house about 25 percent of the student 
body on campus. 
The new complex is being designed to give upper-
division students the type of housing facilities they 
want. Each 1,000-square-foot apartment will house 
four students, with each resident having a private 
bedroom. The four apartment-mates will share a 
kitchen, liVing room, and two bathrooms. One of the 
bathrooms will be designed for disabled students. 
Residents will be able to buy a meal plan to eat in 
student dining halls if they prefer, but they won't be 
required to buy one, like students who live in the 
current, freshman-oriented residence halls. 
State-of-the-art computer and communications 
connections will be built into each apartment, giving 
students full access to the Internet. 
A 5,000-square-foot "community center" will 
include lounges for study space, recreation, social 
events, and other gatherings. 
Environmental review determined that the 6-acre 
site - sloping grassland just north of the North 
Mountain residence halls - was the best alternative. 
ew business dean chosen 
W illiam R. Pendergast, former dean of the Fisher Graduate School of International Business at 
the Monterey Institute of International Studies, has 
succeeded William Boynton as dean of Cal Poly's 
College of Business. Boynton is retiring. 
Pendergast will lead the seven academic areas that 
make up the college - Accounting, Economics, 
Finance, Global Strategy and Law, Industrial 
Technology, Management, and Marketing - by 
encouraging an environment that fosters teaching, 
scholarship, research and professional involvement, 
and service to the university and community. He will 
Design criteria set standards to make the project 
enVironmentally friendly. Brizzolara Creek and Poly 
Canyon are to be protected during construction, and 
new native vegetation will be planted and retention 
ponds built to improve drainage and wildlife habitat. 
Design criteria also call for passive heating and 
cooling techniques - features like landscaping that is 
designed to shade in summer and let the sun help 
heat in winter. The structures will be oriented to make 
use of cooling breezes from the ocean. 
A final environmental impact report was 
approved by the CSU Board of Trustees in January. 
That approval allowed actual bUilding design to 
begin; construction documents should be completed 
by the end of this year, with groundbreaking 
scheduled for next summer. 
The construction schedule is being penciled out as 
design proceeds; a firm target date for occupancy was 
expected to be set in August. Project manager William 
MacNair said the entire planning process has been on 
schedule so far and he sees no major hurdles ahead. 
The $45-million project is to be paid for with 
bonds that will be repaid by student rental fees. 
The 800 occupants of the new as-yet-unnamed 
apartment complex will bring the residence hall bed 
count to almost 3,600. 
Sierra Madre, the last residence hall to open on 
campus, was completed in 1973. tD 
also participate in universitywide policy development. 
Pendergast had been at the Monterey campus 
since 1994, and was named the International Business 
Dean of the Year in 1998 by the International 
Management Development Association. 
PreViously he served as dean of the Czechoslovak 
Management Center in Prague, associate dean for 
international programs at Boston University and 
director of Boston University-Brussels, and director of 
academic affairs for Boston University's Overseas 
Program in Heidelberg. [3] 
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Dairy industry supports ne Cal poly program 
F ood and dairy professionals The nationwide research and Technology Center includes a from the California development program, funded by kitchen and labs where testing and 
Department of Food and U.S. dairy farmers, is designed to research will develop and 
Agriculture and other industry provide technical support to demonstrate applications of dairy 
groups gathered at Cal Poly to manufacturers, marketers, and ingredients in food products, and 
initiate the Dairy Ingredient users of dairy-based dry products. conduct specialized training. W 
Applications Program. Cal Poly's Dairy Products 
student AHairs vp ta es Georgeto njob 
J uan Gonzalez, who served as Cal Poly's vice He also was the university liaison to the Associated president for student affairs since 1994, left this Students Inc., with oversight responsibilities to ASl's 
summer for a parallel position at Georgetown executive office. 
University in Washington, D.C. Robert C. Detweiler, who serves as a Cal Poly 
Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker praised trustee professor, was appointed interim vice 
Gonzalez for "[having done] an outstanding job and president for student affairs. Previously he led CSU 
[contributing] significantly to the development of the Dominguez Hills as its president, served as vice 
university." While at Cal Poly Gonzalez played a key president for academic affairs at San Bernardino, and 
role in creating university policy and overseeing all was a history professor and dean of the College of 
aspects of the student services program, which Arts and Letters at San Diego State. 
includes student academic services, student life and In addition to Detweiler's appointment, Preston 
activities, health and psychological services, Allen, Cal Poly director of housing and residential 
residential life and education, campus student life, was assigned to an expanded role as assistant vice 
relations and judicial affairs, and career services. president for student affairs/director of housing. W 
CLA teaches French cooking ala mode, 
receives arts grant 
• Giving instructions entirely in French, Modern 
Languages and Literatures Professor John Thompson 
and Food Science and Nutrition Professor Tom 
Neuhaus team-taught a French cooking class in the 
campus Food Lab during winter and spring quarters 
2000. They also opened the class to other chefs, 
caterers, and home cooks for a tax-deductible fee 
that bought ingredients for an end-of-the-quarter 
donor banquet. 
• Liberal Studies professors Susan Duffy and 
Judith Gish received a grant from Arts Education for 
curriculum development in their department. Their 
projects range from curriculum development for the 
San Luis Obispo Children's Museum and Hearst 
Tom Neuhaus (left) and john Thompson.Castle to a chalk drawing at San Luis Obispo's 
(Photo courtesy College of Liberal Arts.)springtime I Madonnari Festival. W 
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CAL POLY 
• Cal Poly's Health and 
Counseling Services has 
received a three-year accreditation 
from the Accreditation Association 
for Ambulatory Health Care, a 
recognition given to fewer than 10 
percent of college health centers. 
• In the May 5 edition of TI,e 
Hispanic Outlook in Higl,er 
Education Magazine, Cal Poly's 
1997-98 rankings were second 
nationwide in architecture, third 
in agriculture, and fourth in 
engineering. Cal Poly ranked 36th 
nationwide in bachelor's degrees 
awarded to Hispanics. 
STUDENTS 
• A Cal Poly math team was among 
48 out of more than 700 teams 
from nine countries to earn a first-
place Meritorious award in the 
international Mathematical 
Contest in Modeling 2000. 
• Cal Poly's student chapter of the 
Society of Automotive 
Engineers finished in the top 10 at 
this year's Formula SAE international 
automotive design competition. 
• Student Community Services 
students in Honduras dug a 
drainage ditch (to reduce stagnant 
water from Hurricane Mitch 
supporting malaria-carrying 
mosquitoes) and built a trash 
incinerator. 
• Cal Poly's Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers won a 
"Jeopardy"-like contest during the 
society's National Technical Career 
Conference in Washington, D.C. 
• The university's Society of Civil 
Engineers was named the nation's 
preeminent American Society of 
Civil Engineers student chapter 
when it was awarded the 2000 
Robert Ridgway Award, the national 
society's highest student honor. 
• The Cal Poly Soil judging Team 
placed first in group judging and 
15th overall at the 40th National 
Soil Judging Contest at the 
University of Idaho. 
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• For the fifth year in a row and the 
12th time in 14 years, Cal Poly 
agriculture students won first 
place in the Associated Landscape 
Contractors of America Student 
Career contest at Mississippi 
State University. 
• A group of Cal Polyenviron-
mental horticultural science 
seniors returned as national 
champions from the 59th National 
Intercollegiate Floral Crop Quality 
Evaluation Contest at Texas A&M. 
Sponsors were the American Floral 
Endowment and National Pi Alpha 
Xi, the horticulture scholastic 
honorary society. 
• A group of Cal Poly city and 
regional planning students 
earned the Student Project Award 
from the American Institute of 
Certified Planners (AICP) for 
"Atascadero Colony in the 21st 
Century: 2020 Draft General 
Plan." The award was presented as 
part of the National Planning 
Conference sponsored by the 
AICP and the American Planning 
Association (APA). 
• Alison Pernell (CRP '00) was 
chosen from 121 nominees to 
receive the APA's prestigious first 
Distinguished Leadership Award for 
a Student Planner. The award was 
given during the 2000 National 
Planning Awards luncheon 
sponsored in New York City by the 
APA and the AICP as part of their 
National Planning Conference. 
• Using a two-wheel, semi-reclining 
bicycle named Apocalypse, Cal 
Poly's Human-Powered Vehicle 
Clnb finished first in two 
categories and second in another 
to place third overall in a national 
contest sponsored by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. 
• Three out of four riders in Cal 
Poly's horse show team were in 
the top 10 nationwide at the 
Intercollegiate Horse Show 
Association competition at the 
Georgia International Horse Park 
in Converso 
• Cal Poly's Design/Build Team 
from the College of Architecture 
and Environmental Design took 
first place and $1,500 at the 
Associated Schools of Construction 
regional competition in Reno, 
then went on to win a close 
second at the national contest 
in Seattle. 
• The Cal Poly Dairy Cattle 
judging Team placed first out of 
eight teams at the Richmond, 
Utah, Western Spring National 
Judging Contest. 
• For the first time the university 
has bestowed "Quest for the 
Best" awards on six students 
who have demonstrated 
significant leadership skills and 
community service: jessica 
Boisselle, a mechanical 
engineering student; Charles 
Chin, a business major; julie 
Hopper, a biological sciences 
major; Natalie Jewell, a 
biological sciences major; 
Damien johnson, an 
agribusiness major; and john 
Moffatt, an agribusiness major. 
• Fred Frith, a Cal Poly electrical 
engineering senior, won first place 
in the national Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers Biotech Contest with 
his proposal for P.U.N.T. (Put Us 
iN Touch), a device that enables 
hearing-impaired football players 
to "hear" a quarterback's signals 
through a keyboard that sends 
digital vibrating codes. 
• Noelle Grether (ASCI '00) was 
one of two people admitted into the 
competitive Beef Industry 
Leadership Graduate Program at 
Colorado State University in Fort 
Collins, where she will participate 
in an internship designed to prepare 
her as a beef industry representative. 
• Cal Poly students are helping 
increase California's condor 
population with a computer 
modeling project that enables 
researchers to evaluate restoration 
strategies. The team earned the 
EXTRA CREDIT continued 
highest rating of Outstanding 
from the MathServe Mathematical 
Community Service Projects 
Competition, sponsored by the 
Consortium for Mathematics and 
its Applications. 
• The student journalism staff 
of the Mustang Daily received 23 
awards during the California 
Intercollegiate Press Association 
competition, including prizes for 
overall design to news to feature 
writing to copy editing. Cal Poly 
TV and the campus radio station, 
KCPR, were also recognized. 
• Cal Poly computer science student 
Neel "Bubba" Muraka was 
appointed by Gov. Gray Davis as a 
CSU board of directors student 
trustee to represent 359,000 
students at 23 campuses. 
• Music senior Stewart Uyeda and 
mechanical engineering senior 
James Badia won first and 
second places in the CSU Student 
Research Competition. Uyeda 
reconstructed a colonial musical 
piece by Manuel de Sumaya to 
win top honors in the Humanities 
and Letters category, and Badia 
won in the undergraduate 
Engineering and Computer 
Science category for a presentation 
on single-track vehicle design. 
PACULTY 
• The Office of Naval Research has 
granted Cal Poly Biological 
Sciences Professor Mark Moline 
$453,000 to study luminous sea 
organisms. The funding will pay 
for a data-gathering mechanism 
being built by Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution and UC 
Santa Barbara, lab equipment, and 
undergraduate and graduate 
students working in Moline's lab. 
• Mathematics Professor Thomas 
O'Neil, a leader in designing 
modeling projects for under-
graduates, received the 2000 
Award for Distinguished Teaching 
-' 
of Mathematics at a College or 
University Level from the 
Southern California section 
of the Mathematics Association 
of America. 
• Elaine Chin and Alice 
Tomasini of the University 
Center for Teacher Education were 
selected as Carnegie Scholars in 
the Pew National Fellowship 
Program, part of the Carnegie 
Academy for the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning. Chin 
was chosen for her project on 
preservice teacher education, 
and Tomasini for her model on 
multicultural education. 
• Physical Education and Kinesiology 
Department Chair and Professor 
Gerald De Mers received a 
Meritorious award from the 
Aquatic Council of the American 
Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation, and Dance 
for his research on spinal injuries, 
and for contributions to the 
American Red Cross, the YMCA, 
United States DiVing, and aquatic 
education programs. 
• Bioresource and Agricultural 
Engineering Professor Charles W. 
Burt (chairman of the board of 
Cal Poly's Irrigation Training and 
Research Center) was named 
Irrigation Person of 1999 by the 
California Irrigation Institute. He 
was cited for "his contributions to 
education and the advancement of 
irrigation knowledge and practice." 
• Women's Basketball Head Coach 
Faith Mimnaugh was named 
Co-Coach of the Year for taking 
her team to the Big West 
Conference Tournament for the 
first time, despite missing a top 
scorer and a starting center. The 
team's nine wins topped a five-
year record. 
•J. Michael Geringer (Global 
Strategy and Law, College of 
Business), received the Journal of 
International Business Studies' 
UNIVERSITY N WS 
Decade Award for the most 
influential article published in the 
journal during the preVious 10-
year volume. He was the lead 
author with Canadian coauthor 
Louis Hebert on an article titled 
"Control and Performance in 
International Joint Ventures." 
• Graphic Communication 
Professor Philip Ruggles 
received the Graphics Arts Sales 
Foundation's 1999 Edwin S. Wise 
Award for outstanding contri-
butions in marketing and sales 
education for printing, 
publishing, and allied industries. 
Ruggles coordinates the Graphic 
Communication Department's 
printing and imaging 
management concentration. 
• Lanny Griffin, assistant 
professor of materials engineering 
at Cal Poly, was one of eight 
young faculty members to receive 
a Dow Outstanding New Faculty 
Award for 2000. 
• Global Strategy and Law Professor 
J. Michael Geringer, Soil 
Science Professor Brent Hallock, 
and Computer Science Professor 
Clinton A. Staley were named 
Cal Poly Distinguished Teachers 
for 1999-2000. (Geringer's Wife, 
Colette A. Frayne, who also 
teaches global strategy and law 
in the College of Business, was 
a recipient of the same honor 
last year.) 
• Philosophy Professor and former 
Department Chair Paul 
Miklowitz will be included in 
Who's Who Among America's 
Teachers, 2000. His nomination for 
a second consecutive year is rare. 
• Civil and Environmental 
Engineering Professor Harap 
Mallareddy (see feature beginning 
on page 3) was also selected for 
Who's Who Among America's 
Teachers, 2000. Approximately 2.5 
percent of U.S. faculty members 
are so honored each year. ~ 
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Lehman hits the green for golf at Cal Poly 
M elissa Lehman (SOCS '90) has of the world's top golfers. waiting to hear how the money is to fond memories of Cal Poly So when Tom, as part of a be used. "[It] will help us promote 
and San Luis Obispo. Her husband, payout last fall between U.S. Ryder the sport of golf on the Central 
Tom, kind of likes the place, too. Cup players and the Professional Coast and add to the momentum 
That Golfers Association - the PGA - created by our new golf programs." 
attachment has had to decide which universities Tom and his brother, Jim, 
given the should receive $100,000, he picked learned more about the San Luis 
university a his own alma mater, Minnesota, Obispo area last fall, when they 
$50,000 and his wife's. played in the Straight Down Fall 
surprise shot in The money is to be used as part Classic at the SLO country club, a 
its golfing arm. of a PGA "growth-of-the-game" tournament that helps support Cal 
Melissa initiative, an effort to introduce Poly's golf teams. 
(Zoutendyk) students to golf as both "a business Cal Poly reinstated its men's 
Lehman was a tool and a sport for life." Under golf program - defunct since 1975 
student at Cal the settlement, 14 universities are - in September 1999 and created a 
Poly in the late sharing $1.3 million. new women's golf team. The teams 
'80s. Tom Cal Poly Athletics Director John are beginning intercollegiate 
Lehman is one McCutcheon said Cal Poly is still competition this fall. lli:I 
o erts eads ision for Ca Poly golf 
T he last time Cal Poly had a way tie for eighth place as Tiger Woods made golf golf team, in 1975, one of the history with a IS-stroke win. 
players was a natural resources It's accuracy, not long shots, that have won six 
management sophomore assisting PGA tournaments and placed Roberts 23rd in all-time 
at the San Luis Obispo country winnings in the Professional Golfers Association with 
club. His name was Loren Roberts. more than $8 million. His drives hit the fairway about 
In July 2000, three weeks after his 45th birthday, 80 percent of the time, among the top averages on the 
Roberts won his second Greater Milwaukee Open with that PGA tour, and he's known for his putting. 
event's lowest overall score and biggest victory margin. The San Luis Obispo native, now living in Memphis, 
Earlier this year Roberts was hitting the ball well Tenn., still keeps his hometown ties. He's a regular in 
enough to tie for third at The Masters - his second- the Straight Down Fall Classic Invitational, an annual 
best finish in a major tournament in his 19-year profes- tournament that began in 1997 at the San Luis Obispo 
sional career - and take top-five finishes in three other country club. 
tourneys. He finished the U.S. Open in June in a four-
Sleeper signs on as assistant director 
of Sun Angel Foundatio 
a n June 1 Cal Poly Associate Athletic Fund, which grew to nearly will oversee the daily operations of Athletic Director Chuck $1 million annually, and led the the Sun Angel Foundation, ASU's 
Sleeper began his official duties as "Building the Advantage" capital athletic fund-raising organization, 
assistant director of Arizona campaign, which funded the which currently raises $4.4 million 
State University's (ASU) Sun construction of a new sports annually and has a full-time staff of 
Angel Foundation. complex and weight room and the ten. Sleeper will also be responsible 
Sleeper came to Cal Poly in renovation of Mott GymnaSium, for planned giving and endow-
1992 and was involved in the and provided endowment support ments for the ASU Department 
university's transition to Division I for student-athlete scholarships. of Athletics. lli:I 
status. He created the Mustang In his new position, Sleeper 
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Dave Gill: TOp gro er, top golfer 
D ave Gill (CRSC '73) of King City played his first round of 
golf on San Luis Obispo's par-3 
Laguna Lake course on a study 
break. He picked up more crop 
science expertise when he earned 
his bachelor's degree. 
Fertile ground in both cases. 
Since his graduation Gill has 
become a successful agribusiness 
leader. With his brother, Steve 
(CRSC '7S), he owns Gill's Onion, 
the world's largest producer of 
fresh-processed onions. With their 
additional agricultural enterprises 
in Monterey, Ventura, and Imperial 
counties, Dave and Steve are also 
among California's largest growers 
of celery, cauliflower, head lettuce, 
and broccoli. Their customers 
include the Dole Corp., Tanimura 
and Antle, and Growers Express. 
Gross sales for the companies 
owned by the Gill brothers exceed 
$100 million annually. 
Dave Gill's enthusiasm for Cal 
Poly's athletics and agriculture 
programs has resulted in gifts to 
support student athletes and 
student interns. 
But it's his golf that's been 
getting the attention lately. 
National attention. Gill and profes-
sional partner Skip Kendall won the 
professional-amateur competition 
at February's AT&T Pro-Am 
tournament at Pebble Beach. Gill 
was also named the most valuable 
amateur. 
Gill, who plays with a 3.5 
handicap index, and his pro 
teammate tied the one-day all-
time tournament low with a 58 in 
the third round and finished four 
strokes ahead of Tiger Woods and 
his partner. Gill hit four under par 
on the tourney's last five holes. 
More than 200 of Gill's friends 
and business associates cheered 
him on to victory. 
"The support of my family and 
friends helped me focus and play 
the best golf of my life," he said. 
That's not unusual, 
considering that Gill thrives 
on competition. 
"I originally got serious about 
golf because I love challenges," 
he said. 
He also plays golf as a way to 
build business networks, using it 
regularly to develop relationships 
with suppliers, customers, and 
other agriculture leaders. 
"It's a great meeting place," 
Gill said. "Some of my largest 
business deals were initiated on 
the golf course." G:iI 
Athletics Go Dnrne 
The Cal Poly Athletics Department unveiled its new official sports Web site at 
CAL POLY TOP' IN BJ() WEST IN 
fINAL SEA.RS DIRECTORS CUP 
STN«>INGS 
_u.:-·c.. ,..../ilftlft\H ..........·n
www.GoPoly.com. created by graphic design senior Gina Cusano as part of her 
.-." .. o..Hbftl~.,&.-.'.. _."t1, - __ ........
a'n-MOO,. _C __ 
l1loor_II_.I .....-cl_.c....._ senior project. Alumni and fans can get the latest schedules, rosters, statistics, and 
~."" (...c:CWl.). 
C.,l~'-nl ....,.... ... _ ............... game results of their favorite teams, as well as listen to selected games on the ~£~(~::~~~l~fmt 
...... __'" "4hert toIntemet and sign up for weekly e-mail sports updates. . .............. - ..._ _.- .. 
--"'~~UOIDoo_. 
Cal Poly finishes in Sears Cup top third 
Cal Poly finished 79th out of 319 Division I athletic 
programs nationwide in the June 
final standings of the 1999-2000 
Sears Director's Cup announced by 
the National Association of 
Collegiate Directors of Athletics. 
The Sears Director's Cup 
honors institutions maintaining a 
broad-based program that achieves 
success in both men's and 
women's sports. Each school is 
awarded points in a pre-determined 
number of sports, with standings 
based on the size of the bracket 
(the largest comprising 64 teams). 
Bolstered by six sports earning 
points at the NCAA Championship 
competition, Cal Poly earned 
198.5 total team points in the 
Sears standings. Women's soccer 
ranked highest at 17th nationwide 
after earning its first-ever Division 
I playoff berth and advancing to 
the second round. Men's track and 
field, women's volleyball, women's 
indoor track, and wrestling also 
earned points in the standings. G:iI 
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BASEBALL 
• Cal Poly's baseball team started slowly but turned last season into one of the most exciting in recent years with 
a late run for the NCAA playoffs. Led by senior slugger Steve Wood and senior pitcher Joe Smith, the Mustangs 
entered the final month of the season by making a run for third place in the league standings. Wood was 
helped by the Mustangs to an eight-game winning streak by hitting 14 home runs. He became the new 
all-time career home-run leader with 39 career roundtrippers. Smith earned player-of-the-week honors with 
a 2-1 win over nationally-ranked Cal State Fullerton. 
SOFTBA L 
• Led by sophomore Nicole Dansby, the Mustangs finished the 2000 season on a strong note by winning two 
of three games against rival Sacramento State. The left fielder led the team with a .327 batting average this 
season, scoring 24 runs, and led the Big West with four triples. Cal Poly concluded the season with a 15-35 
overall record, 3-21 in the Big West in what will be the final year of softball at Mustang Field. The team will 
open the 2001 season at their new home at the Sports Complex. 
MEN·S TE NIS 
• Led by senior Brett Masi and junior Brandon Fallon, Cal Poly put together an 11-10 overall record and went 1-4 
in the Big West. The Mustangs lost to UC Irvine in the first round of the conference championships to end their 
season. Mas;, the NO.1 singles player, went 13-7 in duall matches (18-10 overall), finishing his Cal Poly career with 
a 59-31 record. One of the highest-winning players in school history, Masi was named to the AII-Big-West First 
Team. Fallon, who played most of his matches at the No.2 position, went 13-5 in dual matches (15-6 overall). 
WOMEN·S TENNIS 
• With one of the youngest teams in the Big West, the Mustangs finished the season at 3-6 in conference play 
(7-15 overall). In the first round of the Big West Championships, the Mustangs fell short in a hard-fought 
match to Long Beach State. Angie Bagheri led the team at the No.2 singles spot with a 9-9 dual match record 
(15-11 overall). At the No.4 position, freshman Danielle Hustedt came on strong at the end of the season with 
an 8-1 dual record (9-2 overall). 
TRACK & FIELD 
• Led by senior All-American Kaaron Conwright, the men's and women's track and field teams placed second 
overall and fourth, respectively, at the 2000 Big West Conference Track and Field Championships. Conwright 
successfully defended his 100m championship title with a first-place run of 10.12, and came home the 
conference champion in the 200m at 20.56. Earlier in the season senior David Beals posted an NCAA 
provisional mark in the 3000m steeplechase, with Jon Mayhew in the men's shot put. (At the NCAA 
Championships, Conwright placed third overall in the 100m finals, running a school-record 10.10 at the 
championships.) The women were led by sophomore Kristin Bryden in the shot put, discus, and hammer. 
Senior Melissa Flynn was strong in the 800m (2:07.03), while sophomore Jessica Dalberg owned the team's 
best marks in the 1500m (4:37.83) and 3000m (10:09.08). 
FOOTBALL 
• Former Cal Poly football standout Kamil Loud, who played with the Buffalo Bills for the last two seasons, signed 
with the Atlanta Falcons in April. He played at Cal Poly in 1994-97 and holds the school record for career 
receiving yards (3,124), receptions (169), receiving touchdowns in a career (26), and receiving yards in a 
season (1,098). 
• Also in April, former football standout Antonio Warren, who played at Cal Poly in 1994-98, signed a two-year 
contract with the Calgary Stampeders of the Canadian Football League. Warren's 3,834 career yards rushing is 
the second-highest at the university, where he still holds the record for career rushing attempts (71 8) and is 
second in career rushing touchdowns (30). 
• Head football coach Larry Welsh named Jeff Brown, Rick Clark, and James Podewell assistant football coaches. 
Brown, Cal Poly's defensive coordinator, comes to Cal Poly from Saint Mary's College, where he was an 
assistant coach in 1995-99. A former two-sport athlete at USC in 1980-84, Brown was a Pac-10 Honorable 
Mention as a linebacker with the Trojans and was voted MVP and Most Inspirational. Clark, a three-year letter-
winner at Central Washington University, previously coached the defensive line at Cal Poly in 1984-86 as well as 
the linebackers in 1987 and tight ends in 1988. Podewell, coach for the Mustangs' defensive backs, comes to 
Cal Poly from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, where he was an assistant coach in 1997-99. 
• The Cal Poly football team signed seven junior college transfers who were in camp for spring practice and 20 
high school recruits who signed letters of intent to attend Cal Poly and participate in football. . 
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 Q alumni, 
I..Jj parents, and 
corporate partners 
strengthened the 
\. university's 
(""""'f education pro-~ grams during the 
1999-2000 fiscal year 
by donating a record 
~ '\ 26,902 gifts totaling ~ L..-~ $24.5 million in cash and in-kind 
support and $5.7 million in pledges. 
A record $16.2 million was received in cash and 
in-kind support and pledges from Cal Poly's industry 
partners. Gifts of equipment and software make it 
possible for Cal Poly to keep pace with rapid changes in 
technology. Corporate support also funded faculty 
positions, student internships, and scholarships. 
Cal Poly received $7.4 million in endowment 
support during the last fiscal year. Through the 
generosity of our alumni and friends and the effective 
management of the Cal Poly Foundation, Cal Poly's 
endowment has grown from $22.3 million to more than 
$60 million, a nearly 170 percent increase in value over 
the last six years. 
Total Giving 
Fiscal Year 2000 
COUECiE/UNIT TOTAL AMOUNT TOTAL'OFQm 
College of Agriculture S 2,962,707 4,59S 
COilege ofAiChitecture &Environmental Design 509,683 1,632 
College of Business '-664;503" 2,407 
College of Engineering 'j 0,978,223 4,217 
Coilege ofliberal AitS"- 1,27j)96 3,200 
Coilege of sCience &Mathematics- ."1,244,664 1,635 
....._._ _ - ~.._.._.._._ _ - _. 
Associated Students 1,933,631 526 
...... -
Athletics 2,754,532 1,399 
library Administration '---70,191 258 
..........• -.-_.- .._ _.' .. ".. . - .-- _ __. 
Student Affairs 124,831 246 
..-,.._-_.. . ._-- - -_.._. .-..----_.._-._.~ ..._.... __ -~._. 
192~~~~~ty..~~_n~r f~r..!e~~~er_~~~~~i~~_ _142,3.61 
....__._ ...._._..._._-.._.... 
University Funds 1,423,866 701 
......_ _, _ ,_ ,._ - _ . 
Unrestricted 403,916 5,894 
TOTAL $24,484,404 26,902 
Excludel governmentl, memberlhipl, ond contributed lervkel 
added 21 new members. The Legacy Club, now 
comprising 233 members, honors those generous 
individuals who have made the decision to benefit Cal 
Poly through a future gift. These planned gifts represent 
a win-win option that provides generous tax and 
financial incentives for the donor while at the same time 
advancing the university. These future gifts are vital to 
perpetuating the university's "Iearn-by-doing" tradition 
of excellence. 
Total Gifts to Cal Poly 
:JO; 
1\198 11197 1\198 1999 20001..-------_..__.__._._..__..._._-_.._... 
RSCAL YEAR 
Nearly 15,000 gifts were generated through the Cal 
Poly Fund phonathon and mail programs. Alumni, 
parents, and friends contributed more than $1.7 million 
through the fund, with approximately 78 percent of gifts 
designated by donors to specific programs. This was a 
13 percent increase from fiscal year 1998-99. Since 
1995-96, the fund has seen a 76 percent increase in 
donations and a 58 percent increase in alumni donors. 
Parents continued their strong support, donating 
approximately $966,000 to programs that benefit their 
students' educations. (Cal Poly parents consistently give 
over 10 times more per enrolled student than parents at 
other CSU campuses.) 
For the second consecutive year, Cal Poly was 
fortunate to receive the National "Circle of Excellence" 
award for overall fund-raising performance from the 
Council for Advancement and Support of Education. This 
recognition acknowledges the efforts of Cal Poly's 
generous donors and the university community. 
In addition to the $30 million in private support and 
pledges, Cal Poly's Sponsored Programs Office 
administered nearly $12.7 million in contracts and 
grants that fund research, instructional support, and 
public service projects. [3] 
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Unocal donates $5.6 million to 
College of Science and Mathematics 
A $5.6 million cash gift from Unocal Corporation, one of the 
largest contributions to Cal Poly in 
the university's history, is targeted for 
research aimed at developing 
environmentally sensitive technology 
to aid petroleum companies in 
restoring contaminated sites. 
Unocal presented the donation 
on July 6 to the College of Science 
and Mathematics and the 
Environmental Biotechnology 
Institute (EBI). Unocal helped 
launch the EBI in late 1996 with 
a $1.3 million grant. 
Enhancing the public/private 
partnership fostered by Unocal and 
Cal Poly through EBI's collaborative 
research, Unocal's gift is earmarked 
for a number of specific EBI 
programs and projects. These 
include constructing EBI facilities 
within the universitys planned new 
building, the Center for Science and 
Mathematics ($2 million), and an 
endowed Unocal Chair for 
Environmental Studies ($1 million). 
The endowed chair is the 
second to be established in the 
College of Science and Mathematics 
and the university, and the first to 
have an occupant named. Renowned 
scientist Raul Cano will occupy the 
chair. A microbiology professor and 
specialist in paleobiology and 
molecular evolution, Cano directs a 
team of eight faculty members and 
more than 30 students conducting 
research at Unocal's Guadalupe 
dunes site, exploring ways to 
improve a technology known 
as bioremediation. 
The $5.6 million gift also 
provides for the renewal of a Unocal 
grant for services with EBI over three 
years to fund continued research at 
the Guadalupe dunes ($1.5 million). 
Additionally, support was given to 
industry, and community needed to 
apply the power of science to 
pressing social, economic, and 
environmental issues." 
"Unocal is tremendously proud 
of our association with Cal Poly's 
Microbiology Professor Raul Cano (left), Gonzalo Garcia, Unocal environmental 
project manager/California operating services, and College of Science and 
Mathematics Dean Phil Bailey (at podium) participate in the Unocal donation 
presentation. Cano, a pioneer in the study of ancient bacteria and a specialist in 
paleobiology and molecular evolution, heads EBI research and has been named to 
occupy the Unocal Chair for Environmental Studies. (Photo by Patrick Swadener) 
the College of Science and 
Mathematics to be used for another 
endowed chair or other discretionary 
uses consistent with the overall 
Unocal gift ($1.1 million). 
"We are very grateful to Unocal 
for its support of the EBI," Cal Poly 
President Warren J. Baker said at the 
presentation ceremony. "EBI is an 
extraordinary example of the kind of 
partnership between the university, 
EBI," said Mark Smith, Unocal vice 
president for real estate, remediation 
services, and mining operations. 
"Our company has a long-standing 
commitment to education ... [and] 
with our new partnership, we can 
help fund continued research efforts 
that will benefit environmental 
restoration worldwide as well as 
educate the next generation 
of scientists." ~ 
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Sun shines on Cal Poly labs 
Sun Microsystems recently donated $180,000 in hardware and software to equip state-of-the-art 
laboratories where students will create instructional and 
research software for the Internet and the World Wide 
Web using Java, a Sun programming language that 
enables different kinds of computers to communicate 
easily. Java components designed specifically for business 
applications were provided by IBM. 
Teams of students, professors, and staff members 
will work on corporate-sponsored software development 
and research projects in the Java Center Projects Lab, and 
R;ibbon Cut 011 Advanced Network Lab 
Officials from Cisco Systems, Intel, and Netcom attended 
the dedication of a new lab created by the colleges of 
Engineering and Business with donations of equipment 
and cash from the three companies totaling more than 
$ 7 milliDn. The lab will give students the chance tD wDrk 
with the state of the art in computer netwDrking, including 
a full range Df technDIDgy, management practices, and 
applications such as electronic commerce. (Shown left tD 
right are john MDrgridge, Cisco chairman Df the bDard; 
Barry Bruins (CSC '70s), Cisco sDftware seniDr manager; 
Gary HDward (CPE '96), Cisco sDftware engineer; 
and Warren j. Baker, Cal Poly president.) 
(PhDtD by Marcia Wright) 
the Java Center Instructional Lab will be used in courses 
offered by several departments. The goal for both labs is 
for students to develop Internet applications in the 
professional fields for which Cal Poly is well-known. 
Sun has designated Cal Poly a charter member of its 
Authorized Academic Java Campus program, which 
fosters collaboration with local industry to give students 
hands-on business experience with Java technology. The 
university is only the second nationally and one of 15 
worldwide to receive this recognition. CD 
Printing firms fund two new Gr( labs 
Q uebecor World Press - the natiDn's largest printing company, with plants internationally - and Bowne 
Corp., with plants throughout the United States - each 
contributed $20,000 to Cal Poly's Graphic Communication 
Department toward the construction of two new labs which 
will bear their names. 
Quebecor is supporting a personal computer lab that 
will be used to teach estimating, costing, inventory control, 
statistical process control, production management, 
workflow analysis, and related procedures used in managing 
modern graphic arts companies. 
Bowne's lab will focus on studies related to small-group 
communication, contract negotiations, customer services, 
sales and marketing, human resource management, and 
other related activities. CD 
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Retired Faculty and Staff 
Establish Scholarship 
Members of Cal Poly's Retired Faculty and Staff Club are shown 
with some of the initial donations to the newly established Cal Poly 
Retired Faculty and Staff Centennial Merit Scholarship Endowment. 
Left to right are jim Murphy (Industrial Technology, 1981-1994); 
Warren Anderson (Electronic Engineering, 7946-1979); james Lau 
(Business, 7977 -7987); Past President Starr jenkins (English, 
1967 -7 988); President Gene Starkey (Dairy Science, 7978-7997); 
and Vice President Erland Detloff (University Center for Teacher 
Education, 1967-1998). To date more than $7,000 in gifts have 
_J&-_~ been made to this endowment fund. If you would like to contribute 
to this merit scholarship celebrating Cal Poly's 100th birthday, send your tax-deductible gift, made payable to the Cal 
Poly Foundation, to David Thomson, Retired Faculty and Staff Club Treasurer, 1335 Foothill Blvd., San Luis Obispo, 
CA 93405. (Photo by Don Morris [PE '53, PE '59]) 
Cal Poly wins second CASE fund-raising award 
For the second consecutive year Cal Poly was awarded "This award was made possible by a Cal Poly team a national fund-raising honor by the Council for the of hundreds of staff and volunteers, including our 
Advancement and Support of Education. president, provost, deans, faculty, advancement staff, 
The 2000 Circle of Excellence in Educational Fund- and dedicated volunteer leaders," said Vice President of 
Raising Award recognizes development efforts during University Advancement William Boldt. "Last year nearly 
the fiscal years 1999-2000, citing colleges and univer- 27,000 gifts were received as a result of the outstanding 
sities "exceptional for their exemplary performance in cultivation and solicitation efforts of the Cal Poly 
fund raising." community and the generosity of our alumni, parents, 
The winning institutions are selected based on friends, and industry partners." 
various criteria, including the pattern of growth of total In 1999-2000 the university raised $24.5 million, a 
support, an evaluation of contributions to the total 110 percent increase over 1994-95. "Cal Poly is no 
support figure, overall breadth and pattern of growth in longer a state-supported university, but rather state-
program areas, pattern of donor growth among alumni assisted," said Boldt. "Private support provides the 
and others, total support in relation to the alumni base, margin of excellence for Cal Poly's award-winning, 
and the type of institution. learn-by-doing programs." W 
Hudson Endowment to Aid 
Water Engineering Students 
Daisy Hudson, Porterville native and past manager of the 
Saucelito Irrigation District (surrounded here by Cal Poly 
agriculture students), created a charitable remainder trust 
that will establish the Daisy j. Hudson Agricultural Irrigation 
Careers Scholarship Endowment to provide financial 
assistance for deserving students from Tulare and Kings 
counties who enroll in BioResource and Agricultural 
Engineering Department and Agricultural Systems 
Management programs to study irrigation, water science, 
and water engineering. (Photo by Marcia Wright) 
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CaL PoLy Fund 
donations increase 
C
to $1.71 miLLion 
al Poly donors gave a record $1,330,000 in cash 
gifts through the Cal Poly Fund to the colleges and 
units, a 13 percent increase from the previous year. The 
number of gifts to college and unit programs has more 
than doubled from 7,000 four years ago to 15,000 last 
year. In addition, $376,000 was raised to support univer-
sitywide programs. 
Over half of the gifts were raised from the phonathon, 
where Cal Poly students have the opportunity each 
evening to speak directly with alumni, parents, and 
friends of the university. The remaining gifts were 
received through mail programs. 
The Cal Poly Fund's mission is to provide "extra" 
resources to the university's programs and projects, 
strengthening educational experiences for students. W 
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Gifts 
• Two software donations by Rational 
Software Corp. gave Cal Poly 
students what a computer science 
professor described as a "$2.5 
million pencil." Rational gave 
enough licenses for its Enterprise 
Suite System and ClearQuest 
tracking system "tools" for 150 
students and professors to use the 
software at the same time for 
different projects, including 
engineering coursework, senior 
projects, and programs that directly 
aid California businesses. 
• Harold R. Frank of Goleta 
enhanced the Harold R. Frank 
Scholarship Endowment with a 
gift of $500,000. His endowment 
provides need-based scholarship 
support to Cal Poly engineering 
students, and awarded more than 
$25,000 in scholarships this year. 
• The Mary Stuart Rogers 
Foundation, based in Modesto, 
awarded Cal Poly a $500,000 grant 
to fund scholarships for future 
teachers and honor students from 
Stanislaus County. Juniors, seniors, 
and credential candidates are eligible 
based on academic excellence, 
leadership experience in extracur-
ricular activities, and community 
involvement. The grant will generate 
25 $4,000 scholarships annually for 
five years. 
• An anonymous donor pledged to 
increase scholarships for Cal Poly 
student-athletes by setting a 
challenge to all Mustang supporters 
whereby he would match all new 
donations to the Mustang Athletic 
Fund up to $100,000. During the 
1999-2000 fiscal year, Mustang 
Athletics supporters raised $93,000. 
Based on this response, the donor 
will pose the same $100,000 
challenge for the next four years. 
• Microsoft Corporation gave 350 
copies of Visual Studio software 
2& CAL POLY MAGAZINE FAll 2000 
valued at $424,988 to the Computer 
Science Department for use by 
faculty and students. 
• Silicon Graphics Inc. gave the 
Computer Science Department 
60 computer workstations 
worth more than $350,000. The 
workstations sport thin, wide, gray 
monitors that are part of a radical 
new design called integrated visual 
computing, which comprises the 
latest and fastest in graphic technology. 
• The Kelly-Moore Paint Co. 
pledged $300,000 to establish a 
fellowship supporting student 
research and advanced study in the 
College of Science and Mathematics' 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
Department's polymers and coatings 
program. The Bill Moore Coatings 
Research Fellowship (named after 
the company's co-founder) will go to 
students whose degree emphasis or 
educational background is in 
coatings chemistry. 
• Grace Tevis of Los Osos enhanced 
the Tevis Fund for Visiting 
Artists In Music in Cal Poly's 
College of Liberal Arts with a recent 
gift of real estate. The Tevis fund will 
enrich opportunities for students to 
listen to and learn from the best 
performers and bring new resources 
to the department. Mrs. Tevis and 
her late husband, Lloyd, were 
longtime supporters of tile 
Music Department. 
• Ivar and Tennle Anderson 
contributed shares of stock valued at 
more than $140,000 to establish the 
Archie and Andrea Waterbury 
Biological Sciences Scholarship 
Endowment Fund to honor their 
daughter and son-in-law - biology 
faculty members - and buy approx-
imately $28,000 worth of depart-
mental equipment. 
• The Western Coatings 
Foundation donated $26,743 to 
buy state-of-the-art testing and 
analyzing equipment for the 
coatings program in the Chemistry 
and Biochemistry Department, and 
$96,651 to establish the Polymers 
and Coatings Equipment 
Endowment fund. The gifts were 
made in memory of four coatings 
industry executives: Dave Kittredge 
(a Cal Poly soil science graduate), 
Bob Abrams, Earl Smith, and 
Chuck Miyada. 
• Allee Parks Nelson of San Luis 
Obispo donated real estate valued at 
$80,000 to establish the Alice 
Parks Nelson Orchestral Music 
Endowment Fund in the College 
of Liberal Arts' Music Department. 
The endowment will fund private 
lessons for non-majors, master 
classes, and other activities that 
enrich the orchestral activities at 
Cal Poly. 
• Ray Scherr gave a gift of $50,000 
in seed funding to establish Cal 
Poly's Entrepreneurship Program, 
which will be open to all university 
students. His son, Jason, is a senior 
in the College of Business. 
• A $50,000 grant from Texaco and a 
$25,000 grant from Enron Wind 
Corp. enabled high school and 
community college students and 
teachers from San Luis Obispo, Santa 
Maria, and Bakersfield to attend 
summer workshops at Cal Poly 
exploring energy issues and 
industry opportunities. 
• In honor of her dedication and 
commitment to the university, 
longtime Cal Poly Dance Professor 
Moon Ja Mlnn Suhr's husband, 
Paul, donated $15,000 to the 
College of Liberal Arts' dance 
program. The gift was used to install 
an air conditioning system in the 
Crandall Dance Studio. W 
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chest three-color embroidery of school name on 
]anSporr® 100% catron. Oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL 
$26.99 
21. CAL POLY AJumni crewneck. Modem graphic 
embroidered across chesr on Russell® 50% co([onl 
50% polyester. Oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL $36.99 
CAL POLY hooded pullover 
sweatshirt. Grear for 
relaxing
' 
Fearures distressed 
pri or across chesr on 
JanSpon® 100% corron. 
Melon. S,M,l,Xl $46.99 
L_______ Expect 2-3 wcckll for ddivery. 
22. CAL POLY button-down long-sleeve shirt. 
Colorful clock rower design embroidered lefr chesr 
on Camp David® 100% corron. Chambray or 
cement. S,M,L,XL,XXL $46.99 
23. CAL POLY Alumni crewneck. Wool applique 
accented with embroidery full front on JanSporr® 
80% corron/20% polyester. Oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL 
$44.99 
24. CAL POLY Alumni crewneck. Fearures classic 
embroidered design across chest on JanSporr® 
50% corron/50% polyesrer. Dark green. 
S,M,L,XL,XXL $32.99 
25. CAL POLY crewneck. Highlighred with same 
grear embroidered clock graphic as in #3e wirh 
school name across chesr on Camp David® 
80% cotton/20% polyesrer. Cemenr. S,M,L,XL,XXL 
$54.99 
26. CAL POLY Alumni cap. Rectangular design on 
Legacy® 100% corron. Green/gold. Adjustable. 
$17.99 
27. CAL POLY cap. Perfect ro wear with #3e or #3h. 
Embroideted clock graphic on Camp David® 100% 
corron. Cement. Adjustable. $21.99 
28. CAL POLY Alumni license plate frame. Makes a 
great gift! Features school name and Mustang logo 
by Carson®. Silver. $22.99 
29. CAL POLY crewneck. Popular swirl design wirh 
school name embroidered across chest on JanSporr® 
50% cotronl50% polyester. Oxford. S,M,l.,)(L,XXL 
$29.99 
30. CAL POLY short-sleeve T-shirr. Swirl design 
with school name on JanSporr® 100% catron. 
Oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL $14.99 
31. CAL POLY long-sleeve T-shirt. 3-D swirl desiliD 
and school name printed across chest on JanSpon R 
100% catron. White. S,M,L,XL,XXL $22.99 
32. CAL POLY shorr-sleeve T-shirt. Large block 
lettering with drop shadow effect arched across chest 
on JanSpon® 100% corron. Oxford. S,M,L,Xl,XXL 
$14.99 
33. CAL POLY Youth long-sleeve T-shin. Popular 
swirl design as in #3m and #3n with school name 
printed center chest with lerrering down lefr arm on 
JanSpon® 100% corron. Whire. S,M,L $14.99 
34. CAL POLY hooded pullover sweatshirt. Nylon 
lerrering accented with embroidery on Russell® 
50% corron/50% polyesrer. Birch, green, navy 
or oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL $42.99 
35. CAL POLY puJJover. School name full front wirh 
side zipper and v-neck on Russell® 100% nylon. 
Green/white/gray. M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL $68.99 
36. CAL POLY teddy bear. 'Legend Bear Jr.' sporrs a 
green swearer with school name by Collegiate 
Tradirions®. $32.99 
37. CAL POLY cap. Cap features wool oval accented 
with embroidery on The Game® 100% corron. 
Cement/green. Adjusrable. $16.99 
38. CAL POLY wine glass. School name and logo in 
green and gold by Capri®. $8.99 
39. CAL POLY shot glass. Fearures school name and 
seal in green and gold by Capri®. $5.99 
40. CAL POLY mug. Disringuished green ceramic 
mug with school seal by R&D Specialry®. $12.99 
41 CAL POLY soup mug. Yellow mug with green Cal 
Poly bar design by Tchorchke's®. $8.99 
43. CAL POLY short-sleeve T-shirt. Three-color rectangular design with 
school name and logo printed acroSS chest on )anSporr® 100% cotton. 
Oxford. S,M,L,XL,XXL $14.99 
44. CAL POLY short-sleeve polo. Amactively fearures left 
chest embroidery of school name and muStang logo on on 
Antiqua® 100% cotton. Pine/oar. M,l,XL,XXL $49.99 
45. CAL POLY short-sleeve polo. Gold embroidery of 
school name and logo on left chest on )anSporr® 
100% COtton pique. Evergreen. S,M,L,XL,XXl $39.99 
46. CAL POLY crewneck. Latge suede lettering with 
small embroideted lettering on Russell® 100% 
cotron. Bitch. S,M,L,XL,A'XL $52.99 
47. CAL POLY pennant. Fearutes school name and seal 
by Tchotchke's®. Green. $9.99 
48. CAL POLY cap. Embroidered block 
lettering on The Game® 100% cotton. 
Khaki/green. Adjustable. $15.99 
49. MUSTANG license plate frame. Fearures 
school name and muStang logo by Carson®. 
Silver. $22.99 
50. CAL POLY cap. Multi-color embroidery of school 
name and logo on legacy® 100% COtton. 
Khaki/green. AdjuStable. $16.99 
52, 'CP' long-sleeve T-.hin. Modem 3-D design with S3. CAL POLY .bon·s1eeve beach polo. Distrased left 
school name across chest and city name down left arm chol print doign on JanSporr40 100% conon. Indigo, 
JanSpon® 100% corron. Oxford. .M.I,XJ..XXL 23,99 ~.M.l.XI 29.99 
54. CAL POLY shon-sleeve T••bin. chool rume with distrased lenering 55. 'CP' long·sIeeve T-shin. Distrased block lottering center chest md 
print~ across chest on JanSpon4P 100% conon. Puny. .M.L,xL,X:U. down Irtf arm on JanSport«l 100% conon. Dark green. . .M.l.Xl,XXI 
19.99 23.99 
£1 Corral Bookstore 
Phone orders welcome! 
Call Toll Free 1-800-367-0771 
Or 
Fax us (805) 756-5320 
Bookstore Hours: 
Monday- Friday 
8:00 AM-4:00 PM PST 
Visit our website at: 
www.elcorralbookstore.com 
56. CAL POLY afghan. Cal Poly seal wilh various campus scenes 
and buildings by Riddle & Cockrell®. 100% corron. Gteen/gold. @ Primed on recycled paper using environmentally conscious inks. 
Measures: 48" X 65" $59.99 
ADVANC NT 
FARTNERS · 
For almost 100 years (al Poly has provided a top-quality education to thousands of talented young 
men and women. The university has built a solid reputation and Is nationally recognized for Its 
excellent faculty, outstanding students, and Innovative programs. Our Partners In Excellence members 
help ensure that (al Poly maintains this margin of excellence through the support of our programs. 
The President's Circle 
MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDENrs ORCLE ARE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS WHO DONATEO 
$20,000+ IN 1999-2000. OR $200,000+ OVER A UFrnME. "= Lifetime membership 
Ivar & Tennie Anderson James Brennan & Gunilla Ramell "Harold Hay **Frank &. laura Lee Pilling 
Alan & Marlene Anderson Robert & Joan Cardoza James & Amy Heintz **Mary Reinhold 
Robert Anderson **Everett & Arlene Chandler **Daisy Hudson **Terry &. Carol Reinhold 
**M. Richard & joyce Andrews Don & Barbara Chapin Bill & Jean lane **Kenneth &. Sara Rothmuller 
Carol Andrews Jourdain & Michelle De Werd Tom & Melissa Lehman Raymond & Janet Scherr 
'*Rick & Karen Antle **Kenneth Edwards Robert & Shirley Marshall Victor Schmidt 
Allyn & Lee Arnold Patrick Edwards "Lorenzo McOmie W. Sheldon & Carol Skiff 
**Josephine Avila James & Kathy Errecarte **John & Sarah Merriam Brian Smyth 
Robin & Barbara Baggett **Allen &loan Evans Andrew & lutta Merriam **Keith Tanimura 
Stuart & Jan Bartleson "George & Sue Foster Alice Parks Nelson Grace Tevis 
Dave & Vickie Billingsley **Harold Frank Mark & Unda Newland Lucy Thomas 
**James & Rosalind Boswell Clifford Haas "Richard & Donna O'Neill AI &. Ruth Yackle 
The President's Round TabLe 
MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDENrS ROUND TABLE ARE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS WHO DONATED $5,000-$19,999 
IN 1999·2000. OR MADE $100,000-$199,999 IN LIFETIME GIFTS, OR ARE CHARTER MEMBERS OF THE 
ROUND TABLE CONTRIBUTING IN 1999-2000. " =Lifetime membership , =Deceased 
lames &. Sandra Aberer 
William &. Carolyn Ahlem 
loan Akeyson 
Genevieve Aldrich 
'*Ivar &. Tennie Anderson 
Peter &. Jeanette Andre 
'*Carol Andrews 
**Ardis Armstrong 
**Allyn &. Lee Arnold 
** Robin & Barbara Baggett 
Philip &. Christina Bailey 
Barbara Barker-Brown 
'*Stuart & Jan Bartleson 
Nina Beach 
Bobby & Christine Beathard 
Richard & Lynn Bergquist 
Charles Black 
Richard Blake 
AI &. Elinor Bonin 
Willy &. Vreni Borner 
William &. Rose Marie Bowles 
**james Brennan &. Gunilla Ramell 
*Martha Brock 
** Howard &. Fay Brown 
Frisbie Brown 
Victor & Sally Ward Buccola 
Paul Burkner 
Michael &. Elizabeth Byrd 
Brian Cameron 
Michael &. Sandra Cannon 
**Don & Barbara Chapin 
Gilbert Cooke 
H. David & Jan Crowther 
Edward &. Rosemarie Edwards 
Robert &. Lyndee Ehlers 
Martin &. Mary Engler 
Ion & Amy Ericson 
** James & Kathy Errecarte 
Daryl & Marguerite Errett 
William Evans 
James & Florence Fisher 
Donald Fiske 
**Thomas & Karyn Gallo 
** Robert &. Marie Gallo 
Scott & Leslie Gaudineer 
Donald Gibson 
Peter & Patricia Godinez 
Michael &. Maureen Green 
Frances Harpst 
Donald & Paula Heye 
M. loyce Hoffman 
Richard & julie Hood 
Tim & Pamela Humphreys 
**David Hyde 
loe & Diana Kitagawa 
Irvin &. Elinor Kogan 
john &Gwenn Krossa 
Chan & Carolina lam 
** Bill & Jean Lane 
Astrid larsen 
James & Arlene Lau 
William &. Kady Livesay 
" Harriet Luckman 
John &. Janice Maher 
Vicki Mazzei 
Duncan McCormack III 
"George McMahan 
Rob & Marina McMillan 
Francis & Pat McNamara 
** Alex &. Colleen Merendino 
Michael &. Marla Mertel 
'*Robert &. Patricia Meyer 
James &. Martha Michel 
John &. Sharon Mohns 
AI &. Pat Moriarty 
** Robert &. Mary Neal 
Alan &. Gaylia M.L. Newcomb 
Jaime &. Carolina Oaxaca 
Richard &. Donna O'Neill 
Gerald &. Gail Overaa 
Roger &. Marion Palley 
Charles &. Doris Pankow 
Steven &. Carol Pearson 
,*Gerry &. Peggy Peterson 
Burt &. Virginia Polin 
George Ramos 
,*Ruth Renihan 
Robin & Laurie Rossi 
"Manfred & lean Sander 
James & Joan Sargen 
**Victor Schmidt 
David Shade 
Paul & Patricia Shirley 
**James & Norma Sinton 
"Helen Smith 
George &. Gloria Soares 
**Alex &. Faye Spanos 
Connie Stamolis 
Paul Sterne 
Suzanne Stroh 
Paul &. Moon Ja Minn Suhr 
Jane Tate 
**Grace Tevis 
William &. Jennifer Thoma 
** Lucy Thomas 
**Yosef &. Sheila Tiber 
"David Vandermolen 
Ernesto &. Socorro Vasquez 
Winifred Warten 
Bert &Wanda Weeden 
lohn Wingate Jr. 
Paul &. Virginia Wright 
Gerald &. Sheila Wroblewski 
Conrad &. Christine Young 
lames &. Elizabeth Young 
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The (enteMla( Society 
MEMBERS OF THE CENTENNIAL SOGm ARE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS WHO DONATED $2,000 - $4,999. * =Deceased 
Deane & Gwen Aboudara Stephen & Diane Ciesinski Robert & joanna Graf Una Laumann Ronald Sakahara 
Rick & Pam Ackel Carl & Penny Clemm Lawrence Gray Sam & Martha Lazarakis Curt & Elizabeth Schulze 
William & lennifer Allison Lucia Cleveland Jeffrey & Doris Hank Douglas Lee Daniel Schwob 
Warren Anderson Thomas & Lori Condon David & Loretta Hickox Eugene &Ethel Lenz Rolland & Isabellriarte Sears 
Mitchell & Krista Ardantz Jim & Sally Ann Considine Michael & Alicia Hildreth Don & Lucile Leonard James & Sarah Shelton 
Susan Armstrong & Keith Richard & lacqueline Cotta George & Marianne Hill lack Levy & Carla Buck Warren & Elizabeth Shimada 
Marzullo Tom & jacqueline Williams Bruce & Mary Hubal Raymond & Eva Louie Edward Silva jr. 
Linda Ashworth & jerry Courtright Craig & Sylvia Isom Andrew Martin Larry & Helen Silva 
Eveleth Scott & Betty Cox Roland & Geri Jacobson Gary & ). Dawn Martin Randy & Karrie Smith 
Ralph & Carol Baender lames & Leah Cushman Winston & Katherine jaeb Gary & Jill Matuszak john Snetsinger 
Aaron & Lyn Baker Mrs. Gordon T. Davis Thomas & Christy larrett Dana Merker lohn & Deborah Spatafore 
Warren & Carly Baker lay & Carol Devore Mark & Diana jensen Allen & Susan Minker Margaret Sperber 
Michael & Linda Bandler Lee & Elizabeth Nilsen-Doble Raymond & Deane lones Donald & Dian Morelli Robert & Luba Staller 
Wallace & Roberta Barr Richard & Kathleen Doerr Glenn &Letha losephson Findlay & Faye Most William & Ann Stone 
Keith & Sandra Bautista Randall & Susan Driscoll Carolludd Gary Motoyama Kenric & jeanne Stone 
Janet Beaton Donald & Sandra Du Fosee David & Barbara Kanner Ishwar & Ragini Murarka lames Taresh 
Richard & Elizabeth Berg Roger & Cynthia Dunbar Michael & Pamela Katz lohn Nakata Michael & Wilma Theilacker 
Richard Bietz Jr. Lesa Duncan Charles Keagle Mark & Kathleen Nunnally Bruce Thiel 
Robert Blackburn Jr. Gary & leanie Eberle Robert & Mary Kennedy ,. Martin O'Malley Mark & Catherine Trione 
Douglas Blankenship Paul Ecke Ir. & Maureen Omer &Claudia King Stephen &Catherine Pankow james & Nancy Troxel 
Monica Bockman De St. Croix Mary King Robert Parnell Phuong Vu 
Michael Bodger David & ludy Eitman George & Patricia Kirkpatrick Gary Peterson David Ward 
Michael & Lora Bouris Elaine Erickson Steven & Susan Kitson Bob Petesch II C. Nicholas Watry III 
Ed Boutonnet Kenneth Fichthorn Paul Klosterman & Denene Barry & Susan Prince Donald & Jean Williams 
Richard & Peggy Bradshaw Mark & Diane Fleming Milakovich Nancy Procunier Eric & Yolanda Wong 
Gregory & Vickie Bryant Dick & Donna Frank Carolyn Kruse Larry Ratner *Byra Wreden 
Robert & Sherilyn Buell John &Anita Fusano Jeffrey &Carla Land Dennis Riddle Wayne Wright 
Norman & Joyce Buller Paul & lennifer Gifford james & Esther Landreth Kenneth & Debbie Rodrigues Richard Yonash 
Keith & jane Carlson C. Thomas & Wendy Gilman Frank & Sonnie Lanzone D. Grant & layne Ruesch 
Gordon & Anita Chan Paul &Jane Goodholm Todd & Tammy Lasater Thomas &Carrie Sabol 
Julian McPhee Society 
THESE INDIVIDUALS DONATED St,OOO - $1,999. * =Deceased 
Ray & Fatimah AbuZayyad Robert Bettencourt Timothy Iii Barbara Conver Donald & Marguerite Rick Iii Dona Griswold 
jack & Albena Acampora Jean Biberdorf Jack & Phoebe Cooke Erickson Dominic Grossi 
George Adrian Mark Bigelow William Cooper David &Helen Esbeck George & M. Annette Grossi 
Thomas & Tanya Alexander William & Genene Boldt Stephen Corcoran Anthony Estrada John Guidetti 
C. Kendall Allen jr. Robert Bolt David Cormack Ben Etling Jr. & Dianne Etling Erland Gulbrand 
Christopher & Cynthia Allen Mark Iii Sheila Borjon Andrew Cotton Luke Iii lane Faber Bradford Hair 
Richard & jane Allen Cary Bowdich Thomas & Kathrine Coull jeanette Fairbairn Albert Hal1' 
Alfred & Rose Amaral Neil & Cristene Bray Clement Iii Paula Cox Emmeleine Ferguson Garney Hall 
Frederic & Catherine Walter Iii ludith Bremer Lew Iii Sandra Cryer Joseph & Mary Ferrara Mark Hall 
Ammann Darwin Broenen Brian Curley Donald & Molly Fezell Ronald Hallagan 
Dana Anderson Berend & Ardyth Broersma David Darrow Gregg Fiegel David Iii liII Hampton 
Richard Anderson Vance Brown Roy Iii Viola daSilva Thomas &Ann Finney Mary Hansen 
Roger Antablin Thomas Burhenn Hiram Iii Nancy Davis John &Anna Fleming Merriman & Willa Harris 
Paul Appling Patricia Burnett lohn &Barbara Dawson Larry Floro Lorrie Harter 
William & Carrie Archer Clint Bushong Donald Iii Nancy DeFever Ray & Linda Lloyd Franco Cheryl Thompson Haskell 
john Armstrong loe Iii Jayne Buskuhl Gerald & Toni Detz R. Ronald & Marlene Frazier George & Elyce Haskell 
Charles & Susan Atlee Bruce Cameron lames & Barbara Dietz Karl Freeman Gerald Hatley jr. 
Douglas Austin Raul & Patricia Cano Terry & Mary Ditmore Richard Frick Arthur Hawkins 
Anna Aven Andrew &Carol Taylor Thang Do Donna Fruh lames &Alison Hengehold 
Peter Bachman Carciere Jeffrey Doar Edward & Eileen Gaiser Don Henley 
Stanley & Carolyn Backlund Carl & Sandra Carter Frank & Catherine Donohoe Gene & Bonnie Garritano Charlotte C1eis Hiatt 
Mike &Amy Bailey Arturo Castro Sandra Donohue Kevin Gilhooly Gregory & Barbara Hill 
Glen Balzer Gary & Leslie Caviglia Tod duBois Glen & Lisa Giovannetti Harry Ho 
Anthony Bardine Sal Cesario Jr. D. Jan Duffy Charles & Neva Glenn Michael &Debbie 
David & Jeannine Barneby Henry & Sandra Chang joseph Benjamin & Patricia Fred & Del Glenn Hollabaugh 
Harry & Nancy Batrum Dah-Yu Iii Marjorie Cheng Earl George & Ella Gomes Steve & Lori Hollister 
*Daniel Beaton Carl Iii Kathleen Cilker Edwin & Kathleen Earle Juan Gonzalez & Irene Clifford Holser 
David & Frances Beauharnois jim Iii Karen Clarke Tad Edwards Hoffman Frederick Tilford & Judi 
Robert Bein Robert Coburn Richard & Stacy Ellison Howard Gordon Honore 
Barbara Bell Douglas & Cecilia Tak Ying Douglas Elmer Dennis Govan Charles & Carola Howe 
Daniel Benjamin Chow Comella James Emmel Thomas & Deborah Green Sandy Hull 
Richard Bertoli j. Arthur & Audry Conley Edward English Patria Griffin Kenneth &Patti Humphrey 
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. \ /.Juhan Me:; e Soclety 
THESE INDIVIDUALS DONATIO $1,000 - $1,999 (continued). " =Deceased 
Robert [,{ Linda Huntoon Marc Loupe Anne Nash Fred [,{ Kathy Roy Walter [,{ Bette Tryon 
Gigi Hurst Hoi luc Russell &Kimberly Nash Ronald Rubin &Linda Thomas Tulledge 
Patrick Hyek Charles MacGillivray Paul & Verla Neel Sanders Rubin Lance &. jennifer Tullius 
Kazuo [,{ Mitsuko Ikeda Janice MacKanin Ronald [,{ Susan Nelthorpe Thomas & Carol Ryan Diane Turriff 
Seirin [,{ Marion Ikeda Norman [,{ Linda Manzer Don [,{ Tamara Nicholas Walter Ryan Ir. Bruce Tyler 
William [,{ Yvonne Jacobson Paul & Susan Marks Michael Norem Randy Salas Richard Udd 
Steven lames loshua Marrow jesse & lune Norris Joseph Sanchez Alan & Karen Usas 
Jeffrey lasper Paul Martin James Nugent Sherry Sarmiento Brian Vail 
John & Anna lennett Robert Martin Albert Okuma Ir. Steven & Teri Sartain Michael Valentine 
David Johnson Richard Mastropietro Michel & Mary Orradre Dinah Schmidt Dennis [,{ Valerie Van Dalsen 
Enard Johnson Steven Mazurka Peter [,{ Laurel Orradre Paul Schroth Sr. Eduard Van Wingerden 
lames lohnson Michael McCall & Joyce leanne Pagett Allan & Julianne Schulze Andrew Veeman 
john & Dorothy Jones Kamiiar-McCall Samuel Palmer III Stanley & Maureen Searing lames Voigt Jr. 
Glenn & Harriett Kardel 
Margaret Kim 
Hugh [,{ Mary Ann David Pangburn Charles & Virginia Senn 
McConahey Wayne & Kathee Partee Bill I. Shaffner 
"Larry Voss 
Virginia Walter 
Paul & Jane Kleinkramer Larry & Nancy McCracken Stephen Patterson & Bambi Kenneth Shamordola John &. Roberta Ward 
Thomas Klemens John & Susan McCutcheon Cask Benjamin Sheldon Lynnette Ward 
Rolf & Janelle Klenk Greg & Linda McDonald Peter Pederson William [,{ Heidi Shorts )arold Weiser 
Paul [,{ Beatrice Koehn Eric McDougall Arthur Pedreiro Jon & Kathryn Silverman lohn Weiszbrod 
Sharon Korn Linda McGregor Helen Penwell Warren Sinsheimer III [,{ Carol Mary Welch 
Charles Korstad Craig [,{ Suzanne McKibbin larry & Betty Peshek Sinsheimer Florence Welles 
Lynette Kragness Thomas [,{ Cindy McPheeters Fletcher & Harriet Phillips Suzanne Skeeters W. Michael & Sandra West 
Stephen Krauss Charles Meinhart Paul Plummer loan Skelly Virginia Westmoreland 
Dan & Elizabeth Krieger loan Meininger Benjamin Polando Ralph [,{ Mary Jane Smith S. Dwight & Barbara Wheeler 
Diane Krohn Bruce Mengler Robert Potter Ir. & Teri Tarshis John & Mary Sorosky Robert & Mona Whitley 
Eleanor Kussman Don Merson louis & Athena Pugliese Daniel Souza Edward Whitney 
David [,{ Patricia Kutzmann Robert Meyer John Purlia Ernie [,{ Nichola Spaletta Roy &. Janet Epp Wickland 
John LaBarbera Donald Midkiff Robert Pybas Wendy Spradlin Peter Wiley &. Valerie Barth 
William LaFontaine Ir. Bonnie Mills Michael Rader & Frances Eugene & Jean Starkey Gerald Williams 
Lars & Susan Larsen Mark Montoya Chase Brian Stell Marshall &Carol Wix 
Linda Larsen Martin [,{ Diane Moroski Mike Raike Carl Stucky David Wolf &. Liza Ring 
Runo & Roberta Lemming Dennis &Debra Morris Gregory & Patricia Raleigh David &Christine Sullivan Larry & Elizabeth Wolfe 
Kirk & Karen lemon Don M. [,{ Jean Morris Walter Raymond Bessie Swanson Claire Wolfenden 
Calvin Leong Gregory [,{ Terri Morris Joseph [,{ Rhoda Reilly lim [,{ Patricia Taylor William Woo 
Jeffrey & Lillian Leong james Mouyeos Eloy & lanice Renfrow C. Peter Telfer James Woodbury 
Andrew Leroy Jerry & Tina Mukai Alfons & Aloisia Ribitsch loseph [,{ Judith Tembrock K. Tina Woodward 
Mark Lindquist Paul & Barbara Munson Kevin [,{ Marti Rimbault Dana [,{ lindsey Thomas John & Helen Woodworth 
Dan & Nancy Littrell Maurice [,{ Donna Murphey Gordon & Shirley Reynolds Warren Thompson Fred & Helene Wright 
William long Peter & Elisa Muscarella Rock Terry [,{ Deidre Tognietti Francis Wu 
Wayne & Kathy Longcrier Michael Musser Elio & loy Rodoni Alvin & Shirley Trivelpiece Tom &. Nancy Yackle 
Matthew Loudon Dana Nafziger Susan Ross Calvin Truesdale 
Margaret Chase Sotiety 
THESE INDIVIDUALS DONATIO $500 - $999. "= Deceased 
I. Dennis Ahearn John Axt Rhoda Benson "Kenneth Bright Elmo Canclini 
loseph [,{ Katie Aiello David Babbitt Michael [,{ Anne Bentley Mark Bright Richard Canzoneri 
Tony & Florinda Alamo Michael [,{ Susan Ballantyne Antllony [,{ Kim Bertotti Richard Brockett William Cappel 
Andrew & Deborah Allen james Balquist Michael [,{ Dorothy Bertsch Tucker Brockhoff Martha Capurso 
Willard [,{ Patricia Altman Anthony Banta Robert Bilbro Joseph & Linda Bronson Lark [,{ lean Carter 
John & Susan Andersen Vincent Barletta Robert [,{ Pamela Bills William [,{ Helen Brooks Richard & Kathryn Casey 
John Anderson lohn Barlow Cheryl Birch Wayne Brotze William [,{ Holly Casey 
Michael & Maribelle John Barnes Ronald Black Lawrence & Victoria Browne George Cattey 
Anderson Howard [,{ Margaret Barnett Paul & Annette Block Keith & Judy Brummel Michael &. lisa Chalfin 
Tracy Anderson David & Wanda Bartlett Gary Bloom John [,{ Donna Brunello lames Chambers 
Edward Andre Patricia Bates Richard & Tina Bohr Robert Buchser Ir. Sharon Chandler 
Martin & Karla Angle Francis & Kathleen Bauer Belinda Bongaarts Ed & Kay Bukowski Derek &. Lynn Chang 
Ralph & Jane Anthony Donald & Teryll Beach Christine Borra Christopher Bunn Edward C.M. & Meimei Chang 
Akio Aochi & Teresa Murphy- lonathan & Dianne Becker Stephen Borra Jr. Dennis Burke Clifford Chapman 
Aochi Lawrence [,{ Kate Bello A.L. Samuel & Hazel Boyd William & Sharon Burke Bae Chon 
Paul Armstrong S. Keith & Kathleen Belmont Bradford Boyes Catherine Burnell Joseph Chow 
Richard Arnold john Benedict Donald [,{ Dale Boyle Edward Burnett Craig Chrisney 
Stephen & Kristi Arnold Gustavo & Amy Benedicty Robert Braun Scott & Brooke Bustrum jack Christensen 
Paul [,{ Susan Artof David Benham Jose & Denice Bravo Robert Butler Thomas Christensen 
David Ashton Gary & Maxine Bennett Michael Brewer David Camp R. & Nancy Christenson 
Patrick & Alison Aurignac Randal & Stacie Bennett lohn & Marjorie Brigadier Colm & Gerl Campbell Leonard Christopher 
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Margaret base Sodety 
THESE INDIVIDUALS DONATED $500 - S999 (continued) . • =Deceased 
William Ex Leila Cilker Nancy Edgell S. Scott Greig Joan Jones Tom Marks 
Brian Clamp lohn &Yvonne Edmisten Henry & Beverly Grennan Karen loseph John Marshall 
Lincoln Ex Theresa Clark David & Cynthia Eglinton Robert Griffith Curtis Josiassen Paul Marshall 
Walter Clark Ex Gail Taylor John Ehlers lr. William Guernsey Popi Kaddas Robert Marshall 
Marjorie C1eugh Lynn Mahoney Ekegren David Gurchinoff Sebastian & Aleyamma Bill Marvin 
Barrie Cleveland Clint Emerson William Hales Kakkanad Robert Masch 
Stanford Ex Chris Clinton Leland & Valerie Endres Steven Hall Dan & Leah Kalin Donald &Mary Mason 
Steven Cobb Robert Enns Jess & Joan Hansen Todd Kallman Robert Matsushige 
John Coblenz Mark Evans Maynard & M. Diane Harding Herbert Ex Phyllis Kamm Helen May Butts Matulich 
Denis Colbourne Vido & Evelyn Fabbri William & Patricia Hares Thomas Ex Marion Kay Bruce &Karen McCaul 
Eugene Cole Patrick Fancher Steve & Sherry Harper Paul Kearley Mary McDermott 
lorus Ex Judith Colglazier Kevin & Kim Farrell James Ex Pauline Harrigan David Keeling William McDonald 
Tom Collins Ex Jacquelin Henry Favier Ir. & Kim Gill- Grant Harris Brent Ex Linda Keetch David &Deborah McEuen 
Buratovich-Collins Favier Walter Ex Sandra Harris Andrew Keif Lawrence Ex Susan McGourty 
Daniel Ex lanet Condron Dave Ferguson Ex Toni Nelson William & Valerie Hart Earl & Jean Ann Keller Edward Mcinerney 
Alison Cone Glenn Ex Susan Ferguson loseph &Susan Harter Eugene Ex Anne Keller Pat & Diane McKeague 
E. Richard Ex Claudia Conger R. Patrick Ex Jeri Ferini Joseph Haslett Richard Ex Pamela Kempert Evan & Lisa McMasters 
Wes Ex Dorothy Conner Robert & Jennifer Fernandes Tom Hawkins Tom Kemph Michael McMillan 
Kevin Cooper Mark Fernandez Charles Hayek Sr. Roy Kirkorian Gary & Susan MeNanna 
Stephen Corbin Gerald Ex Robin Ferrari George Hayo Gail Kirschenmann Christopher McNichols 
Carlos Ex Beth Cordova Richard Fessler Dwayne & Shirley Head Robert Ex Deborah Klassen Thomas &Biruta McShane 
Harold Ex Judith Cota David Ex Terri Fish George & Barbara Hegarty Michael &Patricia Klayko Scott McVey 
George Cotnoir Rik Ex Carol Floyd Jeremiah & Leslie Hench William & Carla Klittich Sigurd Meldal 
Thomas Courtney Jack Folchi James & Pamela Henry Stephen Kontra Ryan Mendosa 
William Cox Timothy Ford lames Hepburn Julieta Korper Joe & Grace Meng 
David & Glenda Cracknell William & Maureen Forgeng Keith Herbert & Liz Herbert Michael Krakower Ron & Toni Mesecher 
John & Linda Creech David Forster Dale Ex Charlette Herbrandson Ion Krause Laine &Claudia Meyer 
Joan Crozier Alan FranciS-Lyon Joseph & Kimberly Heringes Rich Krizo John & Deanna Michell 
Carla Curtis Jack Ex Maribel Fraser Dawn Hewitt Kenneth Krossa Ronald Mickelsen 
David & Tina-Lise Curtis Robert Ir. Ex Shannon Fraser Samuel Hilfiker Sharon Kuge John & Lisa Milburn 
Glenn & Tamar Curtis Macuen Ex Geraldine Freeman Nancy Hilker Steven Kuklin & Karen Bernard Miller 
Munir & Carolyn Dabbah Morton Ex Linda Frey Larry Hirahara Cribbins-Kuklin Gene & Lois Miller 
lames Daly Richard Friberg Bernn Hitch Ex foanne Barker Richard Ex Alice Kulka Lynn Miller 
Charles Dana Jr. Gary &Sandra Fryer Gregory Ex Nancy Hobbs Joseph Kusick Jr. David & Lisa Mills 
Stephen Ex julie D'Angelo Richard Fuchslin Martin Hodgett John & Dee Lacey Allen & Nancy Minton 
Angelo Danna Michael Fuller Joseph Ex leanne Hoff Mark & Brenda Lacey David Mitchell 
Thomas De Benedetti lerry Gabriel James Hoffmann Kevin Larkin Jonathan Monfort 
Louis & Kathy De Martini Laurence Ex Adeline Gaebe M. Wayne Hogue Barry Larson Katharine Montgomery 
Ian de Witte Dennis Gaiser Douglas &Michelle Holmes Garret & Katherine Law John & Joyce Moody 
Steven Deas Gregory Gallant & Christine Richard Holzer Gerry & Margot Lawrence lames & Ying Moore 
Marvin Dee Nolte Raymond Hom James Lauara Meg W. Moreta 
Larry & Mary Delarnett Robert Gardella Kristina Homer Fred & Irene Leavitt Donald & Jean Morgan 
Ben Dejong & Suzanne Allen Roberta Garland Sharon Hoogland Frank & Sandra Lebens Gordon Morrison 
Robert Delaney Edward & Katherine Garner Brad Horak Hing-Fai Lee Phillip Morsing & Beverly 
John Jr. Ex Diane Della Wolfgang Gartner Donald Hordness Sr. Norman &Patricia Ann Lee Schierer 
Dennis DeMaria Harold Gay loaquin Horton lefferey Leisey Ronald Jr. Ex Marilyn Moss 
Daniel Dennies Richard Genaui Tim Ex Melanie Horwath Richmond Lewis Ir. Stanton & Paz Mosst 
Thomas Ex ludith deRegt Herbert Gerfen Steve Ex Laura Houchin Donald & Florence Liddie Ray & Mariko Motoyama 
john DeRuiter Ken & Gay Gerlack Leland & Carolyn Housman Bradley Lindholm Helen Mott 
lohn &Rita Dietrich Roy Gersten Christopher Ex loanne Hu Bruce Lindsay E. &Constance Moulton 
Delmar Dingus & Yoshiko James Gharib James Huffman Norman & Bonnie Lino Patrick Mulcaire 
Tachibana Robert Gibson Allan Hughes Kenneth & Elonda Lloyd Stephen Mull 
Steven Dittmann Robert &Muriel Gill Stuart Ex Victoria Huizinga Sandra London-Gedalje Gerry & Maryalice Mulvey 
Timothy Ex Anita Doheny Stephen Glatt Todd & Lisa Humes David Loomis Kendall Murakami 
Herbert Ex Dale Dollahite John & Cyndi Goble Larry Ex Bonnie Hutchings Ronald Lopes George & Barbara Murfey 
Daniel Ex Dee Domingo Epifanio & Tammy Gonzalez Orin Ex Maureen Ineich Robert Love Michael Ex Catherine Murkey 
Lawrence Ex Desiree Domino Donald Goodwin Daniel Inskeep Mark & Cynthia Lucovsky Barbara Murphy 
Dennis Ex Margaret Donohoe Michael & Dorothy Gordon Cindy Irvine William Ex Delayna Luffee lack &Anna Musselman 
E. Dale Ex Karin Dowdy Toby & lenny Gottheiner Paul Jacobsen Gary & Diane Luka Larry Myrick 
Robert & Ann Dowrick Larry Graham Steven Jankowski Libert & Nancy Luke Brian & Susan NafZiger 
Douglas Ex Renee Droese Susan Graham Wayne & Emiko Jasper Robert Lyman Douglas Nagy 
Arthur & loyce Duarte Stephen Grana Albert Jee Jason Maas Larry & Karen Nakamura 
Paul Duckworth Eric Grandin Eric Jennings Brad & Rubye Machado Lee & lanann Nakamura 
Harland Ex Grace Duncan John & Elise Gravance David & Barbara lensen Herbert Maeder Michael &Carol Neiggemann 
Raymond Dunn Michael & Suzanne Graves Wayne & Heather Jensen Michael & Patricia Mahoney Richard & Vicki Nelson 
Thomas Dutra Seaton Ex Laurette Greaves Alan Ex Donna Dolislager Timothy Maloney Katsuji Nerio 
Alan &Joan Earhart Andrew & leanne David lohnson Harold Mantle II Keith Neuner 
Brian & Erin Edem Greensfelder Donald Jones Edward Marble I. Dennis Newton 
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Mike Nino [,{ Tracy Jones- Frank Pyeatt J. [,{ Bonnie Savage Bert Straub lames [,{ Toni Vye 
Nino Michael Quigley J. Michael [,{ Beth Schaaf Daryl Sugasawara Anne Vytlacil 
Daniel Nitta Alvin [,{ Marydell Quist Robert [,{ Ann Schiebelhut Harold Summers Richard Wagner 
William [,{ Janice Noland James [,{ Lisa Quist Ronald Schneider Gary [,{ Diana Suthers Craig [,{ Shawn Waite 
Thomas Nuckols &Carol Robert [,{ Catherine Ragle Donald [,{ Barbara Schremp Donald [,{ Kathryn Swanson Charles Walker 
MacCurdy Sheikh Rahman John Schroder IV Mark [,{ Susan Swanson Bert Wall & Marta Newcomb 
Delton [,{ Kathy Nyman Christopher Ramm Glenn [,{ Candy Schulz William Swanson lohn [,{ Sharon Wall 
Patrick & Carol O'Daniels Rhonda Ratekin Ernest Schumacher John Swift Virgil Walle Jr. 
Richard Odett Ir. Donald [,{ Alice Rau leslie [,{ Kathleen Scott Don [,{ Rosemary Talley Iris Walters 
TImothy Ohm Guy [,{ Helen Raymaker larry [,{ Susan Sebastian Marvin [,{ Paulette Teixeira lee Walters 
Carlos Ong leonard Reder Jeff Segars lohn Terell Charles [,{ April Walton 
leland O'Reilly Frank [,{ Christine Regan James Segner joseph [,{ Marilyn Terra Robert Waltos Jr. 
Michael & Jean Orth James Regan Daniel Segur Ralph Teyssier lames &Sharon Waters 
Maria Ortiz Sandra Reinbold Kimihiro Sera John [,{ Emily Thacker Karen Watts 
Richard [,{ Elsie Ostiller Rose Revello-Murphy John [,{ Lai leng Seto Michael [,{ Jeanette Thatcher F. Warren [,{ Marjorie Wayland 
Vincent [,{ Robin Ostrosky larry Rexroth lack Sheehan Frederick Thoburn Robert Weaver 
Jordan Owens Karl Reynolds Lawrence Sheehan III Margaret Gumerlock Thomas Dan [,{ Toni Weeks 
Paul [,{ Claudia Buck Page David [,{ Sarah Ricci Richard Shelton Wayne Thomas larry Weese 
Richard &Mary Page Douglas Richards Patrick [,{ Linda Shintaku Robert [,{ Susan Thomasson James [,{ Clare Weir 
Richard [,{ Susan Palazzo Jeffrey [,{ Carol Richardson Patrick [,{ Anne Shires leslie Thompson Gary Weisenberger 
lames [,{ Miriam Palmer S. James Rickert [,{ Mary Wendell Shultz Glen Thorncroft Everett Welch 
Craig Pampeyan LaSalle-Rickert Carl Siechert Ruth Thurmond Kathleen West 
lames Pappas William &Crillene Riel Ian William Simek Anthony &Patricia Todd Arthur Whitfield 
George [,{ Carolyn Parkinson Carlos Rios Samuel & Lorie Sinnott lanet Tousseau Charles [,{ Edith Whiton 
Damian Pascuzzo Robert Rivers Marion Sinsheimer John Towns Joseph [,{ Doris Wiley 
Rose Pattison Storey Patrick Rodgers joseph Skeehan lohn & Hilary Townsend Denise Williams 
lanice Pavell David Rogers James Smart Bryan Tracy Norm Williams [,{ linda 
A. Hugo Pearson Kimberly Rogers Craig Smith John [,{ Dianne Tschumper Hernandez 
Richard Peattie David [,{ louise Rohy Douglas [,{ Pamela Smith James & Vivian Turner Mitchell [,{ Marianne Wolf 
Roxy Peck Ronald Ronconi lorraine Smith Kurt & Stephani Turner john [,{ Shahin Wolfe 
David Pedersen lay Rosenberg Larry & Winona Smyth Torben & lise Ulander David [,{ Susan Worthington 
David & Shannon Perdue Walter Ross Stanley Snyder Robert [,{ Heather Urich Thomas [,{ Sharon Wulf 
lames Phillips Michael & Shannon Rouiller lames Sokol & Deborah Siu Frank Van Gilluwe III George [,{ Sheryl Yamada 
Anne Pianca Michael Rumsey Kenneth & Tyra Solomon Stanley & Nicole Van Vleck Elaine Yin 
Don [,{ Janet Pieper Stuart Running Fereydoon [,{ Rhonda Soofer Dave VanGroningen Curtis Young 
Edward Plegel Charles Russ IV Todd Sorbo Gerald Veiluva M. David Yurosek 
Michelle Plotnik Joseph Russo Allan Soriano Samuel [,{ lisa Howe Resti &Deborah Zaballos 
Kenneth Pollard Joseph & Jill Sabol Edeene Sprague .Verhovek Arsham Zakarian 
Robert & Diane Polley Richard Saenz Robert Starr Don [,{ Anne Vermeil Charles & Helen Zanoli 
Chellie Powell Darwin Sainz Charles Stefanetti Jr. Claire Vollmer Paul Zingg 
Del & Stephanie Prescott Paul Sanders Eric &Donna Steger Alexandra Von Feldt Virginia Zuchelli-Sheehy 
Ritchie Price Charles Sarra Wayne & Diane Stilwell Carl Voss Jr. 
Carl Beck Society 
THESE INDIVIDUALS DONATED $250 - 499 •=Deceased 
Steven Aaron judy Alter Flip & Janine Baldwin louis & janet Behrens Natalie Bilci 
Stephen & Patricia Abbott Jeffrey [,{ Brandee Ambrosia Melito & Asuncion Balon William Belcher Mary Ann Birra 
David Absher Greg Andag DWight & Colleen Balough Donald Bensen Charles Bishop 
Ralph Acaba Dennis [,{ Margaret Anderson TImothy [,{ Marilyn Banducci David Benson John Blasius IV 
Robert & Patti Adair Gail & Katherine Anderson Richard Banks Donald Benson Gregory Blumstein 
Douglas Adams Guy Anderson Stephen Baral Nanette Benson David [,{ Anne Boccignone 
Robert Addington Matthew [,{ Susan Andros Michael [,{ Gayle Bardon lim [,{ Mary Ann Bentley David Bockrath 
Robert &Kristen Ivani Eric Angstadt Susan Barkis Donna Beres Donald Bodley 
Cheryl Ades Anspach George Arcand Joel Barlow Jo Ann Berger lohn &Kim Boniface 
James [,{ Carol Ahlem Robert [,{ Pauline Arietta Charles Barnett Phillip & Patricia Bernard Connie Booth 
Frederick Aikins Rena Armstrong Isaac Barpal Thomas [,{ Patti Bernard James & Sandi Boothe 
Gene & Bea Aksland George & Sherrill Ash joseph Barsi John & Mary Bernier Jerry & Cricker Boots 
Steven & Peggy Alameda Christopher Ashley Robert Barwick II Edward & Deborah Besenfelder Alexander Borel 
James Albers John [,{ Joan Ashton Eric Baysinger Greg [,{ JoAnn Beserra Gene Borg 
Debra Alessi Clint [,{ Maureen Asmussen David [,{ Valerie Beard john Bettendorf! Richard Boucher Jr. 
lohn Algeo David Bachman Katheryn Beaton Oscar Bettendorf! Michael Bouquet 
Marc Allard Melvin Bachman Raymond Beattie Lawrence [,{ Marsha Bettinelli Gregory Bowman 
David Allen Howard Bain III Garland [,{ Pauline Beauchamp Dina Bettinsoli William Boyce 
Kevin & Toni Allen Dennis Baker Jon Beauchamp William Bevier Wallace & Elizabeth Boyer 
Glenn Almquist William Baker Fred [,{ Judith Becker John & Vinnie Biberdorf Allen Boyle 
Christopher Altenburg lim Baldovin Gwendolyn Becknell Ralph [,{ Michele Bigarani James & Helen Brady 
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Raymond &: Karolyn Bragg lee Chapman Don &: Sally Darling Michael Errotabere Kelly Gheen 
Jane Bramley Michael Chase Aram &: June Darmanian Ricardo Espinosa Thomas Ghiglia 
David Brandt John Chasuk Dennis d'Autremont Robert &: Deborah Esser Charles Giles Jr. &: Cheryll Giles 
Douglas Brantley Boyd &: Dorothea Chee Carey David larry &: Ariel Etcheverry David &: Susan Gill 
lames &: Annette Brass Glenn Chee Grant Davidson &: Shihua Wang lisa Elling Stewart &: Cathy Gill 
Erling Breckan Stephan Cheek David &: linda Davis Richard Evans Merle &: Betty Gilliland 
James &: Cynthia Brehmer lorrain Chen Gary &: Patricia Davis Bill Fairbanks III &: Denise Thomas Gilmore 
Larry Brem lerry Cheng Hal & Susan Davis Fairbanks Bryan & Beverly Gingg 
Victoria Brinkman Bruce Childs Marshall Davis Kenneth Fall louis Ginise 
Elizabeth Brooks Henry Childs Paul &: Anne Davis Kevin &: Julie Falls Stephen Giusto 
Ion Brooks leanine Childs Paul &: Joan Davis David &: Denna Faloni Rebekah Gladson 
John &: Terl Brophy Ching-Buaan &: Chuang H-R Steven Davis Bill G. &: Jeanette Fawcett Carl Glahn 
Stanley Brown Chou William Davis Ronald Fawcett Jr. Peter Godefroy 
Warren &: Ginny Brownfield Ricky T. K. Choy loseph &: lydia Day Thomas &: Kirsten Featherstone Mary Golden 
James &: Terry Broyles Gary &: Angele Christensen Gerard &: Ira Dearing Randal Fehlhaber louis &: linda Goldsman 
Michael &: SharynBruno Samuel Chuck Richard &: Sharon DeBenedetti Russell &: Vicki Feilzer Robert &: lisa Goldwyn 
Salvatore &: Rebecca Bruno Andrew &: Violet Cianciotto Randall &: Maria Decker Roger &: Barbara Ferdinand lilian Gong 
Channing Bryant Henry Cicci Steven &: Robin Delarnett John Ferguson Daniel Gonzales 
Robert &: An ita IBryde Alan &: Peggy Claassen Scott Delanty Valerie Ferrario Gabriel &: Carol Gonzales 
Elizabeth Buchner Fred Clark Daniel Delany Felton Ferrini David Gordon 
Robert &: Maureen Buck Richard Clark Richard Delap lisa Fiance Wallace Gordon 
Charles &: Tara Buckingham Robert Clark Jr. Wayne &: Mary Delcrew George & Judith Fiegel Itsumi &: Mary Goto 
Michael Bullman Weston Clark james &: Jane Dellamaggiore Alan Finney lance Goulette 
Deborah Burdick Richard &: Sharon Clauss Anthony DeMattei Lance First David Gowing 
Joseph &: Corinne Burdullis Christopher Cleland Theodore Dennis Steven Fischer Richard &: lark Granger 
Dan &: Jennifer Burge Donald Coats Bennett Derman Mark & leslie Bogard Fisk James &: Kimberly Grant 
). Robert Burgoon Ron Colburn Brian &: Cynthia DerMatoian Roger Fiske H. leonard Green II 
George Burman Rocky &: Dawn Cole John & Ashley Derr Billy Fitzgibbons Corey Gregory 
Michael &: Christi Burz Steven Conkle Marco & Marie Di Gino Reynold G.B. & Pat FitzPatrick lee &: Phyllis Gregory 
Kristine Butcher lames &: F. Adrienne Conner Douglas Dickinson lames & Karen Flagg lack &: Patricia Gresser 
Robert &: Catherine Buller lames Conner Joseph &: M. Darlene Diehl Bradley Flood David &: Elaine Grellein 
Willie &: Jolene Bylsma Christopher &: Sharon George Dierssen III Bill Floyd G. Dale /;I Mary Griffith 
Richard Byrd Connors Christopher Doherty Bert & Candace Forbes leah Griffith 
Charles &: Sandra Cabassi Bruce &: Catherine Cook Hugh Dohi Vickie Ford Donald & Bethany Griffiths 
Albert Cabellon Terry &: Marybeth Cook Charles &: Arlene Dolci Robert & Margo Forrar Fredrick &: Betty Grimmer 
Eugene &: Dodie Caffese lack &: Pearl Coon Marilyn Dompe Gregory Foster Kevin Grochau 
Kimberly Cairns Glenn &: Rae Cooper Craig Dosch Richard & Terry Fowler Henry Gronroos 
Anthony Caldera J. Scott &: laura Cooper Kenneth &: Diane Dostalek John & Eva Fox Joseph &: Heidi Grosshart 
James &: Mary Jane Calkin William &: Pat Cooper Bret Dotts Joseph Franger Tracy Grosskopf 
Paul &: Debbie Cameron lames &: Sandra Copeland Randy &: Susan Douglas Rex Frazier III Robert Gulliford 
Gregory &: Kathy Campbell Thelmon Copeland Dwayne & linda Barsanti Michael Frederick Helen Gwosden 
James Campbell Robert Cornell Downing Steve Freeborn Dirck &: Nancy Haarberg 
lim &: Cathy Canaday Robert &: Kim Corrao Harold &: leanette Dragt Mark &: Adele Marie lanes Allan &: Deborah Hadad 
Bill &: linda Cannon Kimi Cousins Harold Dragt Ir. Freeland linda Halisky 
Peter &: Elaine Cannon Gigi Cox Jeffrey Dunaway James Freeman Raymond Hall 
Gary Caracciloi Erin Cozzi David &: Claudia Duncan Cash French Brian Hampson &: jean 
Patricia &: lames Caracciloi Steve Crandall & Marian Robert Duncan Kurt Frey Estrade 
Joe Cardoza McGuire-Crandall Jack Dupre Winton &: Adele Frey Peter &: Tatiana Hancock 
Anthony Caridis Milton Crane Fran M. Durekas john & Barbara Friedenbach Allan Hansen 
Glenn &: Bernice Carlson Doyle & Maryann Crawford Mark Dutro Suzanne Fritz Curtis &: Dana Hansen 
Robert &: Ruth Carlson Cory Creath Charles Duvall Steven Fuhrman Jens Hansen 
Edgar &: Mary Ann Carnegie H. John Cribb Deanne Ebner Goro Fujii Scott Hansen 
lames &: loan Carolan Ralph Crosby Richard &: Carol Edwards William Fujimoto Douglas Hanzlick 
AI &: Marianne Carrasco Keith Crossley David &: Sharon Eilers Goro Fujiwara Hideo &: Mary Harada 
Mark &: Kelly Carroll Alex Crozier & Judith King Scott &: Suzanne Ekman Atsuyuki & Maureen Fukuda Kathleen Hardin 
James Carson Charles Cruikshank Robert E1ey Ir. lohn & Pamela Fuller Richard &: Marcia Harding 
J. Scott Carter Janet Crumrine Richard Elke Joseph Fung Charles Hardy 
Ron &: Angie Carter Michael Cullen John &: Margaret Burns Eller John Furtado Jr. &: Maria Gretchen Hargis 
Scott Cartwright John & Nancy Culver David Ellis McCullough Martin &: Rosemary Harms 
Greg Castagnoli lames &: Jana Cuneo Kenneth Ellis leesa Marie Vaiarello Gagos louis Harper 
Carlo Casta/dini Charles & Marci Schmidt Casey Elwell lynette Garcia Craig Harris 
lames &: Victoria Cate Cunningham Cheryl Ennen Frank &: Karen Gardner Edward Harris 
Andrew &: Rachel Cecka Vincent Curley Harold Ensley Steven Garner George &: Valerie Harris 
Brad &: Nancy Chamberlain John Curti Oclaire Enstad Sr. George Garrels James Harris 
Raymond Chambers Doren Curtiss Richard &: Sally Equinoa larry Gay Virginia Harrison 
Fred Chan Kirby & loyce Daily David Erbstoesser Richard & Francine Gerardi M. Karl Hartwig 
Dana Chandler Frithjof &: Ellen Dale Don Ernst Michael German Brian Harvey 
Peter Chandler Robert &: Ruth Dalrymple Michael Ernst TImothy Geyer James &: Anne Harvey 
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Carlene Haug Paul jennings Dennis & Denise Korinke Steven &Patricia Magyary Stanley Moffett & Margaret 
Roger Hawkins Michael lensen Michael Kratz Rosemary Maino Murphy 
Kenneth Hayes W. Krist & Kathleen Jensen Carol Krause Ted Malley David & Janet Molina 
Ray & Patricia Haynes Albert johnson Virginia Krouss Ronald Mammoser 'Gerhard Mollenhauer 
William & Florence Head David & Sallye Johnson Kevin & Nina Kruse Brian Marincovich Jaime & Cecilia Mondala 
joann Heberer Dean Johnson james Kuhlken & Maria R. HMarnach Jack & Bea Moons 
Patrick & Ramona Hedges Dennis &Cheryl johnson Dolores Marquez Manuel Marques James Moore 
Ric & joanne Heinzen Duane johnson Robert Kunde Patrick & Judy Marsh Scott Moore 
Kurt Heisinger Duke Johnson Thomas & Geraldine Kurose Edward Marshall Ralph Morben 
John Heitzenrater Eric johnson Brian Kurotsuchi 'John & Lucille Marshall William & Nancy Moresco 
Jerry & Patti Hempenius Francis & Deborah Johnson Royce & Gloria Lambert Howard Marshburn Bill Moritz & Marjorie Staley 
DeAnn Henderson Katherine Johnson Ronald & Loretta Lamont Melvin Martin Cindy Morris 
Michael Henry Michael & Elaine Johnson Seona Lampman Phillip Martinelli Kent Morrison & Estelle Basor 
Richard & Kristine Henry Phillip & Norma Johnson David Landeck Steven & Jan Marx Richard Morrow 
Thomas Herman Richard & Marjory Johnson Henry & Cece Lane William Maston Scott Mosher & Christine 
Douglas & Susan Herthel Robert Johnson & Elizabeth John & Ruth Lane John Henry & Frances Mathews Laing 
Alexander Hess Geisen-Johnson Robert Lane Jenny Matia Faye Mowery 
Robert & Sandra Hetzel Robert Johnson &Karen Lynn Janice Langley Victor Matsumoto Larry & Doris Mudgett 
Darren Hiatt William Johnson Richard & Marjorie Larsen Bradley Mattson Donald Mueller 
Clifton Highman George & Phyllis lohnstad Lesley Lathrop Edward &Christina Maurer Raymond Ii Carol Muelrath 
Harold & Patricia Hilker John & 10Ann Jones James Lawler Richard & Ruth Max Dan Muhllelder 
Craig Hill John Jones Jr. A. Calvin & Suzanne Laws Ralph McCanna David & Jill Muhs 
Kevin Hill Thomas & Annelise Judd Mike & Cheri Layhee John & Pamela McCarthy Terry & Barbara Mukai 
Fred Hillman Melvin & Victoria lung Gordon & Karen Lazarus Mike McCarthy Richard Munroe 
Michael Hirahara Benjamin &lean Kahn Lydia Le Michael McConnell Cary Murakami 
James &Marjorie Hodel Norman & Barbara Kalman joel & Dawn Leadbetter Gaylord McCool Misao Murakawa 
David & Ruth Hoisington Paul & lacquelyn Kane Cary Lee Mike Ii Cari McCormack Charles Muttillo 
Jerry & Sally Holcombe Ramesh & Hansa Kapadia Christopher & Marjorie Lee David McCoy James Myers 
Richard Holden Larry Kaprielian David & Donna Lee Ian McCoy Randall & Jan Nahas 
Jon & Maronee Hollister Peter Kardel Phillip Lee Frank & Barbara McCrary Kazuhito & jill Nakamura 
Lee & Lynn Hollister David Kamegas Steven Lee Homer & Emma McCrary David & Lily Nakatani 
jeffrey Holman Cornell &Annette Kasbergen Richard Leggett Patricia McCroy Pamela Nargie 
Robert & Kathleen Holmgren Scott Kays & Dawn Wardlaw- Robbin & Ann Leigh Le Charls McDaniel George Ii Shirley Navone 
Corwin Holtz Kays Daniel Leith Henry Ii Louise McDonald Kyle Naydo 
Kenny Hom Brady & Francis Keays Manuel Leonardo Neal & Jamie McDougal Gregory Nelson 
Scott Hopkins Bonnie Kellett Stanley Lester Paul McEnroe Philip Nettle 
William Hopper Jr. John & Nancy Kelley David Lew Howard McGlone Michael Nevares 
Charles & Kathy Hoppin Richard & Barbara Kelley Jerry Lew Richard McGovern jonathan Newcom 
loseph Horwedel Stanley Kelly Jonathan Lew Robert & Barbara McGrath Robert Newstadt Ii Melissa 
John & Alair Hough Robert & Sylvia Kendzor Paul Lewis Stephen McGraw Kemp 
Jerry & Diane Hougland e. Todd & Diane Kennedy Vance Lewis Jerry McGuire Khoa Nguyen 
john Hoxie Jr. Kathleen Kennedy Gabriel & Lily Li Kelly Mcinerney Gordon Nielsen 
Donald Huber Sarah Kennedy B. Quentin Lilly james & Nannette Fenley Ed Nitenson 
Henry Huber Jr. Richard Kent & Vera Gates loseph Lilly & Karen Marques McKay Shien-Hwei Niu 
Paul & Felicia Huckaba Roger & Verna Rudd Kenvin joseph Lima Shirlee McKibbin Mitchel Ii Raelyn Noel 
Wayne & Nancy Huff Wayne & Christine Kercher Timothy Lindamood Anna McPherrin-Harvey Ken & Marilyn Nolen 
Ernest Hughes Ir. & Jane Lisa Bradley Kerr John & Marcia Lindvall David & Dai McPherson Donald Nordensten Jr. 
Hughes Cooper & Sheri Kessel Elisabeth Lippuner Joseph & Virginia McQueen Robert Norton 
Jan Hughes John Ketcham Alberto & Rita Liu Lisa McSpadden O. Robert & Sandra Noyes 
jeremy Hughes Troy Kiem Eric &Cindy Liu lanet McWilliams David Nuck 
Rodney & Sheryl Humble David & Elizabeth Kiener James Locke Deborah Meadows Nabor Ii Jeannie Nunez 
Greg & Janet Hunnicutt Philip & Sharon Kilcoin john & Elizabeth locke Thomas Meehan Edward O'Brien 
Gary Hunt Sandra Kilgore Debra Lofg ren Howard & Donna Mehlschau Randy & Angela Ochs 
Roger & Jeannie Hunt Matthew Kim Wayne & janis Loftus Paul & julie Meissner 'Oscar & Clotilde Odegaard 
Dennis & Carole Hurst Y. Laurence & Sharon Kimura Anthony & Joan Lombardi Ole Meland Paul & Olivia O'Donnell 
Scott Hushbeck Matthew King Ronald & Kathleen Lombardi Hector & Gemma Membreno Timothy & Robin O'Hara 
Donald & Janis Idler Regina King Richard & Cindy Long Lynne Merrick Brian Okamoto 
Edmund Ingram Jr. James Kirstein Robert Longatti Steven & Teri Merrick Diego Olagaray 
George Ivelich Phillip & Ianice E. Blair Kissel Bob & Sally Longinetti Dana & Marsha Merrill Philip O'Neil 
Donald & Diane Jackson Reidar & Cecilie Klaumann Dale Lorincz Thomas Mestmaker Richard O'Neill 
Garry jackson Mark & Jennifer Klever John F.e. Lucas Robert & Ann Miller Robert Orr & Debra Harrison-
Melodie Ono jackson Robert & Sheri Klittich Michael & Christine Luker Tad & Patricia Miller Orr 
Richard Jacobsen Jr. Joseph Klotzle Bret Lunde Thomas Miller Ii Pamela Charles Ii Susanna Ortman 
Robert Jake Robert & Carol Knowles William Lupo Dassenko Gordon Ii Amalia Osborne 
Donald & Julia Jameson Mark Knudsen Warren Lyall Clyde Ii Arnita Millett Richard Ii Christine Osborne 
Dave Jemes Hitoshi Kobayashi james & Kelly Lynch Michael & Karla Milliken Raymond & ]ill Osofsky 
Frederick len Joseph Koch III Richard Macklin e. Fred & Kathleen Mills lames & Maura Ostrom 
Bob & Carolee Jenkins Robert & Lisa Konigsberg John & Dena Maddox Dennis Mitchell Patrick & Dorothy Chan Ota 
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Dolores Ottenwalter Kevin & Maria Reagan Clovis Shem Larry Taniguchi Steven Vonk 
David & Patricia Ottesen Todd Rehrrnan Donald & Elsa Sherman Marvin Tanner Randall &Jamie Voss 
Scott Overstreet Barnet & Linda Reitner Shang-Tsong & Sophia Shieh Karen-Mae Tansingco R. Jerome & Karen Wagner 
James & Deborah Owens john &Geri Rentchler Ronald & Cherrie Shimamoto Neil & Teresa Tardiff Richard Wagner 
Cheryl Palmer Gregory Renz Melvin &Sandra Shimomura David Tatro David & Karen Waldeck 
David &: Ann Marie Palmer Paul & Gloria Reyes Dave Shuman Craig & Susan Taylor Linda Walker 
Hugo Palm·Leis Cheryl Richter Robert & Cynthia Garretson John & Linda Taylor Richard Walker 
Bienvenido & Remedios Theodore Rigoni Shurtleff Keith Taylor John & Cindy Wallace 
Palomar A. Rudolph & Bettie Rikansrud Consuelo Sichon Mary Ellen Taylor Paul Walsleben 
Natwarlal Panchal Mark Riley Ronald Siemer Louis Tedone The Warke Family 
Jim & Alison Pangburn John Rinaldi Ir. Rodger Siems Robert & Christine Terpening Richard Warner 
Edward &: Lois Panziera Louis Rinaldi Ellen Sikora Darcie Thille Richard & Ethel Warren 
Lawrence & Carol Papay Eugene & Margaret Rinzler Michael Silacci James Edward Thomas Kimball Wasick 
David Paradise Donald & Margaret Ritter joseph Silveira John Thomas & Cindy Green Gustav &Ruth Wassel 
David Pargee Ir. Brian & leri Roberts Michael Simon & Angie Robert Thomas Darrel Watson 
Robert Park William Roberts Jr. Simon Zoll Dale Thompson Cameron & Mary Beth 
Brion Parker Jerome & JoAnne Robertson Carmen Simpson Donald Thompson Weaver 
Robert & Cheryl Parkin Philip & Tracie Robinett James Simrall Fred Thompson Kathryn Drew Weinrichter 
Leo & Roberta Parry Eugene Robinson Patricia Sims Gary Thompson Norman Weinstein 
Luis Pascual Jr. John & Carolyn Robison Marian Singer Richard Thompson Donald Welch Ir. & lennifer 
lohn Pascuui Trevor & Ilona Rodd William & Savina Skeehan Robert Thompson Cohn Welch 
Gregory Paul Kristy Dees Roesner lames Slavik David Thomson Earl & Rita Whetstone 
Daniel & Barbara Paves Irene Rogers Bruce & Camilla Smith lames Thomson Michael Whitaker 
Henry & Leslie Peauroi Jeffrey Rogers Dennis & judith Smith Mark Throndson Jerold White 
Daniel Pedersen Edward & Laurel Rooney Esben Smith Guy &Marilyn Tigner Richart &Janette White 
David Pedersen Susan Roper Richard &Nancy Smith Lawrence &Betty Tilton Jim Whitson 
Jac & Mary Pedersen Frank & Margaret Roughan Robert Smith Michael & Rita Tischler Paul & Nancy Wieda 
Evelyn Pellaton Donald &Carole Rowe Henry Smither Thomas Tobin III Suzanne Wiest 
Richard & Rebekah Penrose Joseph Roy Charles & lanie Soderquist lerry & Linda Todd H. Glenn Wight & Azarm 
Larry Perry James Rudolf Joseph & Yvonne Solari Charles Tolan Campbell 
Laura Perry Max Ruegger Thomas Solomon Lian & Evelyn Tong Glenn &Karen Wilcox 
Richard & Sharon Pescatore David &Cynthia Runstrom Dudley Sondeno john Trahey Benjamin & Kathleen Williams 
leffrey & Teresa Peterson I. Kenyon & Lauren Rupnik Thomas Spahr Harold & Fern Trepp Curtis & Linda Williams 
loan Peterson Richard Russek Alan & jan Spano Albert Trepte Derek Williams 
Lawrence & Beth Peterson Ray & Maureen Russell James Sperling Marilyn Troxler Steven C. Williams 
Brenda Petrone Patrick & Miriam Ryan Donald Sprague Douglas &Carolyn Truesdell Steven J. Williams 
Edwin & loan Phillips Jeffrey Sa Robin Sprague-Abbott William & Patricia Tsai Terrence & Virginia Wilson 
lay Phillips Paul Sakaguchi lames Squires Bertram Tuckey III & Leigh Robert Windeler Jr. 
William Phillips Robert & Sheila Sakamoto Brian Stanley Tuckey lean Winfield 
Richard (;( Elisabeth Pierce S. Thomas Sakata Tracy Stavig Jeffrey Turner Joan Winner 
Susan Pierce Frederick & Celia Saldana Donald & Lynda Steffensen Linda Turria Timothy Wolfe 
Robert & Maria Pietsch Vincent & Anne Salem Keith Steinbeck Thomas Underwood Rick K. & Kalaine Wong 
Kimberly Pilger Charles & Trudy Salter Brian Steuer Gerald Urbach Norman & Geral.Lynn Wood 
Charlie (;( Nancy Pitigliano David Sanders Dan & Donna Stewart Giovanni Uriu Natalie Woodson 
Linda Plumb Gilbert & Antonia Sandoval lames &Terri Stewart John &Patricia Valletta Harvey Wool 
Wylie Plummer Edward & julie Sattler Marilyn Stickler Fred Valov Michael & Kathy Lee Wright 
Christina Poggi T. Shannon Sawyer Alfred Stillman Jr. Donald & Robyn Van Buren Mitchell & Linda Wright 
Thomas Politte Peter Scaroni Herbert &Marjorie Stone loseph Van Camp Ina·Maria Wurth 
Danny (;( Petula Poon Carole Schaffer David Stornetta Donald & Gladys Van David Wyskiel 
Dawn Posey Fred Schernig Keith & Marianne Stowe Harreveld Ray Yamasaki 
Anthony Pratkanis & Marlene Steve Schiller Terri Strain Barbara Van Ness Anthony & Mary Yanko 
Turner S. Gene Schofield William Stram Gale De Van Nostem Harry Yasumoto 
William Prinz Frederic &F. WSchremp Robert Street lerry &Beverly Van Wingerden Gene &Sophia Yee 
Miriam Pulitzer Walter & Leora Schroeder Bruce Stuart James & Chris VanBeveren Harold Yokela 
Jeffrey & Debora Pulver Marion Schulze Janet Stucke Richard & Beatrice Vandenberg Matt Yore 
Harry Pursel Jr. Eric & Traci Schwefler Norman & Judith Stupfel Simon Vander Woude Suzanne Yost 
Walter Pyle Roy & Kathleen Scialabba joseph & Loryll Stutesman Adrian & Joan VanGroningen Russell Younce 
Braulio Quezada Frederick & Nancy Scott Mitchell Stuve Thomas & Leslie Vassar Anthony &Claudine Young 
Samuel Quinones Steven & Sandra Seals Robert Sullivan Allen Vaughan Gary & Kathleen Younse 
Maureen Quintana Stephanie Seeno·Miles Michael & Pamela Swartout Curtis & Janet Vaughan Paul Zebb II & Shelley Zebb 
William Radig Jean Seitz John Sweeney Jerry & Adela Venneman Michael &: Carole Ziegler 
Eric Radin David & Sue Sellers David & Virginia Swendson Roger & Janice Verity Stanley Ziomek 
jennifer Raney Jeanne Serge.Strangman Matthew & Cynthia John Vidergar Larry Zysman 
F. Randall Rascati Rosemarie Servatius Swinnerton Daniel & Bealriz Villegas 
lerry Rava II Bruce & Amy Shank lohn & Karen Sze Eric Vinande 
William & Mishelle Raventos William Shannon David Tabb Michael Voigtlander 
Cal Poly also wishes to thank the more than 15,000 individuals who gave below the $250 level. 
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Individuals who contrlbutect'ln-klnd gifts valued at 
$1,000 or more are listed. Their gifts may Include art 
collections, computer equipment, tractors, livestock, etc. 
Frank Achuff IV 
James Ii Carol Ahlem 
Robin Ii Barbara Baggett 
Bruce Bailey 
Warren Ii Carly Baker 
Gale Bamford 
Stuart Bartleson 
Thomas Ii Tracey Barton 
Michael Beguelin 
Dave Ii Vickie Billingsley 
Walter &. Elizabeth Bledsoe 
Leonard &. Nancy Borello 
Gary Bos 
Christopher Ii Sara Boutelle 
Cliff Branch 
Leigh Brecheen 
Derek &. Susan Brook 
lulius Carstens &. Stephanie 
Haynes 
William Carter 
Richard Chilson 
Ernest Chivers 
Benjamin Ii Sally Curti 
Jeff Ii Brenda Curti 
Georges Daoy 
Willem DeBoer 
Chris Delong 
lohn Dejong 
Tom Dejong 
John &. Diane Della 
Glenn &. Debbie Drake 
Mark Duffell 
Susan Dunlap 
Ted Dykstra 
Paul Ecke Jr. Ii Maureen 
De St. Croix 
Patrick Edwards 
L. William &. Colleen Enk 
Richard &. Barbara Fenske 
Keith Ferguson 
loseph Ii Suzanne Fernandes 
M. Feuster 
Lawrence Frey 
Henry &. Theresa Garcia 
Errol Giuliano 
Dave Halley 
Edward Harris 
Sam Ii Helen lacobellis 
Comell Ii Annette Kasbergen 
Russell Ii Carol Kiessig 
Mary La Venture 
Barney Leard Jr. 
Douglas Lester 
Bruce &. Kathy Lewis 
Gerben Leyendekker 
Michael &. Nancy Lippman 
Brenda Longerot-Tomasi 
George Longfellow 
Stephen Maddox 
Chris &. Susan Marks 
George McClelland 
Robert &. Ruth McClure 
lames Mcisaac 
David McKee 
Thomas Mendes 
James Ii Lucille Mendoza 
Dante &. Kristine Migliauo 
Michael Migliazzo 
Yaichiro Minami 
John Moons 
Donald &. Dian Morelli 
Robert &. Catherine Morelli 
Kathryn Murphy 
Steve Nash 
Deana Nelson 
Thomas Nunes Ir. 
Tim &. Trudy Ohlde 
Thomas Pawl 
Carl &. Julie Perry 
lohanna Peterson 
Raymond Quaresma 
Gene Quesnoy 
Alvin &. Marydell Quist 
james Ii Lisa Quist 
lere Ramsey 
Walter Ranney II 
Paul &. Gerda Resch 
Jules &. joanne Rogoff 
Paul &. Carol Rollin 
Daniel &. Christy Rudnick 
Jennifer Ruiz 
Glen Salle 
Christopher Sawyer 
Betty Schetzer 
Robert &. Ann Schiebelhut 
John &. Kay Semon 
Karyn Serras 
Donald &. Bsa Sherman 
Edward Silva Jr. 
Larry Ii Helen Silva 
Stevan &. Donna Simmons 
Joe Simoes 
Mark Simoes 
Anne Sinsheimer 
Warren &. Carol Sinsheimer 
Susanne Snyder 
Daniel Souza 
Glenn &. Charron Sparks 
John Tracy 
Paul Trinkkeller 
Walter &. Bette Tryon 
Henry &. Carolyn Van Exel 
Linda Vanasupa 
Stan &. Kathryn VanBeurden 
Pete Vander Poel 
Fred Vertel 
lames Ii Nancy Vilkitis 
Calvin Waddle 
Richard Wagner 
Lloyd lit Marjorie Ward 
John Warner 
Terry &. Lisa Wellman 
Dave &. Terri West 
Duane &. Patricia Wickstrom 
Michael &. Margaret 
Wickstrom 
Scott &. Cynthia Wickstrom 
Joe Xavier 
Conrad &. Christine Young 
Michael Young 
PLANNED · GIITS ·, · ENDOWMENTS 
Life InCome Gifts 
Robert Anderson Everett &. Arlene Chandler Daisy Hudson Jaime &. Carolina Oaxaca W. Sheldon &. Carol Skiff 
Allyn &. Lee Arnold Ma~orie Hanks James &. Arlene Lau Victor Schmidt James Sinton 
Endowment Donors 
THESE INDMDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS CONTRIBUTED $1,000 OR MORE IN 1999-2000•• = Deceased 
A.L. Gilbert Co. Charles Black Richard Cotta Jon &. Amy Ericson 
William Ahlem Ir. lit Carolyn Ahlem Robert Blackburn Jr. H. David lit Jan Crowther James &. Kathy Errecarte 
loan Akeyson Richard Blake Brian Curley Daryl &. Marguerite Errett 
Genevieve Aldrich Audrey Bosman DaimlerChrysler Corp. Fund Jeanette Fairbairn 
Alfred &. Rose Amaral William &. Rose Marie Bowles Mrs. Gordon T. Davis Fans of Cal Poly Theatre 
American Eagle Transport Services, Inc. Walter &. ludith Bremer Jourdain De Werd Darell &. Vicki Farrer 
Andersen Consulting Foundation James Brennan Devcon Construction, Inc. Kenneth Fichthorn 
Alan &. Marlene Anderson Brian J. Servatius Attorney at Law Terry &. Mary Ditmore Fidelity Foundation 
Ivar &. Tennie Anderson Estate of Dorothy Brown Donald &. Sandra Du Fosee lames &. Florence Fisher 
Carol Andrews Victor &. Sally Ward Buccola D. Jan Duffy Larry Floro 
M. Richard &. Joyce Andrews Burgess Pigment Co. Dunn-Edwards Co. George Ii Sue Foster 
Atlas Pacific Engineering Co. Paul Burkner DuPont Tom Foster 
Austin Co. Cal-Almond E. T. Horn Co. Harold Frank 
Philip &. Christina Bailey Calcot-Seitz Foundation E.1. DuPont de Nemours &. Co. Peter Ii Patricia Godinez 
Michael &. Linda Bandler Califomia Community Foundation Joseph Benjamin Ii Patricia Earl Green &. Gold Barbecue 
BASF Corp. California Interior Plantscape Assn. Edwin &. Kathleen Earle Gregg Drilling, Inc. 
Estate of Margaret Baylis Everett &. Arlene Chandler Edward &. Rosemarie Edwards Dominic Grossi 
Nina Beach Don &. Barbara Chapin Kenneth Edwards George &. M. Annette Grossi 
Beavers Charitable Trust Chevron USA, Inc. Patrick Edwards lohn Guidetti 
Robert Bein R. james Considine Jr. Ii Sally Ann Tad Edwards H.J. Heinz Co. Foundation 
Sandra Berg Considine Ellis Paint Co. Mark Hall 
Bert W. Martin Foundation Construction Employer's Assn. Encinitas Grange No 634 Hansteck Corp. 
Robert Bettencourt lack &. Phoebe Cooke Engineered Polymer Solutions, Inc. Frances Harpst 
lean Biberdorf William Cooper Environmental Care, Inc. Merriman Ii Willa Harris 
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· ENDOWMENTS 
THESE INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS CONTRIBUTED $1,000 OR MORE IN 1999-2000 (continued). • = Deceased 
Lorrie Harter Los Angeles Society For Coatings Burt & Virginia Polin Ernie & Nichola Spaletta 
Estate of Mary Ellen Hartman Technology B. L& Susan Prince Margaret Sperber 
Richard Hartung Norman & Linda Manzer PrintNation.com, Inc. Connie Stamolis 
Arthur Hawkins Robert & Shirley Marshall Joseph & Rhoda Reilly Eugene & Jean Starkey 
James & Amy Heintz Andrew Martin Estate of Harley Roberts Kenric & Jeanne Stone 
Henry W. Bull Foundation Mat Pica Pi Rosario Curletti Trust Suzanne Stroh 
Hensel Phelps Foundation Steven Mazurka Rudolph and Sletten, Inc. Paul T. &Moon la Minn Suhr 
Hewlett-Packard Co. Eric McDougall D. Grant & Jayne Ruesch Sun Microsystems Foundation, Inc. 
Hilmar Holsteins Craig & Suzanne McKibbin Walter Ryan Jr. Jane Tate 
Harry Ho Rob & Marina McMillan Manfred & Jean Sander Joseph & Judith Tembrock 
M. Joyce Hoffman Joan Meininger james & Joan Sargen Grace Tevis 
Clifford Holser Andrew Merriam SBC Foundation Bruce Tyler 
Bruce & Mary Hubal John & Sarah Merriam Raymond & Janet Scherr Michael Valentine 
Sandy Hull Meyer Farms, Inc. Dinah Schmidt Valspar Foundation 
IBM International Foundation James & Martha Michel Paul Schroth Sr. Andrew Veeman 
Ishihara Corp. U.S.A. Allen & Susan Minker Curt & Elizabeth Schulze Vista Paint Corp. 
Jac~n & Sydney Rosenberg Foundation Donald & Dian Morelli Stanley & Maureen Searing 'Larry Voss 
Roland Jacobson Robert & Catherine Morelli David Shade Winifred Warten 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. jerry & TIna Mukai Kenneth Shamordola Bert Weeden Jr. & Wanda Weeden 
Carol Judd Michael Musser Paul & Patricia Shirley Florence Welles 
KIP Corp. Anne Nash Sierra Vista Volunteer Auxiliary Virginia Westmoreland 
Kelly-Moore Paint Co. Alice Parks Nelson Silicon Graphics Whitney Oaks 
Kerr-McGee Foundation Alan & Gaylia M.L. Newcomb Edward Silva Jr. Larry & Elizabeth Wolfe 
Paul & Beatrice Koehn Mark & Kathleen Nunnally Larry & Helen Silva K. Tina Woodward 
Kronos, Inc. Pacific Gas & Electric Corp. Warren Sinsheimer III & Caro John &Helen Woodworth 
Chan & Carolina Lam Pacifica Papers Sales, Inc. Sinsheimer Paul & Virginia Wright 
Jeffrey & Carla Land leanne Pagett Robert Smiland AI & Ruth Yackle 
Bill & Jean Lane Charles & Doris Pankow Smiland Paint Co. Tom & Nancy Yackle 
Astrid Larsen Steven & Carol Pearson Brian Smyth Conrad & Christine Young 
Linda Larsen Arthur Pedreiro John Snetsinger 
Una Laumann Estate of Charles Peebles III Southern California Edison 
Lockheed Martin Corp. Foundation Fletcher & Harriet Phillips Daniel Souza 
Cal Poly Legacy Club 
The Legacy Club has been established to recognize those generous Individuals who have 
notified Cal Poly that they have established a planned gift that will benefit the university. 
Frieda Agron Frisbie Brown Forrest Deaner Charles Glenn Kenneth Kohlen 
Andrew Allen jeff Burgh Michael Deisenroth Neva Glenn Patricia Kohlen 
Deborah Allen Carol Burgh Susan Deisenroth Daniel Hancock Jeanne Larson 
Mary Amaral John Capua Lori DeMatteis Karen Hancock james Lau 
Robert Anderson Mrs. John Carden Richard Denno Charles Hanks Arlene Lau 
M. Richard Andrews Lark Carter Marilyn Denno Marjorie Hanks Una Laumann 
Joyce Andrews Jean Carter Lee Doble Ir. David Hannings Eugene Lenz 
Richard Andrews Everett Chandler Richard Ellison Mrs. Sigvard Hansen Ethel Lenz 
Allyn Arnold Arlene Chandler Katherine Estelle Edna Harrison William Livesay 
Concettina Arnold Don Chapin William Evans Raymond Harwood Katherine Livesay 
Lee Arnold Barbara Chapin Ardis Perkins Dolores Harwood Donald Markewich 
Linda Ashworth Thomas Chou Allen Evans lack Heilbron Glen Matteson 
Jerry Eveleth Lucia Chou loan Evans Mary Limoges Maryann Matteson 
Anna Aven William Chow Bob Field john Hershey III Michael McCall 
Josephine Avila Helena Chow James Fisher Laura Hershey joyce Kamilar-McCall 
Aaron Baker Michael Coffman Florence Fisher M. Joyce Hoffman Maria McCullough 
Lyn Baker Kristi Dillingham-Coffman H. Richard Flaherty Daisy Hudson David McFeely 
Robert Balles Terry Cook Virginia Flaherty Richard Hulsey Claire McFeely 
Robert Baldwin Marybeth Cook Mrs. Millard Fotter Penni Hulsey Bruce McKay 
Bernice Baldwin Albert Copeland Bill Frecke Darlene Hutchison Geraldine McKay 
Isaac Barpal Gloria Copeland AI Fryer Donald Jackson George McMahan 
Ben Beesley lerry Counts Mary Fran Fryer Diane Jackson Robert McMillion 
Richard Bergquist Robert Coverdale Daniel Fulmer Everett jahr Maggie McMillion 
Lynn Loughry Bergquist Robin Coverdale Jack Fulton Ruth Opal Jahr Lorenzo McOmie 
Louisa Blunck Lance Cross John Furtado Jr. Ethelyn Johnson Alex Merendino 
Barbara Boberg Anita Cross Maria McCullough-Furtado Karen Joseph Colleen Andrews Merendino 
William Botts Lew Cryer Kenneth Gerlack Mary King John Merriam 
Margaret Botts Sandy Cryer Gay Gerlack Omer King Jr. Sarah Merriam 
James Brennan john Dawson James Gillivan Claudia King James Michel 
William Broadbent Barbara Dawson Judith Gillivan Steven Kobara Martha Michel 
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ub (continued) 
Betty Middlecamp Philip Overmeyer Robert Scofield Virginnie Smith lames Vilkitus 
Thomas Mitch Donald Pallon Martha Scofield lack Spaulding Shirley Walker 
j.L. Moore Ann Patton Barbara Scott Alice Spaulding John Ward 
Eric Morey Steven Pearson Daniel Segur Edeene Sprague Roberta Ward 
Albert Moriarty Jr. Carol Pearson Rosie Segur Arline Steinert Winifred Warten 
Patricia Moriarty Delbert Petersen Friedl Semans Michael Suchyta Robert Wayne Jr. 
Donald Morris Barry Phillips Larry Shupnick Ion Talbott Florence Welles 
Jean Morris Linda Phillips Glenda Shupnick Grace Tevis Frances White 
Christ Mueller john Reed Jon Silverman David Thomson F. Scott Wilson 
Martin Bradley Munn The Reinhold Foundation Kathryn Silverman Yosef TIber Clarli Wilson 
Judith Munn Mrs. Lawrence Renihan Laurie Simerson Sheila TIber Dennis Woodrich 
Harold Newman Jack Roddy Richard Simpson Raymond Travers Margaret Woodrich 
Mae Newman Donna Roddy joan Simpson James Troxel Janice Wright 
jaime Oaxaca Irene Rogers James Sinton Nancy Troxel Paul Wright 
Carolina Oaxaca Kenneth Rothmuller Norma Sinton Basil Twist Virginia Wright 
Seiichi Odo Sara Rothmuller W. Sheldon Skiff Audrey Twist Steven Yoneda 
Katherine Odo Fred Schack Carol Skiff David Vandermolen Blair Zajac 
Donald Osborne Pauline Schack Candace Slater Charles Vencill Barbara Zajac 
Cynthia Osborne Richard Schade Maxwell Smith Susan Vencill Paul Zingg 
Peter Oser Victor Schmidt Helen Smith Joan Verdugo 
Gifts to Fund the Future 
Recently the Cal Poly community lost the following alumni and friends. We are 
grateful for the generous legacies that they left the university. 
Phillip Armstrong Charitable Estate of Kenneth Bright Estate of Dorothy Brown Estate of Harold Newman Estate of Harley Roberts 
Remainder Trust Martha Brock Charitable Estate of Mary Ellen Hartman Estate of Charles Peebles III 
Estate of Margaret Baylis Remainder Trust 
/C-
COl\PORATIONS ·FOUND ~ ·AND ·Ol\GANIZATIONS 
Cal Poly thanks all of the generous C8qlgratfons, foundations, and organizations, 
both public and private, that helped the university maintain Its margin of 
excellence by contributing gifts of cash and equipment In 1999-2000. 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $1,000,000+. 
IBM International Foundation Rational Software Corp. 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $100,000 ~ $999,999. 
Bartleson Ranch &: Nursery Dunn-Edwards Corp. Kelly-Moore Paint Co. Raintree Foundation 
Cadence Design .systems, Inc. Foundation for the Performing Arts Makino Reinhold Foundation 
California Community Foundation Center Metrowerks Corp. Silicon Graphics 
California Dairy Research Foundation Foundation of the Litton Industries Microsoft Corp. Sun Microsystems Foundation, Inc. 
Cisco Foundation Guidant Foundation, Inc. Parker Hannifin Foundation Texaco, Inc. 
City of San Luis Obispo Hewlett-Packard Co. Parsons Infrastructure &: Technology United Airlines 
Conexant System, Inc. Intel Foundation Group, Inc. 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $25,000 - $99,999. 
Agricultural Education Central Valley Breeders Elan Pharmaceuticals Lockheed Martin Corp. Smiland Paint Co. 
Foundation Chevron USA, Inc. Elanix, Inc. Foundation SST Development Group Inc. 
A1tera Corp. Chilson's Management Emon Wind Corp. Raytheon Co. 51. Jude Medical, Inc. 
Arthur Andersen LLP Controls, Inc. Foster Farms Richard O'Neill Foundation Visual Software Solutions, Inc. 
Foundation Dairy Institute of California Golden Genes, Inc. Robert H. Janssen X-Rite, Inc. 
Bert W. Martin Foundation E.1. DuPont de Nemours Haas Automation, Inc. Foundation, Inc. Zymax 
Boeing &: Co. SBC Foundation 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $10,000 • $24,999. 
AlliedSignal Foundation, Inc. Basic Vegetable Products California Milk Advisory Charles Pankow Builders DEL Industries, Inc. 
American Airlines Beavers Charitable Trust Board Construction Employer's Don Chapin Co., Inc. 
Amgen Foundation Big De Farms Cannon Assoc., Inc. Assn. EDSA Micro Corp. 
Andrew NDT Consultant Bowne of Los Angeles, Inc. Cardoza Foundation CSS Construction, Inc. EI Corral Bookstore 
Apple Computer, Inc. Cal-Almond Century Tubes, Inc. DaimlerChrysler Corp. Fund Ellis Paint Co. 
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THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGA ONS DONATED $10,000 - $24,999 (continued). 
Encinitas Grange No. 634 Green &: Gold Barbecue loseph Shinoda Memorial Nestle Food Corp. SunWest Foods, Inc. 
Engineered Polymer Harvey l. &: Maude e. Scholarship Foundation Northrop Grumman Corp. Texas Instruments 
Solutions, Inc. Sorenson Foundation lulio R. Gallo Foundation Pacific Gas & Electric Corp. Foundation 
Environmental Care, Inc. Henry W. Bull Foundation K/P Corp. PrintNation.com, Inc. TIllamook County Creamery 
Environmental Horticultural Hensel Phelps Foundation Kronos, Inc. Promega Bioscience, Inc. Assn. 
Science Club Hines Nurseries Marposs Corp. Rhone-Poulenc Ag Co. TRW Foundation 
Ernst &: Young Foundation Honeywell International McCormack Ranch Seagate Technology Unocal Foundation 
Errett-Fisher Foundation Foundation, Inc. Merced Color Press, Inc. Sence Foundation USDA-ARS-WRAC 
Evans Land &: Cattle Co. HSI Productions, Inc. Monsanto Co. Smurfit Newsprint Corp. Valspar Foundation 
Filmetrics, Inc. IPTech National Institute for Stockholm School of Wal-Mart Foundation 
Firestone Grill Ishihara Corp. U.S.A. Working Life Economics Wingate Foundation 
Gill Foundation 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $1,000 • $9,999. 
A &: FMetal Products Cal Poly Alumni Assn. E. T. Horn Co. Gregg Drilling, Inc. KPMG Peat Marwick LLP 
A&: TDairy cal Poly Alumni Assn.-Salinas Eaton Corp. GretagMacbeth LLC KSBY Television 
A.I. Quist Dairy Valley Eberle Winery Grupe Operating Co. L& 0 Artichokes LLC 
A.l. Gilbert Co. Cal Poly Alumni Modesto Edna Valley Arroyo Grande GTE Wireless LAM Research Corp. 
Abbott Laboratories Fund Chapter Vintner's Assn. H.J. Heinz Co. Foundation Lee &: Sakahara Architects 
Acuson Corp. Caleot-Seitz Foundation Edward Silva &: Sons, Inc. Habitat West, Inc. AI.A, Inc. 
Adobe Systems, Inc. Califomia Assn. of Nurserymen Electronics for Imaging, Inc. Hansteck Corp. Lee Walters Insurance Services 
Adrian Architects Assoc. Califomia Building Industry Eli Lilly &: Co. Foundation Harvey's Resort Hotel/Casino Uma Ranch 
Advanced illumination Foundation Emboscada Vines &: Orchards Hayashi &. Wayland Lompoc Valley Botanic &: 
Agilent Technologies, Inc. California Cheese &: Butter English Harper Reta Architects Accountancy Corp. Horticultural Society 
AKA Specialties Assn. EnviroChem Technologies Hayden, Inc. The los Angeles Flower 
Altoon +Porter Architects LLP Califomia Creamery Ernest F. Mendes &: Son Helena Chemical Co. Market of The American 
American Eagle Transport Operators Assn., Inc. ETEC Systems, Inc. Hexcel Foundation Florists' Exchange, Ltd. 
Services, Inc. Califomia Fann Bureau Excelsior Fanns Hilmar Holsteins Los Angeles Society For 
American General Media Federation Fairplex Hoffman Farms Coatings Technology 
American Home Products Corp. California Interior Plantscape Fans of Cal Poly Theatre Homes, Land &. Rental Guide Louie Dumer &. Sons 
Andersen Consulting Assn. Fanners Insurance Group of Magazine M &. M Dairy, Inc. 
Foundation Califomia Retired Teachers Companies Household International, Inc. M.e. loudon Co. 
Animal Inn Assn. Fanners Warehouse Co. Hughes Electronics Macromedia, Inc. 
Ann &: Gordon Getty California State Grange Felipe Ribeiro Dairy Humboldt Area Foundation Maddox Dairy, Ltd. 
Foundation California Tomato Research Fernandes Dairy #2 International Paper Marian Medical Center 
Appleton Papers, Inc. Institute Fidelity Foundation Invitrogen Corp. Mark Hall Farming 
Applied Signal Technology, Inc. Cargill Foundation FileMaker I W Design &: Construction, Mason Vickers Productions 
Associated Students, lnc. caterpillar Foundation Flexible Packaging Assn. Inc. Mat Pica Pi 
AT&T Foundation COM Technologies, Inc. Fluke Corp. Jadyn &. Syndey Rosenberg Material Handling Education 
Atlas Pacific Engineering Co. Central Coast Funds for Flying Dutchman Enterprises, Foundation Foundation, Inc. 
Austin Co. Children Inc. lamba Juice Mattson &. Co. 
Aventis Environmental Science ClEF Foundation of Dairy &: Food lames A Quaglino, Inc. Mayo Dairy 
Avila Bay Club Clark Homes Inc. Industries Supply Assn., Inc. James Ahlem Dairy McCrometer Corp. 
Avila Beach Resort Clorox Co. Forcum/Mackey Construction, james C. Cushman, Inc. McGrew-Philipp Family 
B&: TService Station Coelho Farms, Inc. Inc. lames O. Woodbury DDS Foundation 
Contractors, Inc. Comerica, Inc. Foundry Educational JAN Devices, Inc. Mcisaac Dairy 
Ball Horticultural Co. Community Foundation of Foundation JCR Enterprises McLarand, Vasquez, Emsiek & 
Bank of America Foundation Riverside County Four Cland &: Cattle Co. Jensen Landscape Services, Inc. Partners, Inc. 
Barbich, Longcrier, Hooper, Compaq Computer Corp. Frame Works ILT Ranch Medeiros Dairy 
&: King Computer Sciences Corp. Frazier &: Assoc. John A Spatafore Attorney at Mellon Bank Corp. 
Bartlett Tree Foundation Concord Farm Bureau Center Gamlake Dairy Law Mendonca &: Bertao 
BASF Corp. Contra Costa Water District Gap, Inc. John DeGroot &: Son Meyer Fanns, Inc. 
Bay City Flower Co., Inc. Costa View Farm #2 GE Fund John J. Della &. Sons Dairy Mid-Hill Dairy 
Bechtel Foundation D &: EJersey Genasci Dairy, Inc. John Wiley &: Sons, Inc. Migliazzo &. Sons Dairy 
Benchmark Landscape Del Agricultural, Inc. General Dillingham Produce KCBX Radio Station Moonlight Dairy 
Construction, Inc. Deloitte &: Touche Industries KCOYTV Moriarty Enterprises 
BI02 Intemational Foundation George Grossi &. Son Dairy Kee Kitayama Research Morningstar Diagnostics, Inc. 
Blake Printery DES Architects Engineers Gilbert Paper Foundation Morris &: Garritano Insurance 
Bonita Packing Co. Devcon Construction, Inc. Gillette Co. Kehoe Dairy, Inc. MPI Consulting Group 
Bosman Dairy-Meadowlake Diamond SRanch Giuliano's Specialty Foods Kendall-Iackson Winery Mulas Dairy 
Dairy DiamondSoft, Inc. Glenn Burdette Phillips &. Kenneth Rodrigues &: N. Groppetti &: Sons 
Brian J. Servatius Attorney at Digishpere Broadcasting Bryson Partners, Inc. Nash Farms, Inc. 
Law Distinguished Order of Golden Acre Farms, Inc. Kerr-McGee Foundation National Semiconductor Corp. 
Burgess Pigment Co. Zerocrats Golden State Steel K-F Seeds New United Motor 
Buttonwillow Land &: cattle Co. DMK,lnc. Grant M. Brown Memorial Kiker Medical, Inc. Manufacturing 
e. Overaa &: Co. Double 0 Dairy Foundation Kimley-Hom &. Assoc., Inc. NewCon Concrete 
Cagwin &: Dorward Double 0 Co. Gravure Education Kiwanis Club of Shafter Construction, Inc. 
Cal Denier Dairy Duke Energy Morro Bay l.l.c. Foundation, Inc. Koch California, Ltd. 
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THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND OR~mtA11'ONS DONATED $1,000 - $9,999 (continued). 
North American Limousin Pi Alpha Xi Upsilon Chapter Seekers Group, Inc. Southwest Offset Printing Co., 
Foundation PMMI Education &; Training Seiler lit Co. LLP Inc. 
Novartis US Foundation Foundation Seminis Vegetable Seeds, Inc. Souza &; Souza Dairy 
NUVIS Powder Coating Institute Senn Commercial lit Spaletta Dairy 
Ocean View Farms PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP Investment Real Estate Spencers Fine Foods 
O'Connor Freeman &; Assoc., Primary Flow Signal, Inc. Shady Grove Dairy Farm SPIE-The International Society 
Inc. Pybas Vegetable Seed Co., Inc. Sheet Metal &; Air for Optic 
Ohlde Cattle Co. Qualcomm, Inc. Conditioning Contractors Sprint Foundation 
Ollimac Dairy, Inc. Raytheon/Santa Barbara National Assn., Inc., Los State Farm Companies 
Omnimedix, Inc. Research Center Angeles Chapter Foundation 
Orange County Wine Society River West Investments, Inc. Sheet Metal Industry of San Straightline Construction, llnc. 
Orthodyne Electronics Robert Bein, William Frost &; Mateo County Sunkist Growers, Inc. 
Pacific Agribusiness Alliance, Assoc. Foundation Sheet Metal Workers Locall 04 Sweet Haven Dairy, Inc. 
Inc. Roger C. Antablin Engineering Sherman Dairy Sycamore Mineral Springs 
Pacific Lumber Co. Rossi Foundation Shirley Family Charitable Resort, Inc. 
Pacific Summit Development Rudolph and Sletten, Inc. Foundation TSChan Nursery, Inc. 
Co. Sally's Massage Siemens Information lit T Squared Architects 
Pacifica Papers Sales, Inc. San jose Fork Lift Communication Networks, Target Stores 
Palm, Inc. San Luis Mailing Service Inc. John &; Marguerite Telnack 
Panametrics San Luis Obispo Bicycle Club, Sierra Vista Volunteer Auxiliary Fund 
Partee Insurance Assoc., Inc. Inc. Sinsheimer Schiebelhut &; Temple-Inland Foundation 
Paso Robles GMC San Luis Ready Mix Baggett Teradyne, Inc. 
Patri.Merker Architects, Inc. San Luis Video Publishing Sleepy Hollow Certified Milk Terra Linda Dairy 
Pepsi-Cola Co. Sands Suites and Motel Smith Precision Products Co. Thoma Electric, Inc. 
Performance Apparel Corp. Santa Maria Ford Mitsubishi Society of Women Engineers lime Warner, Inc. 
Perkin Elmer Corp. Santa Maria Public Airport Software Services limes Mirror Foundation 
Petroleum Packaging Council, District Soleclron Corp. lishman Construction Corp. 
Inc. Santa Maria lire, Inc. Sony USA Foundation, Inc. ofCA 
Philip Morris Companies, Inc. Schmidt-Curley Design, Inc. South Coast Plaza Tony DeGroot Dairy 
Philips Electronics North Schultz Mouyeos Media Southem Califomia Edison Toro Co. 
America Corp. Group Southem Califomia Gas Co. Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc. 
Phoenix Home Life Mutual Schwartz Graphics Southem Califomia Institute Treadwell &; Rollo, Inc. 
Insurance Co. Scitex America of Food Technologists Tribune 
Pi Alpha Xi National Sea Chest 
THESE CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, AND ORGANIZATIONS DONATED $250 -
Kom Corp. Analog Devices, Inc. Brummel, Myrick lit Assoc. CLCA Inland Empire Chapter 
3M Foundation, Inc. Anderson Logging, Inc. C lit M Trucking Assn. 
8 - Mile Ranch Andros Engineering Corp. C.W. Driver The Cliffs/Sea Cliffs 
A &; RWelding Supply Ankeridge Dairy Cal Poly Women's Club Restaurant 
A. VanGroningen &; Sons, Inc. Applied Concepts California Assn. of Dairy & CMC Engineering 
A. Z. Sinsheimer Family Aqua Systems, Inc. Milk Sanitarians Community Works Design 
Memory Fund Archer Daniels Midland California Landscape Group 
A-l Valley Services, Inc. Foundation Contractors Assn, Inc. Computer Assoc. 
AdMail Express, Inc. ARCO Foundation, Inc. Camoui Dairy International, Inc. 
ADP Foundation Art of Massage Capitella Homes, Ltd. Comstock lit Johnson 
Aetna Foundation, Inc. Aspect Cappel Companies Architects, Inc. 
Affinity Chiropratic Associated Feed &; Supply Cardinal Industrial Finishes ConAgra Foundation, Inc. 
Affordable Roofing Co, Inc. Carson Landscape Industries Conceptual Design Planning 
Ag Management Assoc., Inc. Aurignac Realty Cayucos Property Owners Co. 
AGCO Hay Co. Avery Dennison Corp. Assn. Connor Marketing 
Agrifax Laboratories B&; BSteel &; Supply CBD International, Inc. Consolidated Overhead Door 
AlA San Joaquin Chapter B. J. Harvey Design lit Central Coast Sports Arena Copelands Enterprises 
AIMS LLC Construction Central West Produce Corning Inc. Foundation 
Airosa Dairy Barnett Plumbing Certified Electronics County of San Luis Obispo 
Alamo Dairy Baxter Allegiance Foundation Chamberlain Trucking Courtney Architects 
Alamo Pintado Equine Clinic, Bayer Inc. AGFA Division Charles Schwab Corp. Craig R. Smith Architect &; 
Inc. Belcher Farms, Inc. Foundation Assoc. 
Albers 'Dairy Benson Ranches, Inc. Chicano Correctional Crown Packing Co., Inc. 
Albertson's, Inc. Berkeley Farms, Inc. Workers Assn. Cummins Engine Foundation 
Alcon Laboratories, Inc. Betty's Fabrics Childrens' Creative Learning Daniel, Mann, lohnson, 
Alessi lit Assoc., Inc. Big Creek Lumber Co. Centers, Inc. Mendenhall 
All Seasons Floral BioCom/lrricom Christopher C. Ashley Dave Spurr Excavating, Inc. 
Alternative Energy Designs, Bixler Farms Inc. Architect Dave Wilson Nursery 
Inc. Boyd Enterprises Circle Bar BRanch Resort, Inc. Davis Machine Shop, Inc. 
American Express Co. Brock's Trailers Clarion President Inn Davis Vineyards 
AMK FoodService Co. Bronco Wine Co. Clark &; Green Assoc. Days Inn 
Amtrak Brownfield Enterprises Clauss Dairy Farms DeGroot &; Visser 
Trimble Navigation 
Union Bank of California 
US Navy-Naval Surface 
Warfare 
UST, Inc. 
Valex Corp. 
Van Exel Dairy 
Vance Brown, Inc. 
Varian Medical Systems. Inc. 
Veeman Dairy 
Vinnell Foundation 
Vintage Angus Ranch 
Vintage Auto Body 
Visalia Electric Motor Shop, 
Inc. 
Visionary Design Systems, Inc. 
Vista Paint Corp. 
Vista Tree Farm 
W.w. Grainger, Inc. 
Wagner Dairy 
Walt Disney Co. Foundation 
Washington Mutual, Inc. 
Wells Fargo Foundation 
Western Farm Service, Inc. 
Westland Farms 
Whitney Oaks 
Wickstrom Jersey Farms, Inc. 
Women for WineSense 
San Luis Obispo Chapter 
Xerox Corp. USA 
Yamaha Motor Corp. USA 
Yosemite Meat Co., Inc. 
Zonneveld Dairy 
$999. 
Del Monte Corp. 
Delphi Automotive Systems 
Diamond Z Dairy 
Dillingham Construction 
Dinsmore Landscaping Co. 
Dioptics Medical Products 
Dittmann Assoc. 
Dohi Farms, Inc. 
Domino's Piua 
Donald Mueller Assoc. 
Double SBar Land and 
Cattle Co. 
Drew Dairy 
ECLoomis &; Son Insurance 
E. J. Brooks 
Edna Valley Vineyards 
Edy-Star Farm 
Emerson Electric Co. 
Empire Equipment Co. 
Endeavor Industries 
EPE Packaging, Inc. 
Equiva Services LLC 
Ernst lit Mattison 
ESW, Inc. 
Executive Landscape, Inc. 
Exxon Education Foundation 
ExxonMobil Foundation 
F. McLintocks Saloon 
Fabworks 
Fair Oaks Pharmacy 
Fairview Road Ranch 
Faloni Ranch 
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COKPORATIONS ·FOUND, o \ $. AND ·OKGANIZATIONS 
THESE CORPORAnONS, FOUNDAnONS, AND ORG.Q~~ONS DONATED FROM $250 - $999 (continued). 
Farinha's Oakdale Floral Innovative Dairy Processes Marconi Integrated Systems, Plastikon Industries TCB Builders, Inc. 
Farrell· Faber & Assoc., Inc. Innovative Plantscapes Inc. Port Side Marine Terry D. Cook CPSS/SC 
Farrell Smyth, Inc. Innovum Mark Brunell Foundation Prototyping & Development Textron Charitable Trust 
Ferrini Enterprises InterHali Council Marquez-Kuhlken Landscape Heuristics, Inc. The Car Audio Center 
Fidelity National TItle Co. Interior Plant Design Architects, Inc. Quaker Oats Foundation Thomas C. Christensen PE 
Fiskars InteriorScapes Marriott University Park R. C. Engineering, Inc. Tierra Contracting, Inc. 
Fiske Landscaping, Inc. j BDewer Petroleum Master Plan Developments, RM Byrd &. Assoc. TIerra Verde Landscape, Inc. 
Flamingo Holland, Inc. Distributor Inc. R.R. Donnelley &. Sons Co. TopFlavor Farms, Inc. 
Florasource, Ltd. jackpot Harvesting Materials Solutions, Inc. Rain For Rent Topflight Construction 
Fluor Daniel, Inc. james j. Regan Attorney at Law Matthew Y. Kim DDS Ranchers Cotton Oil Torchio Wholesale Nursery 
Flynn Cattle Co. )arrow Formulas, Inc. Maulhardt Industrial Center Rancho Grande Motors Tres Pinos Truck Pullers 
FM Global Foundation /ennings &. Assoc., Inc. McCarthy Wholesale Auto Rancho Teresita Dairy Tropical Computers, Inc. 
FMC Foundation Jeremy Hughes Farms McKesson HBOC Foundation, Raychem Corp. TruGreen LandCare 
Foothill Cyclery jeri L. Benchman Inc. Redliner Pulls Truog-Ryding Co., Inc. 
Ford Motor Co. Fund jett-Gardner Polled Shorthorns Mead Corp. Foundation Renaissance Imaging Trusco Tank-AIX, Inc. 
Forsum-Summers &Murphy, JH Biotech, Inc. Mike Cole Farms Rickert Agricultural Services, Tucker, Sadler &Assoc. AlA, 
Inc. IMS Consulting Minnesota Vikings Inc. Inc. 
Fred & Terri Valov Family john Gill Ranch Moons Dairy Rick's Auto Body & Paint U.S. Bancorp Foundation 
Farms john H. Coon Engineering Morro Bay Harbor Festival, Inc. Risk Management Consulting Uesugi Farms, Inc. 
French Valley Assoc. Contractor, Inc. Motorola Inc. Foundation Engineers, Inc. Underwriters Laboratories, 
French's Waterscapes lohn L. Wallace &. Assoc. Mt. Whitney Pest Control, Inc. R]D Industries, Inc. Inc. 
Fresh Choice lohn Shipman Motorsports Mullahey Ford Robert Giacomini Dairy, Inc. United Rentals 
G.L.R. Assoc., Inc. lohnson/Lyman Architects NACE International Roemer lones Dairy, Inc. United Space Alliance Trust 
Gachina Landscape lones Farms NCR Foundation Roxbury Management United Technologies 
Management joseph Chow &. Assoc., Inc. Netafim Irrigation, Inc. Royal Oaks Enterprises, Inc. United Way 
General Motors Foundation josiassen-josiassen-Gaut Network Assoc. Corp. RSF Electronics, Inc. United Way of San Luis 
George A. Ash Architect Kenneth Pollard Farms Nevada Power Co. Russ Feilzer &. Assoc. Obispo County, Inc. 
George John Murley Kercher Harvesting, Inc. Never Compromise Golf S&CVanderWoude Dairy Universal Seed Co. 
Attorney at Law Kibblewhite Precision Neverland Valley Ranch San Diego Marriott Hotel & Universal Studios, Inc. 
George W. Parkinson MD, Inc. Machining New York Life Foundation Marina University of California 
Glenn N. Almquist Structural King Ventures New York Times Co. San Luis Ath letic Club Berkeley 
Engineer Kitchell Foundation, Inc. San Luis Obispo County Upper San Gabriel Valley 
Glikbarg Foundation K-Iewel Nolte Assoc., Inc. Symphony Guild Municipal Water 
Glumac International Klassen Corp. Nortel Networks Sands Liquor &Deli UPS Foundation, Inc. 
Goats Unlirnited Kragen Auto North County Prosthetics &. Sanesco Oil Co. Uriu & Assoc. 
Golden Gate ASHRAE Krakower &. Assoc. Orthotics Sanwa Bank California US West Foundation 
Golden One Credit Union Kruger Bensen Ziemer Nunes &. Sons Scott & Assoc. Valley Utility Services 
Gonzales Packing Co. Architects, Inc. Nyman Brothers Scott Cartwright Golf Shop Van Beveren & Butelo, Inc. 
Granite Construction, Inc. KZOZ 93.3 FM Ocean View Wholesale Seals/Biehle General Van Kasper &. Co. 
Graves &Pascuzzo L.E. Cooke Co. Office Helper Products Contractors W& j Dairy 
GreenWorks La Salle Dairy Optimal Planning Techniques Sears w.e. Davis Farms 
Greg Paul Produce Sales, Inc. Lacey Livestock PC j L, Inc. Second Edition Copy Center Watkins-lohnson Co. 
Griswold's Radiator Service Land Architecture, Inc. PACCAR Foundation Sempra Energy Webcor Builders 
Guardian Insurance Agency Land Concepts Pacific Home Do-It Center Sheraton Aneheim Hotel West Coast Marketing Co. 
H& RBlock Foundation Land 0' Lakes, Inc. Pacific Tractor Pullers Assn., Shipsey & Seitz, Inc. Western Digital Corp. 
Half Moon Bay Nursery Lander Veterinary Clinic, Inc. Inc. Sign Place Western Laboratories, Inc. 
Halliburton Foundation, Inc. Landscape Images Pamela M. Dassenko DDS Sithe Energies, Inc. Western Packaging Assn., Inc. 
Harold Dragt &Sons Dairies Lane Farms Pastore's Trattoria Skin Deep Western State College 
LLC Lawrence Livermore Paul Davis Partnership SLO Athletic Club Weyerhaeuser Co. 
Harper Construction Laboratory Peach Tree Dental San Luis Obispo Chamber of William D. Bevier Structural 
Harvest Inn Leonardo Bros. Dairy Peachy Canyon Winery Commerce Engineer, Inc. 
Headstart Nursery, Inc. LeveLite Technology, Inc. Petaluma Valley Cabinets SLO Phone & Wireless William H. Cilker Family 
Herbrandson Engines, Inc. Levi Strauss Foundation Peter M. Kardel Counselor at SLOCHEM, Inc. Foundation 
Hill 4 Wheel Drive Specialties Linda Mintey Bail Bonds Law Smithers-Oasis USA William Maston Architect & 
Hitachi America, Ltd. Los Altos Leasing Co. Peterson Brothers SmithKline Beecham Assoc. 
Holden & lohnson Architects Los Angeles Marriott Peterson Caterpillar Foundation William S. Shorts Insurance 
Home Depot Downtown Pfizer, Inc. South County Packing, Inc. Agency 
HPD Cambridge, Inc. Lucent Technologies Pharmacia &. Upjohn Steno Wolf Assoc. Wind River Systems, Inc. 
Idler's Appliance Foundation Foundation Sun West Sports & Assoc. Wood-Rogers, Inc. 
IKON Office Solutions, Inc. Lundquist Construction Phillips Petroleum Foundation Sunset West Wylie Carter Architects 
Imperial Muffler & Welding Management Photo Ad T & T Dairy Yamasaki Landscape 
Specialist Machado Dairy Pioneer Hi-Bred International, T. By D. A. Corp. Architecture 
Indigo Systems Macklin Co. Inc. Talley Farms Yellow Rose Ranch 
Ineich & Co. Malone/Anderson &. Assoc. Pitigliano Farms Talley Vineyards Yosemite lersey Dairy 
Infogard Laboratories, Inc. Manna Pro Corp. Plant Sciences, Inc. Tas-Comm, Inc. Zanoli Apartments 
Editor's Note: Gifts listed were received between July 1, 1999, ond June 30, 2000. We pride ourselves on the accuracy 
of names and figures cited based on our information as of Cal Poly Magazine press time. We apologize for any 
inadvertent errors, and request that Advancement Services be contacted with any corrections. 
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Good 01' Boys Gather in June 
On June 2-3 the Good 01' Boys held their 20th Annual Roundup in San Luis Obispo. The group gathered late Friday 
afternoon for wine and refreshments at the Sands Suites and Motel, where accommodations were provided by owner 
Jesse Norris (ASCI '58, AGRI '62). The keynote speaker at the evening program, "The History of Cal Poly as I Remember 
It, " was President Emeritus Robert E. Kennedy. On Saturday the group toured the new Sports Complex, the Dairy 
Technology Center, the new poultry facility, the Performing Arts Center, and the Leaning Pine Arboretum. Cal Poly's 
Green and Gold Club served a barbecue to the 75 participants (pictured here at the arboretum). 
Next year's roundup is planned for Swanton Pacific Ranch. (Photo by Howard Brown) W 
Cal Poly showcased at Open House 2000 
Alumni, new students, their barbecues, student food booths, university commemoration is families, and friends of the and myriad club exhibits. More reinstated to honor Cal Poly's 
university enjoyed a weekend of than 30,000 visitors attended. Centennial Celebration. W 
spring activities during Open In April 2001 Cal Poly will 
House 2000, including the annual present "Open House Welcomes 
tractor pull, rodeo events, Poly Royal," as the traditional 
Correction: Alumni E-Mail Forwarding 
(Editor's Note: The following is a corrected version of a story that appeared in the 
ALUMNI NEWS section of the spring 2000 Cal Poly Magazine.) 
johnsmith98@alumni-calpoly-edu 
Through the Alumni Relations Web site (www.alumnLcalpoly.edu), alumni can sign up for a free, permanent 
e-mail forwarding address supported by the Alumni Association. The e-mail address does not substitute for your Internet or 
e-mail prOVider (AOL, Prodigy, etc.), but rather acts as a refledor to your designated account so that you can give fellow 
alumni, family, and friends one e-mail address that you can keep. If you change your provider, let the Alumni Relations 
office know, and you will continue to receive e-mail messages without haVing to notify everyone on your list. 
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California Alumni 
Meet for Getty To r 
More than 75 California alumni gathered in 
May for a memorable weekend at the Getty 
Museum in Los Angeles. Highlights included 
dinner, a performance by the Cal Poly Jazz 
Band, and a tour of the museum. Tom Sabol 
(ARCE '79) spoke on the museum's history and 
construction. Shown here enjoying the grounds 
are Conrad (ME '66) and Christine Young. 
Notices of future similar events will be mailed 
out and posted to the Alumni 
Web site (www.alumni.calpoly.edu). 
(Photo by Ben Beesley) G:i;l 
E ation eps eet ith Leg-slators 
In a year when the state enjoyed a multi-billion-dollar surplus, Cal Poly alumni and officials met with CSU adminis-
trators and Sacramento legislators this spring to discuss key CSU educational initiatives. Ongoing efforts include funding 
for technology, funding to support enrollment growth in the CSU system, and support for professional, technical, and 
scientific educational programs critical to the state's economy and work force needs. Contact the Alumni Association if 
you would like to learn more about the legislative process and how it can positively impact the CSU and Cal Poly. 
Shown (standing, left to right) are George Soares (AGB '66); Allen Haile, director, Cal Poly community and government 
relations; State Senator Bruce McPherson (JOUR '65); Stan van Vleck (AGB '88); Jeff Bliss, Cal Poly director of public 
affairs; and Dennis Albiani (AGB '93); and (seated, left to right) Ben Beesley (SOCS '86), Cal Poly director of alumni 
relations; Neel Muraka (CSC '00), CSU student trustee; Louis Brown (AGB '95); and Dan Webb (AGSCI'88). ~ 
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Roddys Host 
Round-Up Reunion 
On September 9- 70/ three-time world champion 
steer wrestler and Cal Poly alumnus Jack Roddy and 
his wife, Donna, celebrated 50 years of Cal Poly 
rodeo tradition in "The Greatest Gathering of Cal 
Poly Rodeo Alumni and Friends Ever. " The event was 
held at the Roddy Ranch 60 miles east of San 
Francisco in Brentwood. Saturday included a team 
roping competition, a wine tasting, and auctions of 
horses, Western art, and collectibles, followed by a 
barbecue dinner and dancing. Sunday offered golf 
on the newly created Roddy Ranch Golf Course. 
Proceeds will benefit the Cal Poly rodeo program. 
(Photo circa 7957/ courtesy of Roy Harris. Standing, 
left to right: Roy Harris, faculty advisor; Greg Ward, 
timed events; Jack Roddy, timed events, bullrider; 
Riley Freeman, timed events. Kneeling, left to right: 
Bill Neilson, timed events; Larry Fanning, rough 
stock events, steer wrestling; Monty Roberts, 
timed events.) . 
Class of '50 to reu -te at Homecoming 
W hether you began your Cardiff by the Sea • Hank Moraski (PE), Novato education at Cal Poly in • Vernon Bebernes (PE), • Bud Pilling (ME), San Diego 
1946 and attended for one year, Santa Maria • Stanley Raymond (CSC), 
two years, or five years, you are • Tom Boland (CSC), Elk Grove Pukalani, HI 
enthusiastically encouraged by the • Robert Bowman (ASCI), • A.j. Salomon (ASCI), Danville 
1950 Reunion Committee to Corcoran For more information about 
attend the reunion planned for • Russell M. Christensen (DSCI), the 50th year reunion plans, 
you on Homecoming weekend, Red Bluff please call judy Nussbaum, 
Oct. 20-22. • Marty Engler (ME), EI Paso, Texas associate director of Alumni 
"Beginning of the Fabulous • jack Fleming (CSC), Brawley Relations, 888/224-7659; or Byron 
'50s" is being planned by the • joseph Griffin (Air & Refrig), Culver, reunion chairman of the 
follOWing committee members: Jacksonville, Fla. class of 1950, 858/756-2476. [D 
• Byron Culver (PE), Chairman, • Ray House (DSCI), Indio 
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CLA S NOTES 
SUBMITrING CUSS IIl1iES INIIO 
We welcome alumni news on jobs, moves, and special activities. Please 
include your name - first, last (maiden) - major and graduation year 
(or dates of attendance), address, phone, and employer/position. Mail 
your item to "Class Notes," Cal Poly Magazine, Heron Hall Room 204, 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407, or send via e-mail at 
ars@polymail.calpoly.edu. 
Due to the large number of submissions, we publish alumni information 
only, on a first-received basis, reserving later items for the next issue. We 
print information on events that have already occurred only. We try to 
avoid duplicating department newsletter items, and do not publish or 
return unsolicited photos. 
NOTE: Beginning with the spring 2001 Cal Poly Magazine issue, all Class 
Notes become the property of Cal Poly for the purpose of publication in print 
and on the Web. 
'50s California, Nevada, Hawaii, and the 
• Gerald Gaffney (ASCI '51) retired Pacific Basin. He resides in Stockton. 
after 30 years with the California State • William Thomas Avenell (ASCI 
Dept. of Food and Agriculture as a '57) owns Tom Avenell Management 
marketing specialist in fruits and Co. in Sacramento. He earned his black 
vegetables. He resides in San Bruno. belt in tae kwon do and is training to 
• Rodger Siems (AE '52) retired and become an instructor. He writes, "I 
is a board member of the California hope you are having as much fun as I 
Regional Water Quality Control Board am [at] 70!" • Don Mansell (EE '57) 
for the Santa Ana region. He lives in retired as a consultant in 1995 after 
Hemet. • Roy Stratton (ME '52) is working for many years with Bechtel 
retired after working in the aerospace Corp. He resides in San Anselmo. 
and commercial sectors. He and his • Donald Mills (ARCE '57) retired 
wife reside in Woodland Hills.• Alvin after 36 years with Boyle Engineering 
Trivelpiece (EE '53), physicist, is Corp. He resides in Ventura and 
chairman and president of Tennessee continues to consult part time.•Jack 
Technology Development Corp. He is Stammer (ME '57) retired from 
listed in the 2000 edition of Who's Who Aerojet in Sacramento after working 42 
in the World and Who's Who in Science years in the rocket propulsion industry. 
and Engineering. He resides in Oak He is now trying to "rocket that little 
Ridge, Tenn .• Earl Weinstein (EE white [golf] ball." His daughter, Alicia 
'53) is retired and lives in Pahrump, Stammer, studies business adminis-
Nev.• Donald Christensen (OH '54) tration at Cal Poly.• Eugene West 
retired from Davids & Royston Bulb Co. (ME '57) retired from the Dept. of the 
Inc. in 1995 and resides in Glendora. Navy in 1994 as a reliability engineer. 
• Kermit Kliewer (PI'54, MS AGRI He makes "old-fashioned" wooden toys 
'61) retired in 1992 after teaching and shows them to schools in Ventura 
agriculture for 35 years. He now owns County. He also volunteers at the 
and operates a 21-acre avocado ranch. Braille Institute. He has been married 
He and his wife of 43 years live in for 46 years and lives in Oxnard. 
VaHey Center and have four children. • Albert Dandurand (MATH'58) 
• Robert Newby Jr. (ARCE '54) retired from the City of Los Angeles 
retired and is a national director with and resides in Winnetka.•Jim 
the Family Motor Coach Association. Mulford (AE '58) retired in 1998 
He and his wife live in San Luis Obispo. from the U.S. Corps of Engineers. 
• Lt. Commander Herman L. He consults part time for VWI 
Zeller (OH '55, MS AGRI '71) is International and resides in Apple 
president of Oxnard Beautiful, an Valley.• Carl Sorensen (EL '58) 
organization that enhances the quality retired from Lockheed Martin, 
of life for Oxnard citizens with tree Librascope division, where he was vice 
planning projects.• Mario Milani president of operations and resource 
(AE '56) has worked for more than 43 management. He resides with his wife 
years as a regional construction in Glendale.• Malcolm Gaddis (EE 
engineer for the USDA Natural '59) retired in 1983 as manager of 
Resources Conservation Service for locomotive engineering after 35 years 
•• CAL POLY MAGAZINE FALL 2000 
with Southern Pacific Railroad. He lives 
in Campbell and volunteers at Cal 
Poly's Swanton Pacific Railroad. 
• Daniel Haley Jr. (PE '59, MS PE 
'62) is semi-retired and works in the 
Los Altos School District with gifted 
children in the areas of history and 
geography. He also represents the 
school district on committees as 
needed.• Ronald Walecki (ME '59) 
owns his own business importing 
quartz crystals from Asia. He resides in 
Redondo Beach and writes, "Life is good." 
'SOs 
• Gerald Linnell (PE '60) retired in 
1995 from South San Francisco Unified 
School District. He and his wife of 44 
years reside in Angels Camp.• David 
Loomis (SOCS '61) is co-founder, 
chief financial officer, and director of 
AmeriCom USA in Arroyo Grande. 
• Richard Simpson (BIO '61, MA 
ED '64) retired after 38 years with 
Lucia Mar Unified School District, 
where he was an elementary principal 
and administrator. He and his wife live 
in Arroyo Grande.• Dennis Riddle 
(AERO '62) retired from NASA-Ames 
Research Center in 1998 after 36 years 
in aeronautics and flight research. He 
lives in Seaside.• David Boldi (AERO 
'64) retired from Northrop/Grumman 
Corp. after 29 years and resides in 
Redondo Beach.•James Clark (FM 
'64) retired from Bank of America in 
1998 and has been touring the country 
in a motor home. He resides in San Luis 
Obispo.• Gordon Wood (EL '66) 
retired from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in 1999 and is now a 
consultant for deep-space communi-
cations. He resides in La Canada 
Flintridge.• W. John Mortensen 
(AGSC '67) has taught agriculture for 
35 years. Upon retiring he plans to use 
his time for "travel, fishing, and 
pursuing my gold mining ventures" in 
Oregon.• Dorothy Friedmann (HE 
'68) owns her own bookkeeping firm. 
She and her husband have been 
married for 30 years and live in Santa 
Monica.•J. Alan Walti (ME '68) 
retired from the Los Angeles Dept. of 
Water and Power after 30 years. "I now 
surf more than ever before, including 
my teenage years." He lives in Redondo 
Beach.• Dave Wilson (ME '69) 
supervises a PG&E construction 
operation in the San Joaquin Valley. 
He resides in Merced. 
'70s 
• Victor Bartholomew (ME '70) is 
engineering manager at Sentrol, a 
company that develops products for 
the security and life safety (fire 
systems) industry. He and his wife, 
Victoria (Hopper) Bartholomew 
(BIO '70), live in Sherwood, Ore. 
CLA NOTE 
N (AGS '66) is passionate about his young 
friends in Moscow. "'They have spirit 
and courage," he says, referring to 
the many young Russians living in 
state-run orphanages known as 
children's homes. Although not a 
typical vacation destination, the 
Moscow orphanages bring.Manzer 
and his wife, Unda, back year after 
year to help the kids physically and 
emotionally. 
A Rotarian for more than 30 
years, Manzer made his first trip to a 
children's home 12 years ago 
through the St. Helena Rotary Club. 
In 1997 the Rotary Club ended its 
Russian program, but the Manzers 
returned annually, taking with them 
cases of fresh fruit and basic supplies 
too expensive for the orphanages to 
purchase. 
"Over the years we've followed 
one of our favorite young girls to 
two different orphanages," he 
explains. And during each visit the 
Manzers have met more orphans in 
• Patti (Hamer) Breckenridge (OH 
'70, MS LA '79) retired from Cal Poly 
in 1998 after 23 years of teaching 
in the Environmental Horticultural 
Science Dept. She lives with her 
husband, Steve Breckenridge, who 
studied ornamental horticulture in 
1977, in Pine Knoll Shores, N.C. 
• David Bronzan (BUS (70) coaches 
cross county and track at the College of 
the Sequoias in Visalia. In 1999 the 
men's team won the Northern 
California Championship in cross-
country, and Bronzan was selected 
California State Community College 
Men's Coach of the Year. • Merlyn 
Chesnut (SOCS '70) authored The 
Tauata Land, a book about the history 
of the Tauata, Calif., area from the day 
of the Chumash. She resides in 
Pleasanton.• Joseph Arluck (ET '71) 
is a senior engineering associate in the 
defense technologies engineering 
division for Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratories.• Thomas Caudill (SS 
(71) is a soil scientist for the USDA 
Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. He lives in Madera.• Robert 
Ranney (ABM '71) worked at the 
same company for 27 years, then went 
on to do substitute teaching and is 
considering getting his teaching 
need, of all ages. 
Manzer has maintained pen 
pals in Russia, hosted exchange 
students, and secured medical 
assistance for ill children. "One 
young man, age 11, has undergone 
[multiple] surgeries in Russia," says 
Manzer. 'We're trying very hard to 
get him to an American surgeon." 
In December 1999, through 
their church, the Manzers helped 
facilitate the adoption of three 
teenage girls by Napa Valley 
families. Manzer is now working on 
developing a foster care program to 
match an American family with a 
Russian family, with the American 
family providing a small monthly 
stipend that would allow the Russian 
family to take in a child from an 
orphanage. And in July he made his 
13th journey to the former Soviet 
Union with a team, including his 
wife, to work at a Russian summer 
camp. 
"You become addicted to 
helping others," he says. 
credential. He resides in Exeter. • Jack 
Boogaard (BUS (72) was named state 
business administrator for 1999 by the 
Association of California School 
Administrators. He resides in Clovis. 
• Kerry Brady (BIO ' 72) earned his 
M.D., is a lieutenant colonel in the 
Army Medical Corps, and chief of 
clinical pathology at Darnall Army 
Community Hospital. He has three 
daughters and resides in Belton, Texas. 
• Richard Lopez (CRP '72) earned 
his J.D. from the University of 
Colorado in 1991. He was elected to 
the Boulder City Council in 1997. 
• Deborah Meadows (BUS (72) is 
corporate officer and senior vice 
president of human resources for 
Middlesen Mutual Assurance Co. of 
ew England. She resides in 
Glastonbury, Conn.• Dennis Scott 
(ARCH '72) has been an architect with 
California State Parks and Recreation 
for 27 years, having designed hundreds 
of structures. He resides in Sacramento. 
• Larry Bergman (EL (73) is 
manager of the engineering and 
communications infrastructure section 
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 
Pasadena.• Lee Dedioi (ET '73) is a 
design engineer for Industrial Electric 
Service Co. in Arcata.• Carl Glahn 
(AERO (73) is a design specialist in 
missile design at Lockheed Martin. He 
lives with his wife and three sons in 
Boulder Creek.• Greg Heim (ET (73) 
is engineering manager at Industrial 
Ventilation Inc. He and his wife reside 
in Wilder, Idaho.•Jeanette (Coates) 
Shade (CFD '73) teaches elementary 
science for the Livermore Valley 
Joint Unified School District. • Paul 
Tokunaga OOUR '73) completed his 
26th year with Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship, a campus ministry, where 
he is the national coordinator of the 
Asian-American ministry. He also 
edited and co-authored a book titled 
Faith On The Edge. He resides in 
Decatur, Ga.• Carl Ungerer (CHEM 
(73) is one of 25 featured scientists in 
the Oregon Museum of Science and 
Industry in an exhibit titled "Faces of 
Science." He works in the College of 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Science at Oregon State University. 
• Linda Ashworth (BIO (74) 
worked for 2S years in genetics research 
at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories before deciding to teach 
high school students, genealogy clubs, 
and federal and state judges. She is on 
the advisory board for the Law and 
Science Academy for Washington, D.C., 
courts, and lives in Livermore.• Steve 
Carr (EE (74) retired after 24 years 
with PacifiCorp. He has started his own 
Web site design business, EtherJazz, in 
West Linn, Ore.• Debra Duggan 
(SPC '74) offers cooking classes and 
children's etiquette programs at Central 
Coast Culinary in San Luis Obispo. 
• Dale Durran (MATH (74) was 
appointed adjunct professor of applied 
mathematics at the University of 
Washington. He lives with his family in 
Seattle.• David Schmidt (NRM '74) 
is manager for a watershed area in the 
Tennessee Valley for the Tennessee 
Valley Authority in Mussel Shoals, Ala. 
• Michael Vradenburg, who studied 
natural resources management in 1974, 
has been a firefighter for more than 25 
years. He is married with five children 
and resides in Lake Isabella.• Albert 
Cabellon (BAR '75, ARCH (76) is 
co-founder of Archcon, a design-build 
firm in Burlington.• Gary Gravier 
(ET (75) is chief of the water and 
plant engineering office at the 
California Dept. of Water Resources 
in Sacramento.• Grant Hamamoto 
(ET (75) is an aerospace engineer for 
the E-2/C-2 fleet support team at the 
Naval Aviation Depot, North Island, 
San Diego. He and his wife, Kathleen 
Fumiko (Minabe) Hamamoto 
(HE (72), reside in Oceanside.• Jon 
Kaufman (ED' 75) has been teaching 
at Old Mission School in San Luis 
Obispo for 21 years, serving as a math 
and physical education teacher, an 
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athletic director, and a seventh- and 
eighth-grade soccer coach.• Michael 
Krakower (ARCE '75) received the 
grade of fellow by the American Society 
of Civil Engineers. He is head of 
Krakower &: Associates, a structural 
engineering practice in Arcadia. 
• Louise Larson (NRM '75) retired 
from the U.S. Forest Service after 25 
years. She is the second woman in the 
forest service to qualify for firefighter 
retirement at age SO. She lives with her 
husband in Prather. • Cynthia Leeder 
(BCRM '75) was nominated to run for 
chair-elect for the Northern California 
section of the American Association for 
Clinical Chemistry. She resides in San 
Jose.• Matthew Schwartz (GRC 
'75) works for Saatchi + Saatchi, an 
advertising firm in Los Angeles. He 
received one bronze and one Gold Lion 
award at Cannes for the advertising 
campaign of Partnership for a Drug-
Free America.• Kenneth Scofield 
(ARCH '75) works part time as an 
associate and senior project manager 
for Bahr Vermeer &: Haecker Architects 
in Pasadena. The rest of the time 
he acts as president of Van Loon 
Enterprises Inc., a 78-year-old family-
based real estate and property 
management company.• William 
Arman (OH '76) is corporate vice 
president of human resources for 
Environmental Industries Inc. in 
Calabasas.• Scott Delanty (BUS '76) 
is vice president of finance, European 
operations, for Computer Sciences 
Corp. in London, where he lives with 
his wife and two sons.• Mark Gigas 
(BCRM '76) earned his certification as 
an industrial hygienist from the 
American Board of Industrial Hygiene. 
He works as a safety officer for the 
Federal Emergency Management 
Agency for Disaster Relief and resides in 
Ventura.• Bradford Grant (ARCH 
'76) is chair of the Department of 
Architecture at Hampton University, 
Hampton, Va. He has also been 
appointed to the board of the Virginia 
Society of the American Institute of 
Architects.• Craig Hill (ARCH '76) is 
vice president at Integrated Property 
Analysis in Irvine.• Edward Louie 
(LA '76) is a project manager with the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los 
Angeles District. He resides in Walnut. 
• Kevin McNamara (MATH '76) has 
worked for Righetti High School in 
Santa Maria for 15 years and was 
named department chair in 2000. He 
also coaches track and field at Allan 
Hancock College.• Anne Prettyman 
(NSCI '76) is one of 20 female outside 
sales engineers in a force of more than 
500 for Cutler Hammer Inc. "My 
associates all have engineering degrees, 
but I feel that my education at Cal Poly 
helped prepare me to be flexible to 
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learn what was required to succeed in 
another field." She resides in West 
Linn, Ore.• Susan Rife OOUR '76) is 
features editor at the Herald Tribune in 
Sarasota, Fla. She has two daughters. 
• David Sellers (PE '76) is president 
at Sellers Petroleum Products in Yuma, 
AriZ., where he has worked since 1976. 
Since 1989 he has served on the board 
of directors for the Arizona Petroleum 
Marketers Association. He and his wife 
have three sons.• Gerald Wong (ET 
'76) is a senior field engineer at 
General Electric Co. in Concord. He is 
married to Kikue "Kathy" Wong, 
who studied ornamental horticulture in 
1981. • Katherine Downey (HE '77) 
is district attendance and records 
technician for the Lompoc Unified 
School District. • William Luffee 
(BUS '77) owns Venue Sports, a track 
and field company specializing in 
uniforms and shoes. He resides in 
Morro Bay.• Tanya Raymond (PE 
'78) is a self-employed physical 
therapist specializing in structural 
bodywork. She and her three children 
live in Honolulu.• Carla Sanders 
OOUR '78) is the deputy metro editor 
for The Press-Enterprise newspaper in 
Riverside.• Paul CardareUi (ET 
'79) is director of products and test 
engineering at Rosun Technologies 
Inc. He and his wife live in Sunnyvale. 
• Robert Clarkjr. (LA '79) owns 
Clark &: Green Associates in Costa 
Mesa. "We [hired] two [Cal Poly] grads 
and they're great," he says. He and his 
wife have two sons.• Candace 
(PaJmer) Frank (ENGL '79) has 
four children and volunteers with the 
Girl Scouts and Boys Club soccer. She 
resides in Chino.• Katherine (Haak) 
Jensen, who studied journalism in 
1979, is a certified nurse-midwife. She 
writes regularly for midWifery 
magazines and published a textbook 
chapter. "I use my journalism a lot, but 
midwifery pays the bills," she writes. 
• Elisabeth Smith (CSC '79) is a 
senior software engineer at Telcordia 
Technologies Inc. She is also president 
of the Spokes-Women Motorcycle Club. 
She is married and resides in 
Piscataway, N.j .• Stuart Sunderman 
(MATH '79) works in research and 
development for the U.S. Navy. Upon 
retirement he plans to tutor math. He 
resides in San Diego.• Patricia 
Towns (DSCI '79) is working on a 
family dairy farm expansion project 
and resides in Janesville, Wis.• Lynn 
Ward (CFD '79) is married with two 
daughters. The family lives in San Luis 
Obispo.• Michael Yu (MATH '79) is 
product manager and systems engineer 
in charge of all weapon control system 
programs at ComGlobal Systems Inc. in 
San Jose. 
'SOs 
• Robert Ditchik (BCRM '80) owns 
Pet Greetings, a company that was 
named one of the "top 12 movers and 
shakers for 1999" in the industry by a 
leading pet publication. He resides in 
Westlake Village.• Steven Harris (IA 
'80) is a senior administrative analyst 
for the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California's technology 
section. He and his wife live in Burbank 
with their two sons.• William 
Kennedy (CRSC '80) is active with 
several state and national produce-
based organizations. He serves as 
director for The Family Farm Alliance, 
which helps protect agricultural water 
rights.• Russell Kozaki (BUS '80) 
has been working at Standard Register 
Inc. since graduation and is now the 
account director. He and his wife live in 
Saugus.• David Sanchez (CFD '80) 
was elected in 1999 for a two-year term 
as secretary-treasurer of the California 
Teachers Association. He resides in 
Santa Maria.• Vivian Sayler (AGB 
'80) is assistant manager of the 
California Mid-State Fair in Paso 
Robles. She has two sons.• Eric 
Schlacks (ME '80) is marketing 
coordinator for the city of Duluth, 
Minn.'s Dept. of Public Works and 
Utilities. He and his wife have two 
daughters.• Michael Schmitt (BUS 
'80) is senior vice president/worldwide 
sales and marketing for J.D. Edwards, 
an enterprise software vendor in 
Denver.• Robert Starr (SOCS '80) is 
president of the Laurus Group, a firm 
that assists companies in the 
development of human resource 
solutions. He also is an instructor of 
human resources at San Jose State. He 
has two children and lives in Los 
Gatos.• Laura Wilch (DFA '80) 
retired as a registered dietician to stay 
home with her twin boys in Placentia. 
• Casey Andrews (ME '81) is lead 
engineer for the U.S. Navy Standard 
Missile-4 program. He lives in Tucson 
with his wife and three children. 
• jeremy Beuttler (ME '81) left the 
field of aerospace engineering in 1995 
to pursue a career as an airline pilot. 
He is a captain for Sky West Airlines 
and lives in EI Dorado Hills.• David 
Donley (AERO '81) is the Denver 
chapter president of the National 
Construct Management Association in 
Littleton, Colo. He is also editor of High 
Plains Rider, a monthly newspaper. His 
wife, jill Donley (LS '85), is the 
principal of Larkspur Elementary in 
Larkspur, Colo.• Nancy Fischer-
South (SPC '81) is a superior court 
judicial assistant for Ventura County. 
Her husband, Matthew South 
(AERO '83), is an aerospace engineer, 
weapons division, at the Naval Air 
Warfare Center at Pt. Mugu .• Brooke 
(phister) Mead (MS CHEM (81) is 
the marketing team leader for Parker 
Aerospace's military control systems 
division in Irvine.• Bob Petesch 
(CHEM (81) is director of biochemistry 
at Target Discovery in San Carlos. 
• Steven Walker (ET (81) is studying 
for his M.S. in aerospace engineering at 
Cal Poly via distance-learning classes at 
Vandenberg Air Force Base. He resides 
in Santa Maria.• Mike Woyak (CSC 
(81) earned his management profes-
sional certification from the Project 
Management Institute and works as a 
project manager at Cygnus Solutions. 
He lives in San Jose with his wife and 
two children.• Steven Boyd, who 
studied electrical engineering in 1982, 
is a senior staff representative of 
engineering with United Airlines in 
Oakland. He is married with three 
sons.• James A. Caine (AERO (82) 
is a Delta Airlines L-1011 second 
officer based in Atlanta.• Greg 
Hollingsworth (IT '82) is a captain 
on the Boeing 767 aircraft at LAX. His 
wife, Linda Hollingsworth, who 
studied recreation in 1982, is taking 
college classes. They have two 
daughters and live in Lake Elsinore. 
• Gary Metzer (ME (82) retired at the 
age of 40 from Texaco Inc. He Jives 
with his wife and two children in The 
Woodlands, Texas, where he "enjoys 
playing the market." • Robert Miller 
(MFGE '82) is director of information 
technology for the chomerics division 
of Parker Hannifin Corp. In 1998 he 
moved his family from California to 
Lynnfield, Mass., and is "still trying to 
get used to the accent, weather, and 
missing street signs!" • Carrie 
Mullarky (MCRO '82) was certified 
as a cytotechnologist by Old Dominion 
University in Norfolk, Va., in 1993. She 
lives in Guam with her husband and 
son.• John Svinth (SOCS '82, MA 
ED (91) is a counselor with the 
Shandon Unified School District. In 
1998 he earned a school counselor 
recognition award from the San Luis 
Obispo County Office of Education. 
He has two young children .• Diane 
Updyke (BUS '82) is a consultant to 
Internet start-up companies in sales 
and business development. She resides 
in San Francisco.• Bruce Bennett (IT 
'83) is general manager of the motor 
products division at Intelligent Motion 
Systems. He earned his professional 
certificate in engineering management 
at UC San Diego. He and his wife live 
in Vista with their two children. 
• Charles Bland (ET (83) is data 
system technologist group leader at 
Motorola, where he's worked since 
1982. He and his wife live in Fair Oaks. 
• Tom Condon (BUS '83) was 
married in 1999 and lives with his wife 
in Del Mar. He is a partner at Deloitte &: 
Touche LLP.•James Gharib (EL (83) 
earned his professional engineer license 
in 1988 and his MSEE from San Diego 
State University in 1989. He is director, 
product development, at Alaris Medical 
Systems in San Diego.•Jeffrey Leisey 
(IE (83) is owner of J.D. Leisey &: 
Associates, a consulting firm in 
Houston, Texas.• Kristi Rosenberg 
(REC '83) earned her master's in 
education in 1997. She teaches first 
grade at Vernon Elementary in 
Portland, Ore.• Dennis Vee (ET (83) 
is director of lighting design for 
Stanford Hotels - the company that 
owns and operates large hotels such as 
the Hiltons, Sheratons, and Marriotts. 
He is married and resides in Pacifica. 
• Steven Compagno (BUS '84) is a 
partner at First Security Loan Corp., a 
mortgage broker firm in San Rafael. He 
is married with three children .• Joe 
Grosshart (CE '84) is director of pre-
construction at Ninteman Construction 
Co., a subsidiary of Sundt Corp. He 
resides with his wife, Heidi Grosshart 
(ASCI (86), in La Costa .• Ralph 
Medema (ME '84) is a process 
engineer for J.R. Simplot Co. He and 
his wife, Jan (Weber) Medema 
(AGSC (84), have two children and 
live in Oakdale.• Dale Pollard 
(AGSC (84) teaches environmental 
horticultural science at Modesto Junior 
College.• Connie (Walkup) Post 
(AGB (84) is communications 
coordinator in the asset management 
division of desktop services at Pacific 
Bell in San Ramon.• Julie Tibbets 
(SOCS (84) earned her master's in 
social work from San Diego State 
University in 1987 and her social work 
license in 1993. Since 1990 she has 
been a clinical social worker at Western 
Medical Center in Santa Ana.• Bruce 
Van Dyke (EL (84) works in Santa 
Clara as director of OEM sales for Solid 
Data Systems, a manufacturer of 
network file caching systems.• Dena 
Allen (BCHM (85) has been 
managing money independently for 
more than three years - trading 
options on technology stocks while 
liVing in New York. She spends 
summers in Davenport near Cal Poly's 
Swanton Pacific Ranch.• Brian Aust 
(ET (85) is a software design engineer 
in the Windows® operating system 
division of Microsoft. He and his wife 
live in Redmond, Wash .• Blake 
Chow (BUS (85) is a lieutenant for the 
LAPD. He is studying for his master's in 
public administration at Cal State 
Fullerton and is married with two sons. 
• Keith Gomes (DSCI '85) is senior 
vice president and chief operating 
officer at California Dairies Inc. 
(formerly California Milk Producers). 
He resides in Tipton.• Paul Hallen 
(IE (85) is founder of RetinaLabs.com, a 
CLASS NOTE 
medical device company dedicated to 
restoring vision in patients with retinal 
diseases. He resides with his wife in 
Parkton, Md.• Sharon Sagisi (IE 
(85) is a business development 
engineer at Toshiba America Electronic 
Components Inc. in Irvine.• Andrew 
Tait (ME '85) is senior cost engineer 
at Bechtel National for its chemical 
demilitarization plant in Anniston, Ala. 
"SLO town was great preparation for 
the pace of the South - sweet home 
Alabama really does exist." He and his 
wife have three children.• Melissa 
Thorme (ESB '85) works at Beveridge 
&: Diamond, an environmental law 
firm. She lives in Davis with her 
husband and two children .• Charles 
Birkett (BUS '86) is associate director 
of taxes for Dole Food Co. Inc. in 
Oakpark.• Lars Perner (POLS (86) 
earned his Ph.D. and works as a visiting 
assistant professor of international 
business at The George Washington 
University in Washington, D.C. 
• Michael Rupard (ARCH (86) is 
director, residential design, at Perlman 
Architects Inc. in Irvine. "I often think 
of Cal Poly, its experience and 
education, as an exciting and enriching 
time in my life," he writes. Rupard has 
two young children.• Chris 
Strickfaden (BUS (86) is senior vice 
president at PM Realty Group. He 
resides in Manhattan Beach with his 
wife and young child.• Scott Unger 
(ET (86) is vice president and chief 
operations officer at Bryte Technologies 
Inc., a company he started 10 years ago 
that is now owned by Royal Ten Cate of 
Nijverdal, The Netherlands. He resides 
in Morgan Hill. • Cameron Weaver 
(ME (86) is in the Navy and is also 
studying for his master's in ocean 
engineering at MIT. He and his wife, 
Mary Beth Weaver (BUS '86), have 
three children and live on the air force 
base near Boston.• Steven Genzoli 
(FDSC '87) is director of quality 
assurance and product development for 
Ghirardelli Chocolate. He and his wife, 
Karen (Nunes) Genzoli (LS (88), 
have three children and live in 
Hughson.• Austin Hill (ENGL '87) 
earned his M.A. in the philosophy of 
ethics from Talbot Theological 
Seminary at Biola University. He is the 
recipient of the 1999 International 
Silver Angel Award from the Excellence 
in Media Foundation of Hollywood. 
Hill works as a radio talk show host and 
newspaper columnist in Phoenix, Ariz. 
• Stephanie Holdenried (HE '87) is 
public relations director at Wildhurst 
Vineyards, her family's winery. She 
lives with her husband in San 
Francisco.•Jennifer Martini (IE 
(87) earned her MBA from the 
University of St. Thomas in 1994 and 
works as an IE/senior project manager 
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with Deluxe Corp. in Shoreview, Minn. 
Her family lives in St. Paul. • Mike 
Toomey (ABM '87) is a principal in 
the corporate finance group at 
Cruttenden Roth Inc. in Newport 
Beach.• Brett Yokum (GRC '87) 
sells corporate and academic site 
licenses for the San Jose Mercury News' 
award-winning Web site, Mercury 
Center. • Roger Bowman (AE '88) is 
the environmental manager at 
Gulfstream Aerospace in Long Beach. 
• Nancy Cahalan (REC '88) is co-
owner and facilitator of Interactions, a 
company that offers professional 
psychotherapeutic seminars, 
workshops, and retreats. She also has a 
private practice as a marriage and 
family therapist in Carmel and Salinas. 
• Steven DiGrazia (CE '88) and his 
wife, Kathleen DiGrazia (CE '88), 
work as senior transportation engineers 
and project managers for Caltrans in 
San Luis Obispo. They live in 
Atascadero with their twins.•John 
Dubenko (IE '88) is senior business 
manager with Motorola in San Diego. 
• Robert Frappia Jr. (IT '88) is a 
firefighter with the city of Napa and 
assistant water polo coach for Vintage 
High School. His wife, Theresa 
(Wilhoit) Frappia (SOCS '87), is a 
paralegal with Dickenson, Peatman &. 
Fogarty. They have two daughters. 
• Rosemary Pert Griffin (CFD '88) 
and her husband live in San Clemente 
with their twin daughters.•Jeff 
Haight (ARCE '88) is a partner in 
Ehlen &. Spiess Structural Engineers in 
Santa Barbara. He and his wife have 
two daughters.• Mark Heine (CE 
'88) and his wife, Susan (Prediger) 
Heine (ARCH '90), own HMS Group 
LLC in Colorado Springs, Colo. They 
have two sons.• Dave Jemes (IE '88) 
conducts overseas audits for Hewlett-
Packard's high-end storage array supply 
chain. He and his wife have two 
children and reside in Elk Grove.• Eric 
Kleinfelter (ESB '88) has been 
working for the California Dept. of Fish 
and Game since 1992. He is the deer 
program coordinator for the San 
joaquin Valley and southern Sierra 
Nevada. He lives in Fresno.• Kent 
Mazzia (EL '88) earned is M.S. in 
electrical engineering at UC Santa Clara 
in 1992. He works as managing director 
of the fiber optiC circuit design group at 
Maxim Integrated Products in 
Beaverton, Ore.• Howard McGlone 
(PE '88) is a part-time musician, 
singer, and pianist, and resides in 
Vallejo.•Janna Minsk (CRP '88) is a 
partner at Cuesta Consulting, is serving 
a two-year term as director of the 
Central Coast section of the American 
Planning Association, and is a member 
of the CRP Academic Advisory Council 
at Cal Poly. She lives in Ventura.• Alex 
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Orosz (AERO '88) is a project 
manager for United Airlines in San 
Francisco.•Jacob Sertich (AGB '88) 
is the northern region manager of 
corporate real estate for Southern 
California Edison. He and his wife have 
four children and live in Exeter. 
• Cheryl Wilson (AM '88) "lives and 
plays" in Steamboat Springs, Colo. She 
is married and has a young daughter. 
• Michael Andrews (LA '89) is 
married and practices landscape design 
in Portland, Ore.• David Bradshaw 
(AET '89) is supervisor of the 
irrigation management department at 
the Imperial Irrigation District, where 
his wife, Vikki (Dee) Bradshaw 
(AM '90), is an environmental 
compliance technician. They have two 
children.• Kevin DuMont (ARCE 
'89) started a consulting firm, DuMont 
Engineering, in june 1999. He and his 
wife have three daughters and live in 
Rancho Santa Margarita.• Robert 
Enzerink (ME '89) resigned in 
1999 as director of research and 
development at DePoy OrthoTech, 
the sports medicine division of 
johnson and johnson. He is studying 
for his MBA at UC Davis Graduate 
School of Management. • Annette 
Helweg (DSCI '89) is a paramedic for 
American Medical Response and a 
member of the Reach and Treat Team, 
a wilderness rescue squad. She is also a 
firefigh ter for the Rural Metro Fire 
Dept. in josephine County. She has a 
daughter.. Rebecca Hicks OOUR 
'89) is a sales representative living in 
San Diego.• Jana Lehman (ARCH 
'89) is the lead set painter for a 
television show on Nickelodeon and 
lives in Beverly Hills.• Claudia 
Mulcahy (REC '89) returned to 
California after liVing in New Zealand, 
where she set up an award-Winning 
preschool for deaf, hard-of-hearing, 
and hearing children. She works in San 
Diego at Wholistic Source, the only on-
line and printed holistic and well ness 
directory in the area.• Diane Ozawa 
(BUS '89) is senior manager for Sony 
Electronics in San jose.• Ron Peters 
(ME '89) is supervisor of mechanical 
engineering at Cascade Microtech Inc. 
in Beaverton, Ore. He has been granted 
two U.S. patents for designs used in 
semiconductor test equipment. 
• Kevin Surber (CM '89) is president 
of Surber Drywall Construction Inc. He 
lives with his wife, Wendy Surber 
(BUS '89), and two sons in Woodside. 
• James Vera (IT '89) is a design 
engineer and contract employee for 
Northrop/Grumman, McDonnell 
Douglas, and The Boeing Co., among 
others. "[Cal Poly's] reputation [in 
industry] is alive and well - go out and 
make a good impression," he advises. 
-gas 
• Sherrill Duggan (HIST '90) is 
tasting-room manager at Buttonwood 
Farm Winery in Solvang.• Sheldon 
Gen (CE '90) is a doctoral student 
studying public policy at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in Atlanta. 
• Judith Groverman-Walker (AM 
'90) is a public relations consultant 
and event coordinator in the wine 
industry. She and her husband live in 
Santa Rosa with their two children. 
• Lizabeth Horner, who studied 
business in 1990, is associate director of 
human resources at Price Waterhouse 
Coopers. She is married and lives in 
San Francisco.• Lauren Howell (OH 
'90) is president of the Central Illinois 
Professional Horticulture Committee, a 
group that offers financial awards for 
educational opportunities for those 
employed in the "green industry." 
• Terry Johnson (ASCI '90) is the 
vice president of business development 
for @Watch, an Internet start-up 
company in Cincinnati, Ohio.• Rose 
Anne Kings (ARCH '90) joined P.c. 
Associates, a plan check and 
architectural review firm, as a senior 
architect. She also teaches architecture 
at Orange Coast College in Costa Mesa, 
and is the chairperson of the Historic 
Resources Commission in Santa Ana. 
Kings is married with three children. 
• Michael Lea (MBA '90) is Western 
regional technical sales consultant for 
Systems and Computer Technology. He 
and his wife have a young daughter 
and live in Seattle.• Lisa (Odell) 
McSpadden (BUS '90) was married in 
1999, has three stepchildren, and 
resides in Vista.• Eric Montemagni 
(CRSC '90) works in sales for Novarits 
Crop Protection. His Wife, Maria 
Montemagni (HE '91), teaches foods 
and nutrition part time at Mt. Whitney 
High School. They live in Visalia with 
their two young children.• Kyle Park 
(BUS '90) is senior director of 
planning and logistics at Niku Inc. in 
Redwood City. • Jeff Rurup (AGB 
'90) is production manager for Ace 
Tomato. His wife, Trina (Browne) 
Rurup (IS '93), is a customer team 
manager for Logistix. They have two 
young sons and reside in Lodi. 
• Ronald Schneider (ARCE '90) 
founded the engineering firm of 
Schneider and Associates in Tucson. He 
writes, "The business is going well, and 
we are in need of additional Cal Poly 
gradS." • Jennifer Stoner (SOCS '90) 
is production coordinator for 
automotive magazines at McMullen 
Argus Publishing Inc. in Placentia. 
• Deanna Van Klaveren (OH '90) 
lives in Modesto with her husband. In 
1999 she received the Ron Regan Award 
from the California Association of 
Nurserymen. [NOTE: Ron Regan was 
head ofCal Poly's Ornamental 
Horticulture Department from 1977 to 
1991.J. Donna (Lee) Alan (SOCS 
'91) earned her master of education 
degree from the University of Maryland 
in 1995. She married in 1999 and 
works as director of Asian Pacific 
Student Services at Loyola Marymount 
University in Los Angeles.• Tom 
Bonigut (CE '91) is a civil engineer 
with the East Bay Municipal Utility 
District in Oakland. He and his wife 
have a daughter. • Paul Carrannanto 
111 (AERO '91, MS AERO '94) is an 
engineer with the Ford Team Rajal, a 
special Indy 500 racing team at Ford 
Motor Co. in Dearborn, Mich. He was 
married in 1999 and is studying for his 
MBA at the University of Michigan. 
• Jan Heinemann (ME '91) is a 
design engineer for The North Face, an 
outdoor clothing and equipment 
company in Carbondale, Colo. 
• Maria Vargas Hunter (BUS '91) 
worked for the State of California Board 
of Equalization before deciding to stay 
home to raise her child. She and her 
husband reside in Ukiah.• Mike 
Moran (ENVE '91) is an engineer for 
the city of Lafayette. His wife, Wendy 
(Levander) Moran (NSCI '91), 
works part time at WIC of Contra Costa 
County. They have two young 
children.•Joseph Prunty (SPC '91) 
works as a video coordinator and scout 
for the coaching staff of the San 
Antonio Spurs, 1999 NBA champions. 
• Joseph Sheaff (ENGL '91) opened 
a branch office for American Electronic 
Resource Inc. in Conroe, Texas. He and 
his wife have two children.• Bradley 
Bennett (ARCH '92) is vice president 
of operations for InfoGenesis, a 
software company in Santa Barbara. 
• Richard Berry (CRP '92) is a 
project architect with Dobbins Crow 
Architecture. He has received 
architectural awards for design and was 
featured in Professional Builder 
magazine. He lives with his wife and 
two children in Ft. Worth, Texas. 
• William Brewster Jr. (CRP '92) is 
an urban planner for EDAW Inc. and 
resides in San Francisco.• Julie 
Darling (OH '92) developed 
children's gardening programs in 
California and Michigan after leaving 
the Peace Corps. She teaches 
sustainable liVing, organic growing, 
and natural health. She and her 
husband have a young son and live in 
Spencer, W. Va.• Cyndi Smith 
Darlington (JOUR '92) is studying 
for her MBA at the University of San 
Francisco while working as director of 
marketing for Amtrak. She and her 
husband, John Darlington (CM 
'93), live in San Francisco.•John 
Forsythe (MCRP '92) is a project 
manager in the Sacramento office of 
Environmental Science ASSOCiates, a 
national environmental consulting 
firm.• Amy Howell (AGRI '92), a 
research scientist at Rutgers University's 
Blueberry and Cranberry Research 
Center, isolated and identified the 
compound in cranberries that prevents 
urinary tract infections. This work was 
published in the October 1998 edition 
of The New England Journal of Medicine. 
She and her husband have two young 
daughters.• Richard Howell (pHYS 
'92, MS ENGR '94, MBA '94) is 
product line manager for Sharp 
Microelectronics Imaging Products. He 
and his wife, Jill (Thomas) Howell 
(NSCI '93), reside in Camas, Wash. 
• Christine Jacobs (AGSC '92) is the 
aseptiC quality control supervisor for 
California Natural Products, a processor 
of low-acid foods in shelf-stable 
packaging. She has taught a portion of 
the aseptic course at UC Davis and 
resides in Linden.• Lisa Jarvis (HE 
'92) and her husband own a 
commercial decoration installation 
business. They have four children and 
reside in Brentwood.• David Kapic 
(IT '92) and his wife have a young son 
and live in Suamico, Wis.• Andy 
Kaufman (OH '92) earned a master's 
degree in environmental sociology 
from Iowa State. Previously he earned a 
master's of landscape architecture from 
the University of Arizona. He is now 
working on his doctoral degree in 
horticulture at Washington State. He 
lives in Pullman.• Rick Kaye (AERO 
'92) is supervisor of advanced concepts 
integration at General Dynamics in 
Groton, Conn.• Phillip King (EE 
'92) earned his professional engineer 
license and is senior electrical engineer 
at Power Engineers Inc. in Boise, Idaho. 
• Bradley Kyker (HD '92) is 
studying for his master's in education 
while substitute teaching in San Luis 
Obispo County, where he lives.• Jill 
Lemieux (HD '92) is director of 
AmeriCorps, a program that mentors 
at-risk youth. She lives in San Luis 
Obispo.• Alfredo Macias (IE '92) 
works for Toshiba America Business 
Solutions. He and his wife live in 
Huntington Beach.• Katherine 
Petker (REC '92) is a manager at 
Mervyn's California and plans to re-
enter the recreation administration 
field. She lives in Grover Beach. 
• Robert Petrucci (FDSC '92) earned 
his master's in emergency medical 
services from the University of 
Maryland. He works as operations 
coordinator for Santa Clara County 
EMS.• Steven Styerwalt (BUS '92) 
is a senior network engineer for Exodus 
Communications and resides in 
Campbell.• Cecilia Watkins (BUS 
'92) is a business taxes specialist with 
the Board of Education. She is married 
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with a son, and in 1999 she completed 
her first marathon.• Mary Crosby 
Weber (OH '92) is an office adminis-
trator for KRSN TV in Dillon, Colo. 
• Richard Wilks (IT '92) is chief 
executive officer of Voodoo Cycles and 
resides in Campbell. • Amena Atta 
(ENVE '93) is an environmental 
engineer at Vandenberg Air Force Base. 
Her husband, Bill Roalman, who 
studied soil science in 1984, is a 
planner for the San Luis Obispo 
County.• Michelle Benoit (HD '93) 
is president of Performance Renovators 
in San Rafael. • Sam Decker (BUS 
'93) moved with his wife and daughter 
to Austin, Texas, where he is marketing 
and content manager for Dell 
Computer's consumer online group. 
• Tobrina Garcia (HD '93) earned 
her M.A. in clinical psychology in 1995 
from the California School of 
Professional Psychology, Alameda. She 
is now studying for her doctorate and 
works as a mental health practitioner 
and intake coordinator for Marin 
County Mental Health.• Anthony 
Giraud (AGB '93) is branch manager 
at Rogers Machinery Co. He and his 
wife reside in Eureka.• Alexander 
Hess (AGSC '93) is chair-elect for the 
California Agriculture Teachers 
Association's governing board and 
operatiOns. He is also the FFA advisor 
at Fallbrook Union High School. 
• Darren Huebner (CRSC '93) is 
manager at Western Farm Service in 
Oxnard. His wife, Laura Huebner 
(BIO '89), substitute teaches for 
alternative school programs. They have 
a young daughter. .Jennifer Ignacio 
(IT '93) is director of operations at 
financialprinter.com, located in Los 
Angeles.• William Kamps (AGB 
'93) owns Commodity Services 
International Inc., an export brokerage 
company for dried fruits and nuts. He 
and his wife live in Ripon with their 
young son.• Scott Martindale (IT 
'93) is product and motor sports 
manager at Cornwell Quality Tools. He 
and his wife reside in Cuyahoga Falls, 
Ohio.• Robert Park (BUS '93) is 
vice president of finance in the 
information technology business unit 
at McKesson Foundation Inc. in 
Atlanta.• Balin Abendroth (NRM 
'94) is a GIS technician at Spatial 
Graphics in Cambria.• Garth 
Cameron (BUS '94) resigned as a 
district executive with the Boy Scouts 
of America, and in 1999 earned his 
teaching credential. He teaches sixth 
grade at Indianola Elementary School 
in Selma.• Heather Chase (IT '94) is 
director of the catheter assembly plant 
at Applied Medical Resources in 
Rancho Santa Margarita.• Craig 
Dobler (AET '94) is a partner in his 
family's business, Dobler & Sons LLC, a 
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company that grows and packages 
California vegetables. He resides in 
Watsonville.• Mike Engel (ARCH 
'94) is a licensed architect for a firm in 
San Diego. His wife, Susan (Heiman) 
Engel (HD '94), is director of 
a preschool in Solana Beach. 
• Christopher Freitag (ME '94) 
works at Symyx Technologies. His wife, 
Kathleen Freitag (MATH '94), 
works at Talus Solutions. They reside in 
Santa Clara.• Steven Greenberg 
(BUS '94) and his wife, Maida 
(Grijalva) Greenberg (BUS '93), 
have a young son and reside in Suisun 
City.• Cynthia Laudato (BIO '94) is 
a quality assurance compliance 
associate at Genetech Inc. She is 
engaged and living in Vallejo. 
• RobertJ. Lee (ENGL '94) is in the 
Ph.D. program at UC Irvine studying 
sociology and Asian-American studies. 
• Randall Myers (EL '94) designs 
new products for Telcom, circuit boards 
and programmable logic. He resides in 
Longmont, Colo.• Steven Seitz (ME 
'94) was married in 1999 and resides in 
Pleasanton. He works as a technical 
support engineer for Sherpa Corp. 
• Mike Arens (ESB '95) works for the 
USDA Forest Service and lives in 
Jacksonville, Ore.• Jim Bentley 
(SOCS '95) teaches at Olive Grove 
Elementary in Antelope where he 
received a "Teacher Who Makes a 
Difference" award in 1999. He's 
developing a weather station network 
and has been published in Sierra 
Heritage Magazine on Eastern Sierra 
geology and volcanism.• Greg Bloom 
(CE '95, BUS '95) is a geotechnical 
engineer for Haro, Kasunich, and 
Associates in Watsonville. His wife, 
Pam (Blumenstein) Bloom (HE 
'91), teaches kindergarten for the Oak 
Grove School District in San Jose. 
• Kristin (Larsen) Calia (CE '95) is 
a senior transportation engineer with 
Fehr & Peers Associates. Her husband, 
David Calia (CE '97), is an engineer 
with Cole/Yee/Schubert & Associates. 
They live in Rocklin .• Nicholas Doko 
(PSY '95, BUS (99) is an assistant 
applications developer for SAS Institute 
Inc. in its consulting services group. He 
lives in Irvine.• Jonathan Long (IE 
(95) is an engineering systems adminis-
trator at Premisys Communications 
Inc. in Fremont. • Sarah Wheeler 
(ECON (95) is a senior financial 
systems analyst at Gap Inc. and Jives in 
San Mateo.• Weimin Young (SOCS 
(95) is a writer in Monterey and has 
had articles published in the 
International Daily News . • Joseph 
Annino (IT '96) lives in Pacifica and 
works as an account manager for 
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Thyssen Dover Elevators Co.• Karen 
Clemens (ARCH '96) is a designer of 
the Sierra Madre Brewing Co. for Bahr 
Vermeer Kaecker Architects and lives in 
Sierra Madre.• Nathan Cotten (REC 
'96) works for Rakar Inc. and lives with 
his wife and son in Camarillo. 
• Brandy Egan (BCHM (96) is a 
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy stationed at 
Parris Island, S.c., where she works as a 
dentist. In 1999 she received the 
California Dental Association 
outstanding senior student award. 
• Terence Flannigan (PSY '96) 
earned his master's in counseling from 
Cal State Fullerton and a sports 
psychology degree from JFK University. 
He works in a private practice in 
Garden Grove as a sports therapist and 
intern.• Shani Howard (CE '96) is a 
field engineer for Hilti Inc. in 
Sacramento.• Debra J ogopulos (BUS 
(96) is a human resource specialist at 
PriMed Inc. in San Ramon.• Holly 
Killion (SS (96) earned her M.S. in 
environmental chemistry at the 
University of Nevada, Reno, in 1998. 
She is a research enologist for a high-
end winery in Sonoma County. 
.Joshua Molho (ME (96) is 
studying for his Ph.D. in mechanical 
engineering, under a full fellowship, at 
Stanford University. He earned his 
master's in 1997 and resides in 
Placerville.• Michelle Myers (BUS 
(96) is an accounting manager at QED, 
an embedded-microchip start-up 
company in Santa Clara.• Mike 
Oakland (PE (96) is assistant baseball 
coach at Cal Poly. His wife, Dina 
(Moore) Oakland (PE '95, MA ED 
'98), is academic advisor for student 
athletes at Cal Poly.• Paul Rosenthal 
(MATE '96) is a graduate student 
researcher at UC San Diego.• Mark 
Van Emmerik (ME (96) is a senior 
mechanical engineer at Oceaneering 
International Incorp. He is also a life 
support system engineer for the U.S. 
Navy submarine rescue system. He lives 
in Millersville, Md.• Raffi Boloyan 
(CRP '97) is an assistant planner for 
the city of San Bruno's planning 
department.• Ryan Branco (CRSC 
(97) is a ranch supervisor for Bruch 
Church LLC. He resides in Salinas. 
• Leanne (Dwyer) Conaty (LS (97) 
married Garrett Conaty (MATH 
(97), moved to Ireland, and had a baby 
girl. Leanne is a full-time mother, and 
Garrett is head of technology for 
Trinity Commerce in Dublin. 
• Christie Jamison (BUS (97) is 
accounting manager at Redback 
Networks Inc. She married Todd 
Slatcher (ENVE (98) in 1999 and the 
couple resides in San Mateo.•Jill 
Levake (FRSC (97) is a technical sales 
representative for Dow Chemical Co. 
and resides in Yuba City.• Bryan 
Medrano (AE (97) and his wife live in 
Elk Grove.• Edward Mojica (ARCH 
'97) is a junior designer for Williams & 
Paddon Architects and Planners Inc. in 
Roseville. He received a presidential 
citation (one of the highest honors) 
from the AlA California Council for 
outstanding contribution to the 
profession.• Jessica Smith (LS (97) 
teaches first grade in Sonora, where she 
lives.• Michelle Brezinski (CRP 
'98) is in El Salvador, completing a 
two-year program with the Peace 
Corps.• Don Cornelius (AERO (98) 
is a simulation engineer in the 
integrated simulation management 
group at The Boeing Co. in Everett, 
Wash.• Julianne Digiorno (NSCI 
(98) is completing her dietetic 
internship at Washoe Medical Center 
in Reno, Nev.• Ryan Hutchinson 
(BUS (98) is an analyst in the 
investment banking group at WR 
Hambrecht, an online investment 
bank. He resides in San Francisco. 
• Melinda Keller (ME '98) is 
studying for her master's in mechanical 
engineering at Cal Poly and works as a 
lecturer in the Mechanical Engineering 
Dept.• Jennifer Koller (ENGL '98) 
is studying for her single-subject CLAD 
teaching credential at San Diego State. 
• Kelly Parrish-Brown (PSY '98) is 
a freelancer in the areas of production, 
event coordinating, scriptwriting, and 
wardrobe styling. She resides with her 
husband in Fresno.• Tiffany 
Patterson (CRP (98) is a planner for 
Spink Corp., an engineering and 
architecture firm. She lives in Davis. 
• Christina Pratt OOUR (98) is a 
client executive in marketing at 
Burson-Marsteller in San Francisco. 
• Eric Vinande (AERO (98) is flight 
operations engineer for the commercial 
airplanes group at The Boeing Co. in 
Seattle.• Geoffrey Dowd (ART '99) 
lives in San Francisco, where he designs 
and produces high-profile Web sites 
such as Wine. com and Living.com. 
• Bridget Engelhardt (BCHM (99) 
is a lab assistant in the School of 
Veterinary Medicine at UC Davis. 
• Danica James (ASCI (99) teaches 
animal science and agricultural 
mechanics at Clinton High School in 
N.C.. Shawna Kight (ARCH (99) 
works for PJHM Architects in San Jose. 
She also performs as an alumni 
member of Cal Poly's Orchesis Dance 
Company.• Jen Yen, who studied 
business in 1999, is studying at Peking 
University, Beijing, China. CD. 
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• Arnold K. Andersen (AERO 
'51), 70, died in Wildomar in 
February. He retired in 1984 after 33 
years with McDonnell-Douglas. He is 
survived by his wife, a daughter, and 
a grandson. 
• David M. Anderson, 47, died 
in Lafayette in May 1999. After 
studying agribusiness at Cal Poly 
in the 70s, he was employed by 
Paramount Export Company for 
22 years. He is survived by his wife, 
a son, and a daughter. 
• Brett W. Berrier (CRP '80), 43, 
died at his Hayward home in 
January. He was self-employed as a 
waterproofing consultant and was a 
member of the International 
Conference of Building Officials. He 
is survived by his parents, a sister, 
and a niece. 
• RobertJ. Bertram (EE '50),72, 
died in Santa Rosa in 1998. He was 
employed by Vandenburg/Martin 
Marietta, working with Control Data 
computers and Titan program instru-
mentation. He is survived by his 
Wife, a son, and a daughter. 
• Kenneth C. Bright (AE '61),60, 
died at his Camarillo home in March 
1999. He was a partner in Santa 
Clara Chemical and Seeds in Oxnard 
for 32 years. He is survived by his 
wife, a son, and a granddaughter. 
.James D. Carter (ASCI '56), 66, 
died in Riverside in February 1999. 
He was the storeroom manager for 
the UC Riverside Biology 
Department. He is survived by his 
wife, four daughters, and a son. 
• Henry Bennett (Ben) Clapp 
(ASCI '59) died at home in Apple 
Valley in February. He retired as an 
environmental specialist with the 
San Bernardino County 
Environmental Health Department. 
He is survived by his wife. 
• George F. Clark (ACRE '51),75, 
died in Ridgecrest in October 1999. 
He worked for the Naval Weapons 
Center-China Lake and in a variety 
of superVisorial and superintendent 
positions. His civic activities 
included 30 years with the Optimists 
Club. He is survived by his wife, two 
sons, and four grandchildren. 
• Stanley B. Crawford (AE '18) 
died in Santa Rosa in April. He was 
scheduled to report for military duty 
on Nov. 13, 1918, but the armistice 
was signed on Nov. 11. He retired 
from PG&E after 35 years. He is 
survived by one son, two grandsons, 
and three great-grandchildren. 
Harold o. WIlson (FA, ADM. ), who dedicated nearly 
40 years to Cal Poly, died in San Luis 
Obispo in May. He retired from the 
university in 1974 as administrative 
vice president, following a career 
that began as a teacher in the 
Animal Science Department and 
included an appointment as 
educational advisor on then-Gov. 
Ronald Reagan's executive staff. 
During his tenure at Cal Poly he 
served as dean of Cal Poly's Voorhis 
Campus at San Dimas (the 
beginning of what is now Cal Poly 
Pomona), where he played a major 
role in acquiring the 816-acre 
Kellogg Horse Ranch. From 1950 to 
• Donald R. floyd (FAC), 66, died 
in San Luis Obispo in March 1999. 
He taught from 1974 to 1998 at Cal 
Poly, where he was involved with 
the university's International Study 
Program. He was editor of the 
California Geographer and a member 
of the California Geographical 
SOCiety. He is survived by his wife 
and a son. 
• Boyd E. Frame (PE '57),67, died 
in Salem, Ore., in July 1998. He was 
retired from Harrah's-Lake Tahoe. He 
is survived by a son, a daughter, and 
four grandchildren. 
• Dennis Christopher Goodell 
(AGB '97), 25, died in Bakersfield in 
September 1999. He was a branch 
manager for Ewing Irrigation, a 
position he earned during his first 
year of employment. He is survived 
by his parents, a brother, and a sister. 
• Charles Jerold Hanks (FAC), 
78, died at his San Luis Obispo home 
in November 1999. Hanks joined Cal 
Poly's Mathematics Department in 
1954 and became departmental head 
in 1972. He attained the rank of rear 
admiral in the U.S. Coast Guard, 
earning two Meritorious Service 
Medals. He is survived by his Wife, a 
1967, Wilson was executive dean 
with oversight tor the building 
program at both campuses, student 
and college affairs, educational 
services, and staff services. He also 
served as Cal Poly's representative to 
the alumni association's board of 
directors and was involved in 
planning for Poly Royal and 
Homecoming. 
Contributions in his memory 
can be made to the Harold O. 
Wilson Memorial Scholarship Fund 
through the Cal Poly Foundation. 
Checks, payable to the Foundation, 
may be sent to the Foundation 
Business Office, Cal Poly, San Luis 
Obispo, CA 93407. 
brother, and two sisters. 
• Elvin E. Harris (ASCI '54), 81, 
died in Mariposa in September 1999. 
He had a 31-year career as a warden 
with the California Department of 
Fish and Game. He is survived by his 
wife, two sons, six stepchildren, and 
two grandchildren. 
• Winnifred (Graham) Henry 
(OH '64), died in February. She 
taught in the hearing impaired 
program of the Centralia School 
District in Buena Park for 16 years. 
She retired in 1992. She is survived 
by her husband. 
• Manlio A. Hernandez, 67, died 
in Arroyo Grande in February. He 
studied political science at Cal Poly 
in the '80s and was a real estate 
broker, tax preparer, and 
businessman. He is survived by his 
wife, four sons, a daughter, and 
seven grandchildren. 
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• Charles A. Hofflund (AERO 
'40),81, died in Tarzana in April 
1999. A Cal Poly alumnus of the 
year, he became executive vice 
president of Lockheed California and 
subsequently retired as president of 
Litton Industries' aero products 
division. He is survived by his 
wife, two sons, a daughter, and 
several grandchildren. 
• Raymond M. Knowles (ARCE 
'50),75, died in San Felipe, Mexico, 
in May. He worked as a self-
employed architect and as a state 
inspector for OSHPD. He is survived 
by his Wife, two daughters, a sister, 
Larry Voss (ADMIN), 67, who served the university and the 
CSU Chancellor's Office for 35 years 
in a variety of administrative and 
management positions, died in June 
at a Stanford hospital. Voss was a 
senior personnel analyst in the 
Chancellor's Office before coming to 
Cal Poly in 1968 as director of 
personnel relations. He served as 
executive assistant to President 
Robert E. Kennedy from 1973 to 
1979 and as executive assistant to 
President Warren J. Baker from 1979 
to 1985, subsequently assuming the 
position of associate vice president 
for university relations. Shortly 
before he retired in 1992, Voss and 
his wife, Carolyn, established a 
two adopted daughters, six grand-
children, and four great-grandchildren. 
• Kimberly Dawn Kralick OOUR 
'99), 23, died in March just a few 
months after graduating. While at 
Cal Poly she worked part time as a 
patroller for the San Luis Obispo 
Police Dept., and completed an 
internship with Barnett Cox and 
Associates, a public relations firm. 
She is survived by her parents, a 
brother, and two sisters. 
• William H. Leverich (PI '56), 
70, died in San Luis Obispo in June. 
He was an appraiser in the San Luis 
Obispo County Assessor's Office. 
He is survived by his wife, a son, 
and a daughter. 
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.Joyce Nagata Maguire (ENGL 
'78),43, died in Rockville, Md., in 
January. She was an attorney in the 
U. S. General Accounting Office and 
Department of Defense. She was 
survived by her husband, a son, and 
a daughter. 
• Bernat Marques (DSCI '68) 
died in June 1999. He was president 
and co-owner of Marques' Fertilizer. 
He is survived by a son, two 
daughters, and a grandson. 
• William David (Bill) McKeen 
(PI '63), 63, died at his San 
Bernardino home in October 1999. 
He was employed by the Agricultural 
music scholarship endowment to 
provide financial aid to qualified 
students majoring in music. After his 
retirement, Voss continued to serve 
the President's Office in various 
capacities. 
Previous to his work with the 
CSU and Cal Poly, Voss served as 
assistant personnel director of the 
State Department of Education, 
assistant director for a U.S. Office of 
Education research program 
developing guidelines for improved 
practices in state educational 
agencies, chairman of the Western 
Regional Conference of the College 
and University Association, and as a 
consultant to numerous state and 
regional agencies. 
Extension Service with the 
University of California for 31 years. 
He is survived by his wife, a son, and 
a daughter. 
• Gerhard H. Mollenhauer (ME 
'70), 64, died in Palo Alto in 
February. He served as director of 
plant services for Laguna Honda 
Hospital in San Francisco. He is 
survived by his wife. 
• Harold G. Newman (AGSC '21, 
AGRI '36), 99, died in Oxnard in 
December 1999. He was the foreman 
for Blanchard Ranch in Santa Paula 
and manager of Catlin Auto Parts in 
Oxnard. He is survived by his 
daughter and two grandsons. 
• Doris Nixon (ED '63, ED '72),  
84, died in San Luis Obispo in 
January. She is survived by two sons, 
a daughter, and three granddaughters. 
• Kathy Patin (HE '95), 44, died 
in Solvang in March 1997. She was a 
homemaker, teacher's aide, office 
worker, and community volunteer. 
She is survived by her husband and 
three children. 
.JoAnn P. Pianfetti (HIST '72),  
55, died in Santa Maria. Her major 
work experience was with the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers. 
• Leslie L. Robinson (MCRO '88),  
35, died in Thousand Oaks in June 
1999. She was a manager in clinical 
data management for Amgen. She is 
survived by her parents and a sister. 
• William Ruddiman (CRSC 
'53), 82, died in Yreka in January. 
He served as farm advisor for the 
University of California's 4-H 
program in Siskiyou County. 
He is survived by his wife, a son, 
and a daughter. 
.John Oack) Safarik (AG '51, 
ED AG '57),70, died at his Chico 
home in November 1999. His career 
ranged from vice principal at Live 
Oak Union High School to director 
of institutional research and 
professor of psychology at Chico 
State. He is survived by his wife, 
two sons, three daughters, and 
11 grandchildren. 
• Elmer K. Valentine (ASCI'52, 
AGRl'55), 78, died in Salinas in 
March 1999. He taught vocational 
agriculture at Vacaville and King 
City high schools. He is survived by 
his wife, two sons, a daughter, and 
two grandchildren. 
• William T. Weubbe, 68, died in 
Sacramento in June 1999. He studied 
electrical engineering at Cal Poly in 
the '50s and worked as an engineer 
for Westinghouse Corporation and 
Schindler Corporation. He is 
survived by his wife, two sons, three 
daughters, and five grandchildren. 
.John E. Zimmerman (EE '60),  
died earlier this year. He is survived 
by his wife, who lives in Danville. CD 
deo brought 
Jack Roddy to Cal Poly ... 
nowJack Roddy is hitting 
the trail for Cal Poly rodeo. 
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